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Overview

Election season is looming. Voters in Victoria go to the polls within weeks; in NSW within months. These elections are an opportunity to take stock of how Australia's states are doing, where they are going, and what state governments can do about it.

This report surveys policy recommendations from ten years of Grattan Institute reports and outlines what the policy priorities should be, not only for the governments in Australia's two biggest states, but state governments across the nation.

The problems aren't hard to find. Per capita income has been flat for five years as the mining boom subsided. State governments continue to announce large infrastructure projects without doing enough homework beforehand. Home ownership is falling fast among the young and the poor, those on low incomes are spending more on housing, and homelessness is rising, particularly in NSW. Our schools are not keeping up with the best in the world. In most states, people are waiting longer for medical treatments. Wholesale electricity prices have increased significantly over the past few years while Australia is not on target to reach its emissions commitments.

Many worthwhile reforms have been implemented over the past decade. Victoria’s hospitals cost less per patient and contribute more to better health outcomes than elsewhere. Queensland’s school students learn more in Years 3–5, and this has improved significantly in the past few years. Western Australian school outcomes have improved in many areas. The ACT has started to replace inefficient stamp duties with a much more efficient broad-based property tax. NSW has used the good times to improve its budget position. NSW, Victoria, South Australia and the ACT have all increased the transparency of political decision-making and tightened controls over money in politics.

But every state could learn from the others and do better.

State governments – particularly NSW and Victoria – face population pressures. They should resist political pressure to wind back planning reforms that have helped to increase housing supply, and instead should go further to ensure enough housing is built, particularly in established suburbs, to accommodate rapidly growing populations. NSW and Victoria should commission work to enable the introduction of time-of-day road and public transport pricing to manage congestion in Sydney and Melbourne. All states should stop announcing transport projects before they have been analysed rigorously, and they should evaluate completed projects properly.

There are other important priorities for economic reform. All states should follow the lead of the ACT and replace stamp duties with broad-based property taxes. States should reform electricity markets to encourage reliability and reduce emissions – whether or not the Commonwealth cooperates.

States could deliver services better. Other states should follow Victoria's lead and reduce the overall cost and the variation in cost between public hospitals. And they should develop more prevention programs to reduce the disparity between regional and urban health outcomes. States should lift progress for all school students by identifying and spreading good teaching practices at the same time as strengthening the evidence base. They should also invest more in early learning for the most disadvantaged students.

Institutional reforms are needed as well. States need more visibility of their long-term budget positions. While institutional accountability is improving in many states, Western Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory need to limit election spending, and make political donations and lobbying more transparent.
# State Scorecard: how states rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metric</th>
<th>NSW</th>
<th>VIC</th>
<th>QLD</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>TAS</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>AUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real GSI per capita ($1,000)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment rate, 25–64 year-olds (%)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in education or employment and w/o qualification rate, 19–24 year olds (%)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional incomes, median per capita ($1,000)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional incomes compared to capital city median (%)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional employment rate compared to capital city (%)</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regional development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-completion reviews published in last 4 years (number)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutes by walking or cycling, 2016 (% of commutes in capital city)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commute distance (bee-line) in capital cities, median (km)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transport and cities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing stock (per 100 people aged 20 or over)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental stress, share of bottom 40% of income earners (%)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homelessness rate (per 10,000 people)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress, relative to national average, Year 3–5 NAPLAN (months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High achieving Year 9 students (top two NAPLAN bands) (%)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low achieving Year 9 students (at or below NAPLAN NMS) (%)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government funding to state schools as a percentage of target (%)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidable mortality rate, capital city areas (per 100,000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidable mortality rate, regional areas (per 100,000)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per weighted patient treated, average per separation ($1,000)</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for elective procedures, median (days)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity price, average residential retail (cents/kWh)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions intensity of grid-purchased electricity (tonnes of CO2e/MWh)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplanned outages (average annual minutes per customer over the last 5 years)</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taxes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Budgets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional reform</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency score (A – best to E – worst)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability score (A – best to E – worst)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caps on political expenditure? (Y/N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caps on political donations? (Y/N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
State Scorecard: how states have changed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance metric</th>
<th>NSW</th>
<th>VIC</th>
<th>QLD</th>
<th>WA</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>TAS</th>
<th>ACT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>AUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real GSI per capita, % change per year over 5 years</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment rate of 25–64 year olds, ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in education or employment and w/o qualification, 19–24 year olds, ppt change</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional incomes, median per capita, % change per year over 5 years</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional incomes compared to capital city median, ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional employment rate compared to capital city, ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regional development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-completion reviews published in last 4 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutes by walking or cycling in capital city, ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median commute distance in capital cities, % change over 5 years</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing stock, change in houses per 100 people aged 20+ over 5 years,</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not in education or employment and w/o qualification, 19–24 year olds, ppt change</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-9.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 5 years</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>-124</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High achieving Year 9 students (top two NAPLAN bands), ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low achieving Year 9 students (at or below minimum NAPLAN standard), ppt change over</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government funding to state schools as a percentage of target, ppt change over 3 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidable mortality rate in capital city areas per 100,000, % change over 5 years</td>
<td>-11.4</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>-10.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidable mortality rate in regional areas per 100,000, % change over 5 years</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>-9.4</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per weighted patient treated, average per separation, % change over 5 years</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting time for elective procedures, change in median days over 4 years (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average residential retail electricity price, change in cents/KWh over 5 years</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions intensity of grid-purchased electricity, change in tonnes of CO2e/MWh over</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>-61</td>
<td>-115</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-153</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of state taxes collected from tax bases with high economic costs, ppt change</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Operating Balance as % of GSP, ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Debt as % of GSP, ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest and depreciation as % of GSP, ppt change over 5 years</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional reform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency: positive (↑), neutral (–), or negative (↓) change over 5 years</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability: positive (↑), neutral (–), or negative (↓) change over 5 years</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditure caps introduced (↑), not introduced (–) or repealed (↓) over past 5 years</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations caps introduced (↑), not introduced (–) or repealed (↓) over past 5 years</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recommendations

Economic growth

Land use

- State governments should reform land-use planning rules to allow more housing to be built close to the centres of our major cities, where high value jobs are growing fastest.

- The Council of Australian Governments should ask the Productivity Commission to assess the costs (both direct and indirect) and the benefits of land-use planning regulations.

Innovation and competition

- State governments should promote innovation by encouraging competition and adoption of new technologies, but generally avoid industry subsidies.

- State governments should redesign markets to encourage competition in concentrated industries.

- State governments should not boost the value of privatised assets by limiting competition or regulation at the expense of users.

- State governments should engage with the peer-to-peer economy to increase competition and help workers, rather than to protect traditional industries.

Regulation

- State governments should review regulations and red tape to ensure they achieve the right balance between social benefits and economic costs.

Regional development

- States should perform high quality evaluations of any regional development project to ensure money is not wasted, and provide a better evidence base for future spending.

- States should publish which regions receive what subsidies in the form of increased services and infrastructure spending.

- States should limit drought subsidies to extreme events and target those most in need.

- States should remove unnecessary regulations which prevent job creation in the regions.

- State governments should not defer changes to city planning by relying on wishful thinking that a significant portion of city population growth can be diverted to regions by either big transport projects or subsidies.
Transport and cities

Congestion

- The NSW and Victorian governments should introduce time-of-day congestion pricing in the most congested central areas of Sydney and Melbourne, charging at peak periods to enable freer-flowing roads.

- Beyond central city areas in Sydney and Melbourne, state governments should measure and publish delays for individual roads and routes, to enable better-informed public debate about thresholds at which congestion pricing should be introduced.

- State governments should increase the differences in public transport fares depending on the time of day, to spread demand.

- The Victorian Government should increase the CBD parking space levy in Melbourne from about $1,400 to about $2,400 per year.

- States should increase the clarity and assignment of parking rights, including a right to trade them.

- State governments should routinely publish performance against ‘active transport’ (walking and cycling) targets.

Project selection

- State governments should impose a more rigorous process for selecting infrastructure projects through legislation that:
  - prohibits funding infrastructure projects unless a full business case has been prepared, and then evaluated by an independent organisation with relevant expertise;
  - requires the business case and evaluation to be tabled in Parliament;

  - for projects valued at $50 million or more, requires an independent organisation with relevant expertise to publish a reliability rating of the business cases; and

  - requires standalone legislation before proceeding with projects with an estimated construction cost of $1 billion or more.

Project assessments

- State governments should assess proposed infrastructure projects more rigorously by:
  - developing more realistic assumptions for cost-benefit analysis of projects;
  - acknowledging the widespread adaptation that occurs under the base-case scenario used to quantify a project’s benefits, particularly arising from changes in land-use;
  - comparing the impacts of the project with non-construction options to achieve the same objective; and
  - using lower discount rates that reflect the cost of money and the systematic risk of the project.

Project reviews

- State infrastructure bodies should review and publish the benefits and costs of each completed transport infrastructure project.

- As an interim measure, state governments should support a move by the Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure to publish to data.gov.au the post-completion report already provided as a condition of funding.
Housing

Housing supply

- State governments should change planning processes to allow more medium-density housing in established suburbs.
  - Fewer small-scale urban infill projects should require development approvals.
  - More dense development should be allowed ‘as of right’ along key transport corridors.

- State governments should set housing targets and make sure local councils meet the targets.
  - When local councils fail to meet housing targets, state governments should transfer responsibility for assessing development applications to independent planning panels.

- State governments should maintain a long-term supply of greenfield land for development, particularly in Sydney.

Tenancy laws

- State governments should amend tenancy laws to make renting more secure and enable tenants to make their rental property feel more like their home.

Social housing

- The stock of social housing should be expanded, but targeted much more tightly at applicants at greatest risk of becoming homeless.

Subsidies and incentives

- Stamp duty concessions and other giveaways to first-home buyers should be wound back.
  - Incentive schemes for downsizers should be abolished.
School education

Spreading good teaching practices

- State governments should improve teaching effectiveness.
  - Better spread teaching practices where the evidence is clear.
  - Create explicit jobs for top teachers with deep subject expertise to spread effective practice within and across schools.
  - Put better data on individual student learning progress into the hands of teachers.
  - Make teacher professional learning more tightly focussed on improving the daily work of teaching.
  - Encourage standardisation of some teaching practices to improve the allocation of teacher time.
  - Better support teachers on how to engage students and create effective classroom learning environments.

Evidence base

- State governments should better understand what is happening in classrooms and how government settings impact it.
  - Commission research on groups of schools making above average progress.
  - Collect better data on teaching effectiveness in schools.
  - Find out more about what works well in classrooms and how to implement at scale.
  - Invest in how to measure and teach general capabilities such as critical thinking and non-cognitive outcomes.

Funding

- State governments should better align state funding to student need under the new Commonwealth funding model, ensuring that state support for government and non-government schools is consistent.

Early learning

- State governments should invest more in early learning for the most disadvantaged students, but don’t expand the scale of early childhood education too rapidly at the expense of quality.
Health

Regional healthcare

- State governments should develop community-based prevention programs to reduce the disparity in avoidable mortality rates between urban and rural Australians.

- State governments should develop telehealth strategies to improve access to specialist services and work closely with Primary Health Networks to strengthen primary care services in rural areas.

Hospitals

- State governments should use their funding policies to put more pressure on public hospitals to become more efficient, including by improving the safety of patient care.

- State governments should strengthen hospital accountability to reduce combined outpatient and inpatient waiting times.

Performance management

- States should publish consistent dental and outpatient waiting time data.

- State governments should agree on an improved set of performance indicators to measure the adequacy of public mental health services.

Energy

Electricity generation

- State governments should pursue the reliability element of the National Energy Guarantee (with or without the Commonwealth Government).

- State governments should pursue a nation wide state-based emissions reduction scheme unless the Commonwealth Government develops a credible national emissions reduction policy.

- The Victorian Government should abandon its policy to subsidise the installation of 650,000 rooftop solar systems.

Electricity networks

- The NSW, Queensland and Tasmanian governments should write-down the value of the electricity network businesses they own, and the NSW Government should provide a rebate to customers of its recently partially privatised networks.

- States and territories should transfer responsibility for setting network reliability requirements to the Australian Energy Regulator.

- The Victorian Government should move small customers onto cost-reflective tariffs. Other governments should also do this, within the limitations of available metering infrastructure.

Electricity retail

- NSW, Queensland, South Australia and ACT governments should require electricity retailers to provide prominent information that makes it easy to meaningfully compare offers, alongside other reforms, to end the ‘confusopoly’ in retail electricity.
• The Western Australian, Tasmanian and Northern Territory governments should move towards full retail competition, while learning lessons from other jurisdictions.

Gas
• The Victorian and Tasmanian governments should lift their moratoria on natural gas exploration and production, and approve or reject projects on a case-by-case basis.

Energy system governance
• The Queensland, Western Australian, Tasmanian and Northern Territory governments should consider privatising publicly owned electricity assets.
• States and territories should pursue nationally consistent energy policy wherever possible, including strengthening the Australian Energy Market Agreement.

Taxes

Property taxes
• State governments should replace stamp duties on property with a broad-based property levy of between $5 to $7 for every $1,000 of unimproved property value.
• The property levy should be expanded to replace other inefficient taxes on insurance and stamp duties on motor vehicle sales.
• State governments should broaden land taxes to include owner-occupied housing, raising $7 billion nationally, which could help fund the abolition of more economically costly taxes.
• State governments should switch to a progressive land tax assessed on the value of each property owned, rather than the combined value of an owner’s total landholdings.
• Alternatively, state governments could abolish land taxes outright and instead increase the rate of the broad-based property tax by around $2 for every $1,000 of unimproved property value, raising no additional revenue.

Betterment taxes and infrastructure charges
• State governments should introduce explicit ‘betterment taxes’ to capture some of the windfall gains from re-zoning of land.
• State and local government infrastructure charges should be reformed to align with the Productivity Commission’s general principles on infrastructure costs.

Payroll taxes
• State payroll taxes should be broadened by abolishing carve-outs for small businesses, and payroll tax rates should be reduced.
Budgets

- State governments should adopt the tax and spending recommendations discussed elsewhere in this report to improve their structural budget positions.
- State governments should set clear fiscal targets and enshrine them in legislation.
- All states should follow the lead of Victoria and NSW and establish a parliamentary budget office to provide parliamentarians with independent policy costings.
- State governments should work with the Commonwealth to establish a national Intergenerational Report that produces long-term budget projections across all levels of government. Alternatively, state governments should periodically produce their own long-term budget projections.

Institutional reform

Limiting influence

- States and territories that do not cap political advertising expenditure during election campaigns should do so.
- Ministers should be subject to a stringent code of conduct, which is independently administered and contains meaningful sanctions for misconduct.

Transparency

- All states and territories should follow the lead of Queensland, NSW and the ACT by requiring ministers to publish their diaries.
- Tasmania should follow the lead of the territories and all other states by disclosing all political donations of $5,000 or more.
- Tasmania, Western Australia and the Northern Territory should join the other states and territories by disclosing donations at least every six months, and within 21 days during election campaigns.
- State lobbyist registers should list in-house lobbyists as well as third-party lobbyists, and lobbyists should be required to publish their contacts with ministers and shadow ministers.
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1 Overarching considerations

1.1 Scope

This report aims to help Australia’s state and territory governments to set priorities for reform. Drawing primarily on work published by Grattan Institute over the past decade, it identifies policy changes that state governments should adopt to make the most difference to the lives of Australians.

The report discusses policy reforms that promote economic growth, tax reform and sustainable budgets, cities and transport, energy, school education, hospitals and health, and the health of our political institutions and democracy itself. Grattan Institute has focused on these because they make a big difference to the lives of Australians, because analysis can chart a path to better policy, and because outcomes are too often driven by vested interests rather than the public interest. These areas cover more than 70 per cent of state government spending.

The report does not cover state government responsibilities such as vocational education and training, childcare, policing, legal aid and the justice system, Indigenous affairs, community services and child protection. These areas matter, but have not been part of Grattan Institute’s work to date. We didn’t want to offer opinions on important issues where we had not done the work to sort through the evidence, which is essential to high-quality policy.

The report focuses on issues that state governments can influence directly rather than those that are primarily Commonwealth responsibilities. It selectively identifies areas where coordination between the states or cooperation with the Commonwealth would assist.

1.2 Measuring what matters

This report also includes a State Scorecard of key performance metrics for the states in each of the main policy domains covered in the report (on page 4), and how they’ve changed over the past five years (on page 5). The Scorecard is intended to allow citizens to compare states, and evaluate the performance of state governments over time.

For each of the key domains, the Scorecard focuses on what we should care about most. The metrics chosen are intended to capture the performance of state government services, as well as final outcomes. Most are sourced from publicly available data; we have produced a few of them where no appropriate data was publicly available.

The metrics primarily measure outcomes – the things that make a direct difference to peoples’ lives. Inevitably these outcomes have many causes, some of them beyond state government control. But they are all things that state government policy can at least influence.

An alternative Scorecard might have focused on outputs – the intermediate measures that state governments can influence more directly. For example, the Scorecard could measure new homes constructed, or average wait times to secure planning approval, rather than the number of homes per head of population. But peoples’ lives are directly affected by the net change in housing.

---

1. In this report, “states and territories” is abbreviated to “states”.
2. Grattan analysis of ABS (2015, table 239). The major state government expenditure items in the ABS analysis not covered by Grattan’s work to date are: vocational education and training; public order and safety; sanitation; and social protection.
3. This is the approach of the NSW Premier’s Priorities: see NSW Government (2018a).
demolitions) relative to population growth⁴ – and so the Scorecard measures this.

The Scorecard could have used a more comprehensive set of metrics that would provide a more nuanced and detailed view of outcomes.⁵ But while our shorter list loses detail, it provides an overview on a single page that helps overall priority setting and is more approachable for a general public.

The Scorecard covers the policy domains discussed in the remainder of the report. It does not attempt to cover domains that Grattan has not studied to date (Section 1.1). Metrics about vocational education and training, emergency services, criminal justice, Indigenous affairs and community welfare all matter, but they should be identified by those more familiar with these areas than we are.

1.3 A framework for setting policy priorities

Within the policy areas highlighted, state governments are typically trying to enable Australians to live fulfilled lives by increasing economic growth, providing valuable services, and promoting fairness, while ensuring a sustainable budget. Inevitably, these aims require trade-offs. The remainder of this section sets out these objectives in more detail.

1.3.1 Economic growth

The size of the economy is a measure of the resources available to the community. Although an imperfect proxy for measuring prosperity, it is usually closer to reality than the alternatives. Of course, individual choice, human connection, health, artistic expression and an unpolluted environment are all part of a valuable life, even if they are not measured as economic activity. But usually they are easier to sustain with the resources of a larger economy.⁶

Economic growth has been slowing around the developed world. In Australia, growth has slowed as the mining boom winds down. National per capita incomes have flat-lined for the past six years⁷ and wages growth has been slow.⁸ Most importantly, the prospects for faster economic growth are dim. Many believe that growth will be lower for longer, in Australia and around the world.⁹

The pace of economic reform has slowed in Australia. There have been fewer economy-wide reforms over the past two decades than in the 1980s and 1990s,¹⁰ perhaps because there was less impetus for reform while the mining boom buoyed the economy. It may also be that many of the reforms of the deregulatory agenda articulated in the 1980s have been completed, and policy thinkers need to articulate a new agenda, more focused on issues such as city shape and the delivery of human services, often largely funded by government.¹¹

Public anxiety about Australia’s future economic prospects is rising. Economic optimism peaked in 2013 – when incomes per capita peaked at the top of the mining boom. As of 2016, fewer Australians expect their financial situation to improve than at any time since 2001.¹²

Many economic drivers are beyond the control of Australian governments altogether – not least, the performance of the global economy.¹³

---

⁴ Daley et al. (2018).
⁵ For example, the Productivity Commission’s Report on Government Services (Productivity Commission (2018a)) runs to 3,360 pages over 19 chapters and 7 volumes. The COAG Reform Council produced a large number of detailed reports on government performance on a variety of domains: see COAG (2013) and COAG (2018). The Queensland Government Plan provides a set of metrics somewhere in between: see Queensland Government (2014).

⁶ Daley et al. (2014, p. 10).
⁷ ABS (2018a, table 1).
⁹ Minifie et al. (2017a, p. 8).
¹⁰ Daley (2016a).
¹² D. Wood et al. (2018a, figure 4.2.).
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The economy. Of the levers that governments do control, many are the responsibility of the Commonwealth Government, including tax, trade and competition policy, as well as welfare and childcare subsidies that could drive workforce participation.13

But there are some economic levers that state governments do control, and these are outlined in Chapter 2. States can make their taxes more efficient, as discussed in Chapter 9. State governments can improve how well Australia’s cities function, by reforming planning rules, as discussed in Chapter 5, and investing only in high-quality transport infrastructure, as discussed in Chapter 4. Reforms to improve the quality of school education (Chapter 6) and health services (Chapter 7) would also make a big difference to economic growth in the long term.

But even if state governments pursued all the reforms recommended in this report, incomes would only rise by a few percentage points. And it would be unprecedented if any state government successfully prosecuted many of these reforms within a single term of government.

Governments would therefore be wise not to create ‘Great Expectations’14 that their potential reform agendas cannot fulfil. As a highly developed economy, Australian economic growth is limited above all by the pace of global innovation, which Australian governments can do little to influence. Yet while there are limits to the influence of governments on economic growth, there are worthwhile reforms that would help.

13. Our 2012 Game changers report identified the three largest opportunities to boost economic growth within 10 years, where there is strong evidence for the policy changes that would make a difference, as reform of the tax mix, and increasing the workforce participation rates of women and of older people: Daley et al. (2012). The policies that would affect these most are primarily Commonwealth Government responsibilities, although states are responsible for stamp duties and land taxes, which present one of the largest opportunities to improve the economic efficiency of taxation.


1.3.2 Provision of services

State governments are responsible for the bulk of public services in Australia, including hospitals and healthcare, schools, roads and public transport, and public housing. Services provided by state governments are central to Australians’ quality of life, and to economic productivity. Improving the quality and efficiency of services, particularly in the two largest areas of health and education, should be close to the top of any state government’s agenda. Chapters 7 and 6 discuss these areas in more detail.

While state governments can fund services, often third parties provide them better. The 2015 Harper Review of competition policy advocated commissioning a diversity of service providers where possible.15 While this is a sensible idea in theory, execution is everything. The recent examples of aged care and vocational education and training reinforce previous experiences: taxpayer funding of for-profit entities to provide services at the behest of individual citizens inherently creates opportunities for poor outcomes, or even fraud, that must be carefully managed. The risks of outsourcing to the private sector are much higher for services like aged care and child protection, where ‘customers’ are vulnerable, and it is difficult to specify and enforce service quality.16

1.3.3 A sustainable budget

State governments must promote economic growth and provide services while ensuring that budgets add up over the economic cycle. Balanced budgets are better than the alternative: persistent government deficits incur interest payments, and limit future


16. Private sector operators might be more entrepreneurial, but some of their entrepreneurial spirit will be channelled into finding ways to cut costs and quality while remaining within the strict letter of their contract with government. See: Hart et al. (1997) and Hart (2003).
borrowings.\(^\text{17}\) As a result, they can unfairly shift costs between generations,\(^\text{18}\) and reduce flexibility during a crisis.\(^\text{19}\) And weak state budget positions also constrain other government priorities discussed in this report, even where the benefits of public investments outweighs the costs.

State budgets are mainly in good short-term health, but long-term pressures loom (Chapter 10). Record stamp duty revenues in NSW and Victoria will fall as housing prices and turnover fall in the aftermath of the property boom. Spending on infrastructure has ramped up as states cope with increasing population and concerns about congestion, but higher interest and depreciation costs will weigh on state budgets in the years ahead.\(^\text{20}\)

Most importantly, spending in health and education and other vital areas is growing faster than GDP. If spending per person continues to grow faster than inflation, then it is unlikely that other areas can be cut enough to make up the gap. Nor can the states rely on larger transfers from the Commonwealth to solve their problems for them: the Commonwealth faces its own long-term budget challenges.\(^\text{21}\)

Recent state government budgets provide no insight into how they will respond to the looming funding gap.\(^\text{22}\) Instead, state governments will need additional revenues to keep their budgets balanced, while inefficient spending should be curtailed. Some opportunities to do so are discussed in the following chapters.

1.3.4 Fairness

Fairness is a further objective for government. Of course fairness, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder. There are at least four relevant conceptions of fairness.

One ideal aims for a more even distribution of resources (particularly income and wealth) among the community. Whether this is an appropriate end for government, and how much should be redistributed, remains contested.

Another ideal of fairness aims to ensure that those towards the bottom of society (often identified as the bottom 20 per cent by income) have enough resources to enable them to pursue lives with meaningful opportunities. This ideal tends to have broader support across political divides.\(^\text{23}\) It is less concerned with redistribution from high incomes to middle incomes, and more focused on redistribution towards those on low incomes.

A third ideal, fairness between generations, also matters. Under almost any theory of ethics, it is unfair for one generation to adopt policies that leave the next generations worse off at a similar age, especially when they have no say in those policies.\(^\text{24}\) Australia has increasingly adopted age-based tax, welfare, and other spending policies, accompanied by recurrent budget deficits, that increase the risk that the next Australian generation will be less well off than its parents. These policies also tend to increase inequality within generations over the long term.\(^\text{25}\) And they undermine incentives by increasing the value of inheritance relative to individual effort.\(^\text{26}\)

Finally, procedural fairness matters. People value being able to make plans under stable rules. Like other conceptions of fairness, however,

\(^{17}\) Daley et al. (2013a, pp. 8–9).
\(^{18}\) Daley et al. (2014).
\(^{19}\) IMF (2018, p. 22).
\(^{20}\) The depreciation on this capital spending and the interest on any borrowings required to fund it affects net operating balances in future budget years.
\(^{21}\) Hockey (2015).
\(^{22}\) Daley and D. Wood (2015).
\(^{23}\) Daley et al. (2013a, p. 21).
\(^{24}\) Daley et al. (2014, p. 10).
\(^{25}\) Ibid. (p. 36).
\(^{26}\) Kindermann et al. (2018).
this value is not absolute. The biggest concerns arise if new rules impose adverse consequences as a result of a past action. Yet this does not mean that every rule affecting investments (such as the exemption of owner-occupied housing from land taxes) should be grandfathered. There is no adverse consequence as a result of past action if those investments would probably have been made anyway. The rule changes simply mean that individuals benefit less from their investments. In any case, procedural fairness must be balanced against other considerations: grandfathering unsustainable tax arrangements for all current property owners, for example, tends to benefit one generation over the next.

1.3.5 Complexity

Managing complexity is another objective of government. Complexity can bring benefits by making more choices available to people. But there are costs of dealing with complexity (in time, effort, or cost of expert advice), and often complexity induces indecision that can be the worst choice of all. Some of the additional choices may be bad ones, with real costs. And these costs can be especially high for the most disadvantaged members of our community.

For example, competition in electricity retailing hasn’t delivered what was promised: lower prices for consumers. Lower price deals are available, but most consumers find the market so complicated that they give up trying to find them. Thus many Australians are paying more than they should.

Complex government rules can have hidden costs. Complexity imposes additional costs on individuals, businesses and government administrators. It discourages innovation. More worryingly, complexity makes it easier for vested interests to extract rents by lobbying for rules that benefit them. The complexity and detail both obscures the impact to all but insiders, and exhausts the limited resources of those representing the public interest.

For example, planning law has become a textbook example of “kludgeocracy”. Complexity, originally driven by the search for fair outcomes, has ultimately provided large benefits to vested interests with the time and resources to push for technical changes and discretionary decisions that serve their interests.

1.4 The role of government

State elections are occurring at a time of growing scepticism about the benefits of competition and free markets, and louder calls for more government intervention.

Over the past three decades, Commonwealth and state governments embarked on a substantial privatisation and deregulation agenda. Formerly state-owned industries have been privatised and deregulated, including state-owned banks, railways, ports, public transport and electricity. Meanwhile other microeconomic reforms have extended competition in previously sheltered industries such as agricultural production, retail trade, and some professional services.

The push towards privatisation and deregulation has, in many cases, delivered considerable improvements in the quality of service delivery and lower prices for consumers. Competitive markets provide strong

30. T. Wood et al. (2017, p. 3).
33. Daley et al. (2015a, p. 70).
34. For example, see: Productivity Commission (2005a) and National Commission of Audit (2014, pp. 220–21).
35. For example, Productivity Commission (2005a, p. xvii) estimates that implementation of the National Competition Policy and other microeconomic reforms have boosted Australians' incomes by 2.5 per cent.
incentives for firms to innovate, operate efficiently and offer competitive prices.\textsuperscript{36} For example, the privatisation of electricity poles and wires substantially lowered prices in Victoria and South Australia by avoiding the ‘gold plating’ and cost padding that occurred under government ownership in New South Wales and Queensland.\textsuperscript{37}

But there has also been a string of serious problems with this reform agenda, including vocational education and training,\textsuperscript{38} retail electricity,\textsuperscript{39} and hospital privatisation.\textsuperscript{40} Privatisation has not always been coupled with effective regulation, resulting in higher prices and poor service. Privatisation itself created well-resourced and highly motivated interests that lobby against better regulation.

So now there is a backlash against deregulation and privatisation. Governments are again becoming more actively involved in markets. For example, both sides of politics have argued for more government intervention in the Australian energy market: some in the federal Coalition have called for parts of the energy system to be nationalised,\textsuperscript{41} and Victorian Labor Premier Daniel Andrews says that energy privatisation “has not worked”.\textsuperscript{42}

But when intervening in markets, governments should always be careful of the (often hidden) costs. Regulation itself is not free: staffing and funding regulators involves costs, as does complying with regulation. Regulation can often have unintended impacts, such as raising the costs of goods and services.\textsuperscript{43} Increasing complexity and regulation can also stifle innovation, and increase the costs of doing business and the potential for interest groups to capture public policy.\textsuperscript{44}

1.5 Federalism

Australia’s federal system matters. The Commonwealth and the states share responsibility for many policy areas covered in this report – particularly in health, education, transport, energy and climate change. Lines of responsibility are often blurred, leading to the ‘blame game’ between different levels of government.

Many argue that changing the division of responsibility between Commonwealth and the states would improve political outcomes (by clarifying accountability) and efficiency (by reducing overlaps, and clarifying administrative responsibility).\textsuperscript{45} But views diverge on whether to centralise, decentralise, or retain the current arrangements.\textsuperscript{46}

Others argue that the states should receive a greater proportion of government taxes, to combat ‘vertical fiscal imbalance’\textsuperscript{47} whereby states collect less revenue than they spend. The mismatch is much worse than in comparable federations.\textsuperscript{48} The ultimate effect on the quality of government is debated:\textsuperscript{49} ultimately what taxes are raised may matter more than who raises them.\textsuperscript{50}

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{36} King (2014).
\item\textsuperscript{37} T. Wood et al. (2018a).
\item\textsuperscript{38} Senate (2015).
\item\textsuperscript{39} T. Wood et al. (2017).
\item\textsuperscript{40} For example, the Victorian Government exercised ‘step-in rights’ under its contract with the private operators of the Latrobe Regional Hospital: Productivity Commission (2014, box 1). See also English (2005).
\item\textsuperscript{41} Koziol (2018); and T. Wood (2018).
\item\textsuperscript{42} SBS (2018).
\item\textsuperscript{43} Banks (2003, pp. 6–7).
\item\textsuperscript{44} Tele (2013).
\item\textsuperscript{45} See: Williams (2017) and Maher (2013).
\item\textsuperscript{46} Daley et al. (2014, p. 28). For example, the principle of subsidiarity states that responsibility for regulation and service delivery should be devolved to the lowest level of government practicable. For many services, that means state governments. Twomey and G. Withers (2007, p. 4).
\item\textsuperscript{47} Galligan (2014).
\item\textsuperscript{48} Twomey and G. Withers (2007).
\item\textsuperscript{49} For example, Musgrave (1959) and Oates (1972) argue that national governments are better placed to raise most taxes because sub-national taxation tends to be particularly costly. See also: Henry et al. (2010a, pp. 669–674).
\item\textsuperscript{50} As noted in Chapter 9, the economic costs of state taxes vary greatly between 3 cents per dollar of revenue raised (broad-based property taxes) to more than 70
Overall this report demonstrates that federalism is only a minor barrier to better state government. The report tries to identify high-level reform priorities for state governments. Not one requires wholesale changes to Australia’s federation. Most don’t even require coordinated action among the states. Instead, states largely have the power to control their own destinies. Consequently, states shouldn’t use the bleak prospects for federalism reform as an excuse for inaction and delay.

1.6 Guide to this report

The rest of this report considers priorities for reform in more detail.

Reforms that would promote economic growth and boost Australians’ living standards are outlined in Chapter 2.

Many believe that the economic divide between Australia’s capital cities and regions is getting bigger. The truth is more complicated: many regions are doing well, while others are not. But government spending cannot make economic water flow uphill and accelerate slow-growing regions. Chapter 3 considers reforms to regional development policies to help people, not places.

Australia in an unusually urbanised country: two-thirds of us live in capital cities, which are vital to the economy. Where things happen also depends on transport networks. Reforms to improve the functioning of our cities and transport networks are considered in Chapter 4.

Housing is of paramount importance. It fulfils many objectives, from basic shelter to the emotional security of a refuge where a family can be nurtured. But housing in Australia is increasingly unaffordable. Housing policy priorities are discussed in Chapter 5.

Providing education consumes a large part of government budgets. In the long term, education makes more difference to economic growth than almost anything else. Reforms to school education are discussed in Chapter 6.

The other crucial determinant of quality of life is health, and it is also the largest area of state government expenditure. Policy reforms to improve health outcomes and reduce costs are explored in Chapter 7.

Our lives depend on the supply of energy. The sector is so large that its efficiency makes a difference to overall economic outcomes. It must also respond to climate change. Priorities for energy policy are examined in Chapter 8.

All of this must be paid for. Chapter 9 examines potential reforms to state taxes to boost economic growth and reduce volatility in government revenues.

State budgets are mostly in good short-term health, but long-term challenges loom. Reforms to state budget frameworks and institutions – including legislated fiscal targets, parliamentary budget offices and long-term budget reporting – are discussed in Chapter 10.

All of this depends on good political institutions to run the day-to-day business of government and to implement reform. Political donations and lobbying are vital components of a healthy democracy. But without adequate checks and balances, there’s a risk that mixing money and access with politics can translate into undue influence and poor policy. Chapter 11 recommends reforms to strengthen state political institutions to safeguard them against special interests.

---

2 Economic development

2.1 Where we are

Ten years after the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), economic growth remains weak in many rich nations. Australia had been an exception to the global malaise between 2008 and 2013, but since then economic growth has been much slower as the mining boom winds down. There is a risk that economic growth will now be lower for longer, in Australia and around the world.52

Per capita incomes have flat-lined in Australia for the past five years.53 WA has been hit hardest by the end of the mining investment boom, with real per-capita incomes falling 2.3 per cent since 2013 (Table 2.1), although incomes are still 11 per cent higher than a decade ago (Figure 2.1). Per-capita incomes have also substantially increased in the NT, the ACT and NSW over the past decade, whereas they have stagnated in Victoria, SA and Queensland. Residents in the NT and ACT have the highest per-capita incomes in Australia; residents in Victoria, Queensland and Tasmania have per-capita incomes below the national average.

Income per capita has flat-lined even though the share of working-age Australians in employment (the ‘employment rate’) has increased in all states in the past five years (Table 2.1). The employment rate is above the national average in the ACT, the NT and SA, and below average in Tasmania, Victoria and Queensland.

Increases in the employment rate across Australia reflect improvements in the labour market, especially an increase in the share of working-age Australians in work or seeking work (the ‘participation rate’).54 The

Table 2.1: State Scorecard for economic development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Real GSI per capita</th>
<th>Employment rate for 25–64 year-olds</th>
<th>Share of 19–24 year-olds not in education, employment or training, and without a qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'000s ($)</td>
<td>Change in past 5 years (%)</td>
<td>% (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

52. Minifie et al. (2017a, p. 7).
53. ABS (2018a, table 1).
54. Increased labour force participation has been driven particularly by higher participation among women aged 25–54; participation among men has remained
share of Australians currently in the labour force and unemployed is down slightly from five years ago.55

One in 11 younger Australians are disengaged from the workforce – broadly unchanged from five years ago (Table 2.1).56 The share of people aged 19–24 not in employment, education or training, and without a qualification, has fallen in NSW, Victoria, Queensland and SA. But it has increased in WA, Tasmania, the ACT and especially the NT.

2.2 Where we should be

Economic reform is important to improving the well-being of citizens in the long run. Greater economic growth increases individuals’ material living standards, and enables societies to invest in many of the non-material assets that improve people’s lives. But the pace of economic reform has slowed over the past two decades.57

The Commonwealth controls many economic levers, including most aspects of tax, trade and competition policy. The Commonwealth is also responsible for monetary policy and financial regulation, which are critical to employment and macroeconomic stability. But other key domains are primarily state governments responsibilities.

Land-use planning policies are arguably the biggest policy lever for state governments to boost economic growth. Geography matters broadly unchanged. Increases in the preservation age at which workers can access their superannuation may also be influencing retirement decisions for people aged below 65. See: RBA (2018, box B).

55. The share of Australians in the labour force and unemployed was 5.3 per cent in August 2018, down from a peak of 6.3 per cent in late 2014, and compared to 5.7 per cent in August 2013. ABS (2018b, table 1, trend series).

56. The proportion of young people neither working nor studying offers an insight into how well economies manage the transition between school and work. Lopez (2013).

a lot to economic growth. An advanced economy like Australia is dominated by services industries, which often benefit from colocation, and tend to concentrate in major cities. Cities tend to be more productive, as is reflected in higher wages, GDP and rates of innovation per person, particularly towards the centre of big cities. How much businesses can colocate is affected by planning rules that guide the availability of land both for businesses and the homes of the people that work in them. Fewer restrictions on land use and subdivision will increase economic growth by enabling more people to access more jobs, while allowing firms to optimise their location. In addition, these policies will reduce inequality of wealth and suburb-based segregation (see Section 5.3.1 on page 54). While local planning restrictions benefit local landowners, studies assessing the costs and benefits of restricting building generally conclude that the benefits of restrictive regulation are not large enough to justify the costs.

State taxes are another large lever for economic reform. All taxes drag on economic growth, but some do so more than others. State governments rely too heavily on taxes that drag more on growth. Changing the tax mix would boost economic growth, as set out in Chapter 9.

Reforms to education and training could increase economic growth enormously in the long term. Reforms to improve the effectiveness of school education are set out in Chapter 6.

Better choice of infrastructure projects — by only spending public money on infrastructure that has been properly assessed — would also boost economic growth by conserving resources for projects which will make the most difference, as set out in Chapter 4.

The remainder of this chapter focuses on economic growth priorities for state governments not covered elsewhere in this report.

By definition, innovation is central to boosting productivity — it is ‘ideas successfully applied’. But innovation doesn’t require invention. Australia is only a small share of the global economy; the vast majority of innovations in Australia are invented elsewhere, and then adopted or adapted for local use. Removing barriers to global innovations spreading to Australia matters much more to economic growth than subsidies for Australian inventions.

The biggest spur to innovation is vigorous competition. Government policy can alter the dynamics of competition, but the regulatory settings that matter most to vigorous competition are often sector-specific. With many of the economy-wide reforms already completed, industry-specific reforms — especially in traditionally government-dominated sectors — might have a role. Reform to education and training could increase economic growth enormously in the long term. Reforms to improve the effectiveness of school education are set out in Chapter 6.

Better choice of infrastructure projects — by only spending public money on infrastructure that has been properly assessed — would also boost economic growth by conserving resources for projects which will make the most difference, as set out in Chapter 4.

The remainder of this chapter focuses on economic growth priorities for state governments not covered elsewhere in this report.

By definition, innovation is central to boosting productivity — it is ‘ideas successfully applied’. But innovation doesn’t require invention. Australia is only a small share of the global economy; the vast majority of innovations in Australia are invented elsewhere, and then adopted or adapted for local use. Removing barriers to global innovations spreading to Australia matters much more to economic growth than subsidies for Australian inventions.

The biggest spur to innovation is vigorous competition. Government policy can alter the dynamics of competition, but the regulatory settings that matter most to vigorous competition are often sector-specific. With many of the economy-wide reforms already completed, industry-specific reforms — especially in traditionally government-dominated sectors — might have a role. Reform to education and training could increase economic growth enormously in the long term. Reforms to improve the effectiveness of school education are set out in Chapter 6.

Better choice of infrastructure projects — by only spending public money on infrastructure that has been properly assessed — would also boost economic growth by conserving resources for projects which will make the most difference, as set out in Chapter 4.

The remainder of this chapter focuses on economic growth priorities for state governments not covered elsewhere in this report.

By definition, innovation is central to boosting productivity — it is ‘ideas successfully applied’. But innovation doesn’t require invention. Australia is only a small share of the global economy; the vast majority of innovations in Australia are invented elsewhere, and then adopted or adapted for local use. Removing barriers to global innovations spreading to Australia matters much more to economic growth than subsidies for Australian inventions.

The biggest spur to innovation is vigorous competition. Government policy can alter the dynamics of competition, but the regulatory settings that matter most to vigorous competition are often sector-specific. With many of the economy-wide reforms already completed, industry-specific reforms — especially in traditionally government-dominated sectors — might have a role. Reform to education and training could increase economic growth enormously in the long term. Reforms to improve the effectiveness of school education are set out in Chapter 6.

Better choice of infrastructure projects — by only spending public money on infrastructure that has been properly assessed — would also boost economic growth by conserving resources for projects which will make the most difference, as set out in Chapter 4.
sectors such as education and health care – may well comprise the bulk of the productivity opportunities that can be spurred by state government reforms.  

Improving the quality of state government regulations could also boost economic growth. State governments play a major role in making the rules that are essential to creating efficient markets and reducing power imbalances. But regulation can also be abused, add to costs, weaken competition and reduce the incentives for investment and innovation. Optimal regulation requires a careful balancing of interests on a case-by-case basis that is generally too detailed for this report, but is crucial for effective state-government administration.

2.3 How to get there

2.3.1 Reform land-use planning rules

State governments should reform land-use planning rules to allow more housing to be built close to the centres of our major cities, and to provide firms more flexibility in where they locate.

Planning systems play an important role in managing the growth of cities. Land-use planning rules set out how competing land uses should be managed to coordinate the provision of infrastructure and to minimise the costs that some land users impose on their neighbours – such as pollution, noise, congestion or poor design.

But current planning rules make it hard to build homes in the inner and middle-ring suburbs of our major cities. Recent US studies estimate that GDP would be between 2 per cent and 13 per cent higher if enough housing had been built in cities with strong jobs growth such as New York and San Francisco. If planning rules push people to live on the edge of cities, then this will also push some employers to the edge who would prefer on commercial grounds to locate elsewhere. Influencing business decisions in this way is likely to lead to lower productivity.

State governments should change planning rules to allow more medium-density housing in established suburbs, closer to high-productivity jobs. Specific reforms to boost the supply of housing in attractive inner and middle-ring suburbs are set out in Chapter 5. But reforming land-use planning rules would have benefits well beyond improving housing affordability.

Australia’s land-use planning rules are highly prescriptive and complex. States should reduce the number and complexity of restrictions on land use created by overly prescriptive zoning systems, which discourage investment and create unnecessary barriers to business entry and diversification.

Of course, land-use planning rules benefit other land users by, for example, preserving the views of existing residents or preventing increased congestion. But studies generally conclude that the benefits of restricting development are much less than the costs imposed.

70. Daley et al. (2018, box 4).
71. Ibid. (pp. 56–58).
72. Glaeser and Gyourko (2018, pp. 22–24) and Hsieh and Moretti (2017). Even under conservative assumptions, the GDP impact of increasing housing supply in high-productivity cities is large. Even when planning rules largely restrict movement within our three major cities as they do in Australia, rather than between cities as they do in the United States, they impose economic costs.
74. See: Cheshire and Sheppard (2002), Glaeser et al. (2005) and Turner et al. (2014). For example, in a review of the literature, Gyourko and Molloy (2015) conclude that while the benefits of land use planning rules are difficult to quantify, ‘recent studies suggest that the overall efficiency losses from binding constraints on residential development could be quite large’.
2.3.2 Encourage innovation, particularly through competition

State governments should remove barriers to innovation, rather than wasting money in its name. New businesses form faster in Australia than in other countries, and Australian consumers adopt new consumer technologies relatively quickly. But while small firms in Australia tend to be early adopters of new technologies, large firms in Australia are less likely to use cloud computing services than large firms in many other countries. A lot depends on whether the workforce has the skills to use these new technologies, but at heart, technology adoption is a business decision. Australia’s university researchers and industry also collaborate less than in the most innovative economies, and Australian businesses see university research as much less important to innovation than do suppliers, customers, and industry consultants.

Innovation drives productivity, but governments’ ability to enhance productivity through innovation is limited. There is little evidence that government intervention can successfully create growth export industries. Even though innovation is much broader than invention, most government support for ‘innovation’ goes towards basic research in public organisations.

---

75. World Bank (2018a).
76. Australia is ranked fifth out of 20 selected countries in the proportion of consumers adopting selected Fintech services such as borrowing used peer-to-peer platforms, investing in crowdfunding platforms and mobile money transfer and payments. EY (2017, figure 3).
77. Ellis (2017).
79. ABS (2018c).
80. For example, see: Daley et al. (2013b) and Minifie et al. (2013, pp. 28–29).
81. Daley et al. (2013b, p. 1). For example, the Queensland Government’s major innovation initiative from July 2015 was the Advance Queensland Program. Most funding under the program supports Queensland inventions and their commercialisation rather than the adoption of innovations from elsewhere: Grattan analysis of Queensland Government (2018).
82. Daley et al. (2012, p. 13).
83. Productivity Commission (2011a). While the incumbents have built profitable businesses with large market shares in liquor and petrol retailing, they have lost market share to new entrants in their core supermarket businesses (Minifie et al. 2017b, p. 45).
84. Harper et al. (2015, p. 8) found that government procurement guidelines and decisions can significantly affect the range of goods and services available to consumers. Procurement can also shape the structure and functioning of competition in markets. See also: Productivity Commission (2017a, p. 154).
providing strong commercial incentives for investment and innovation. But the needed regulation is not working well everywhere. The high profits earned in ports and electricity generation distribution and transmission suggest that regulation may be too lax.\textsuperscript{86}

These regulatory failures transfer surplus from consumers to producers and reduce overall welfare. A poorly constrained monopolist will rationally maximise profit by raising prices above the competitive price. At the monopoly price the value to the user of consuming more of the service is higher than the cost to the monopolist of providing more of the service, but these additional welfare-enhancing trades don’t occur. Unconstrained monopoly infrastructure providers can also reduce investment and innovation in upstream or downstream industries.\textsuperscript{87}

In particular, state governments should toughen regulation of prices and access to ports. If a monopoly port is unconstrained by regulation when it negotiates access and prices, then prices are likely to be much higher than costs.\textsuperscript{88} The problems are mitigated if state governments put in place a regulated process of arbitration, regulated caps, or competitive pressure from nearby ports.\textsuperscript{89}

Instead, state governments have often boosted the prices of assets to be privatised by limiting competition or regulation at the expense of users.\textsuperscript{90} They should stop doing so. Recent high-profile privatisations that have raised competition concerns include the Port of Hastings in Victoria and Port Botany and Port Kembla in NSW.\textsuperscript{91} As part of the sale of Port Botany and Port Kembla, the NSW Government committed to effectively preventing the Port of Newcastle from becoming a container port. This reduced the potential competition for Port Botany and Port Kembla.\textsuperscript{92}

State governments should also write down electricity network assets to reduce prices, as set out in Chapter 8. Poor regulation has allowed operators returns that are high relative to the risk.\textsuperscript{93} Because operators are allowed to pass on the cost of their investments, past over-investment by state and territory-owned networks has led to excessive prices.\textsuperscript{94} These prices may well lead to inefficient outcomes such as discouraging energy-intensive industries, or encouraging consumers to over-invest in stand-alone batteries to avoid network charges.

\subsection{2.3.4 Encourage the peer-to-peer economy}

Peer-to-peer business models (such as Uber and Airbnb) are among the technologies that could significantly increase productivity. States are responsible for many policy settings that affect the spread of such innovations (such as by regulating ride-sharing services or residential leases).

Embracing the peer-to-peer economy could encourage growth. Not all traditional industries will be happy – but consumers, workers and even the taxpayer should come out ahead, because these platforms can often provide better services to customers, increase the utilisation of fixed assets, and introduce timed pricing that encourages both suppliers and customers to make better choices.\textsuperscript{95}

Peer-to-peer operators boost employment and incomes for people on the edge of the labour market. But governments must take care to protect work standards, consumer safety and local amenity.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{86} Minifie et al. (2017b, p. 43).
\item \textsuperscript{87} Sims (2016).
\item \textsuperscript{88} Sims (2016); and Victorian Essential Services Commission (2014).
\item \textsuperscript{89} Sims (2016).
\item \textsuperscript{90} Minifie et al. (2017b, p. 43).
\item \textsuperscript{91} B. Potter (2016).
\item \textsuperscript{92} Kirkwood (2018).
\item \textsuperscript{93} T. Wood et al. (2012).
\item \textsuperscript{94} T. Wood et al. (2018a).
\item \textsuperscript{95} Minifie and Wiltshire (2016).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
State governments should also bring workers in riskier industries such as transport into workers’ compensation schemes. Workers’ compensation can be administratively less costly than individually purchased insurance, it pools risks and it prevents workers from being underinsured. But state governments need to ensure that these worries are not used as an excuse to limit competition from online platforms.

2.3.5 Improve business regulation

Australia is a relatively business-friendly environment, and ranks highly on international comparisons of the ease of doing business (Figure 2.2). But we should not be complacent. Regulations and red tape that unjustifiably drag on business activity should be adjusted or abandoned.

The Productivity Commission’s 2017 report, Shifting the Dial, identified regulatory reforms that could boost GDP by $3 billion a year. Many are Commonwealth responsibilities, but there is a suite of state government regulatory changes that could boost GDP by up to $1 billion a year.

For instance, if Queensland, SA and WA abolished restrictive rules on retail trading hours, around $600 million would be added to the economy as fixed retail assets were utilised better and greater access to retail services better met the needs of consumers. Reforms in

---

96. Ibid.
98. Grattan analysis of Productivity Commission (ibid., tables B.1 and B.5). This includes removing restrictions on retail trading hours, bans on genetically modified crops, and reforms to taxi and ride-sharing services.
areas ranging from occupational licensing\textsuperscript{100} to genetically-modified crop restrictions\textsuperscript{101} should also be investigated.

States should work through COAG to align regulations across state and Commonwealth jurisdictions, with the aim of creating a seamless national economy. Harmonisation has progressed well over the past 20 years in areas such as product safety and consumer law, but less so in areas such as electrical goods safety, occupational licensing and responsible service of alcohol.\textsuperscript{102} States should also avoid a ‘lowest common denominator’ approach that may reduce the social benefits of regulations.

\textsuperscript{100} Professional and occupational licensing can promote important public policy aims, such as quality, safety and consumer protection, especially in fields such as health care. However licensing that restricts who can provide services can prevent new and innovative businesses from entering the market. It can also limit the scope of existing businesses to evolve and innovate. Harper et al. (2015, pp. 140–41).

\textsuperscript{101} For example, Productivity Commission (2017a) estimated that removing state bans on genetically-modified crops could boost GDP by around $330 million.

\textsuperscript{102} Daley et al. (2012, p. 17).
3  Regional development

3.1  Where we are

Australia is an unusually urbanised country; just a third of the population lives outside of the capital cities, in what are often described as the ‘regions’.

Many believe that the economic divide between Australia’s capital cities and regions is getting bigger. But the truth is more complicated.

3.1.1  Economic outcomes

Regional incomes have always been lower than city incomes, but over the past five years they have grown a little faster. In four states, incomes grew faster in the regions than the capital cities (Table 3.1).

The mining boom has led to different patterns in WA and Queensland. Incomes are higher, and have grown faster, across these states. In mining regions such as the Pilbara, incomes, income inequality, and tertiary education levels are particularly high, and populations grew faster over the past decade.103

Employment outcomes in regions have distinctive patterns. Young people tend to enter the workforce sooner in the regions, but have less education. As a result 15–19 year-olds are more likely to be employed in regions than cities, but 25–64 year-olds in the regions are less likely to be working, particularly in NSW, Victoria, and Queensland. Employment rates are lowest for men, because there are fewer jobs in the manufacturing and agricultural sectors – 25–64 year-old men are 7 percentage points less likely to be employed in regional NSW and Victoria than in Sydney and Melbourne.104

Table 3.1: State Scorecard for regional development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Per capita incomes in regional areas</th>
<th>Regional incomes compared to capital city median</th>
<th>Regional employment rate compared to capital city</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$000s</td>
<td>Real change per year in past 5 years (%)</td>
<td>Change in past 5 years (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

104. ABS (2018b). Some of this is due to regions having a greater proportion of older people, who are less likely to be employed. But for a given age group (e.g.
3.1.2 Regional economic activity

Although agriculture is central to the cultural image of regional Australia, it comprises only 7 per cent of regional jobs. About another 5 to 6 per cent of jobs are in food processing. Regional employment levels in construction, health, and education are similar to those in cities. Manufacturing is a shrinking share of employment in both cities and regions.

Although agriculture and food processing employ a small share of regional population, productivity is high and rising. More food is being produced with better technology that requires fewer people. Farms are getting larger, delivering higher crop yields. Australian farms have increased labour productivity by 150 per cent in the past three decades—much faster than the rest of the economy. As a corollary of rising productivity, employment across Australia in agriculture has fallen from 6 per cent to 2.5 per cent during that time.

Most state government marketing boards that limited competition in agriculture have been wound up over the past four decades. Exceptions include the NSW rice marketing board. A variety of other restrictive sale arrangements persist in other products. Nevertheless, subsidies to farmers are the second lowest in the OECD.

3.1.3 Regional populations

While agriculture and food processing are employing fewer people, service industry companies are gravitating towards the big cities. Service sectors now employ 79 per cent of Australian workers, up from 73 per cent in 2000. Some services jobs—such as healthcare—are distributed across regions. But higher-end services jobs tend to cluster in large cities, particularly towards their centres.

As a result, Australia is becoming even more urbanised. Around 80 per cent of the population occupy less than 1 per cent of the land mass. The population has not shrunk in all regions. The populations of towns close to capital cities and coastal areas have typically grown about as fast as the capital cities. The populations of inland cities that are not capital city satellites have grown more slowly (Figure 3.1 on the following page). In many inland areas the total population of the area including both towns and hinterland has fallen.

3.1.4 Regional well-being and culture

Those who live in the regions report higher well-being as shown in Figure 3.2 on the next page. Results are consistently better on a range of measures, including personal relationships, standard of living and

---

106. About 2 per cent of the Australian workforce is in food processing: Australian Workforce and Productivity Agency (2013). We assume that most of these jobs are in regional areas.
111. Almost all Australian rice is produced in NSW.
113. Daley et al. (2017, p. 5).
116. Ibid. (p. 23).
Figure 3.1: Australia is becoming more centralised
Population in urban areas of more than 10,000 people, 1911–2011.

Notes: ‘Major Centre’ is an urban area as defined by the ABS. The smallest town in this category in 2011 was Mount Gambier with a population of 28,279. There is a series break in 1991 because observations are not available for some Statistical Districts before this date.

Figure 3.2: Regional areas report higher well-being
Overall satisfaction (per cent).

Notes: The Australian Unity Index is calculated from nominated levels of satisfaction with various aspects of life including health, personal relationships, standard of living and sense of community. Satisfaction is expressed as a percentage score, where 0 per cent is completely dissatisfied, and 100 per cent is completely satisfied. These findings are consistent with evidence from Victorian Government (2018a).
Source: Grattan analysis of Capic et al. (2017).
sense of community. A substantial literature shows that inter-personal interaction matters as much as income to overall well-being.\textsuperscript{117}

Nevertheless, many in regions perceive a widening cultural gap to the big cities.\textsuperscript{116} A few more people in regions are likely to think that ‘there is too little emphasis on traditional values’.\textsuperscript{119} Their concerns are less about social issues such as same-sex marriage,\textsuperscript{120} and more about the relative emphasis on city and regional culture in national identity. Many more people in regions are concerned about migration\textsuperscript{121} – even though there are far fewer recent migrants in the regions. This increasing cultural gap appears to explain in large part why the vote for minor parties is higher, and rising faster, in the regions.\textsuperscript{122}

### 3.1.5 Regional government services

State government spending per person on services tends to be higher in regional areas. Social services – particularly health and education – are more expensive to deliver to dispersed populations, so governments spend more per person to ensure that service quality in regional areas doesn’t fall too far behind (Figure 3.3).

While some regional areas are lagging on health and educational outcomes, Grattan Institute analysis of both sectors has shown that socio-economic status and other risk factors – not distance – are the biggest drivers of outcomes (see Section 6.1.4 on page 59 and Section 7.3.1 on page 69).

---

117. e.g. Welsh and Berry (2009) and Helliwell (2003). Other measures of well-being are favourable for those in regional areas, as explored by Biddle et al. (2009).
119. Ibid. (p. 64).
120. Ibid. (pp. 54–55).
121. Ibid. (p. 64).
122. Ibid. (pp. 56–58).
3.2 Where we should be

Governments owe obligations to people, not places. They are responsible for enabling those who live in regions to have a high quality of life. But they are not responsible for ensuring that the populations of regions grow. This is why we have chosen metrics for regional development in this report that focus on income per capita and employment rates, rather than population growth.\(^1\)

Governments should ensure that those who do live in regions have adequate services and infrastructure. Assistance should follow people where they choose to live. Spending on regional services and infrastructure should accord with a clear strategic plan for each region. Plans should be based on realistic extensions of historic population and industry trends rather than wishful thinking.

But government programs should not be designed to hold people and jobs artificially in the regions if economic opportunities pull them towards capital cities and large regional towns. State governments can’t make economic water flow uphill. State governments can’t control where people live or what natural resources are available to a community. Attempts to control where new jobs are created are invariably expensive and usually ineffective.\(^2\)

Government spending for regional economic development should usually build on strengths that are already apparent. Large projects should proceed only once rigorous cost-benefit analysis has been completed. All significant initiatives should be comprehensively evaluated to measure which are effective, so that future spending is more informed by experience, and better targeted to programs that are more likely to succeed.

3.3 How to get there

3.3.1 Industry assistance

Where regional assistance is provided to regions with declining industries – such as Victoria’s Latrobe Valley – it should be focused on helping the people who are most severely affected. Government assistance should be directed primarily to providing retraining and income assistance to people made redundant by industry closures – regardless of whether they choose to stay in the affected region.

Nevertheless, most states have had regional development funds over the past 20 years that spent money on infrastructure and grants to encourage business investment in regions. In the decade to 2011, governments (including the Commonwealth) spent around $2 billion on explicit regional assistance each year.\(^3\) The ‘Royalties to Regions’ program in WA spent $7 billion between 2008 and 2017.\(^4\)

Often these programs are poorly administered. Auditors General from NSW, Victoria, Queensland and WA have found in a variety of studies, regional development money being spent with no business case, with only poor documentation, or without reference to application guidelines (Table 3.2). NSW and WA’s programs have been dogged by accusations of pork barrelling, a claim substantiated in Queensland by its Auditor General.\(^5\)

Grattan analysis in 2011 found that for programs where data was available, government industry assistance had not materially accelerated economic or population growth in slow-growing regions.\(^6\)

State governments need to start collecting and analysing data on the effectiveness of regional development programs. Auditors General

\(^1\) Our choice of metrics differs from Queensland’s 30-year plan, which includes an aim to double regional population. Queenslend Government (2014, p. 37).

\(^2\) Daley and Lancy (2011, p. 20).

\(^3\) Ibid. (p. 21).

\(^4\) Productivity Commission (2017c, p. 25).

\(^5\) Mccarthy (2017); and Queensland Audit Office (2016, p. 5).

\(^6\) Daley and Lancy (2011).
routinely criticise regional development programs for failing to do so (Table 3.2). The Victorian Auditor General criticised government claims about the success of its regional growth fund, which were based on how many jobs projects were expected to create, rather than an evaluation of how many jobs they actually created.\textsuperscript{129}

Successful applicants for Victoria’s $500 million Regional Jobs and Infrastructure Fund are now required to collect data to enable Regional Development Victoria to conduct a ‘robust evaluation’ of whether projects meet their stated outcomes and objectives.\textsuperscript{130} It remains to be seen whether these provisions will be enforced, and whether the evaluations will be published.

### 3.3.2 Government services

Additional spending on transport and other services to the regions may well be justified given a desire to promote national unity, partly by delivering roughly comparable levels of government services to as much of the Australian community as possible. But even if the numbers suggest otherwise, many people in regional areas believe that they do not get a “fair share” of Australia’s resources.\textsuperscript{131} If governments do not address this perception, they run the risk of exacerbating growing cultural divides between cities and regions.\textsuperscript{132}

Policy makers should recognise that much development, infrastructure and services spending is in fact a subsidy that can only be justified on social equity grounds rather than because it is likely to sustainably drive increased rates of economic growth.\textsuperscript{133}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Spending</th>
<th>Auditor comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>Restart NSW</td>
<td>$1.3 billion (2011–2017)</td>
<td>No project completion reports and poor documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>Regional growth fund</td>
<td>$750 million (2010–2015)</td>
<td>No value-for-money demonstrated, fundamental flaws in performance evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Royalties for Regions</td>
<td>$4.2 billion (2008–2014)</td>
<td>No metrics for success, incomplete business cases and few evaluations of projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: NSW’s Auditor General was broadly positive about its program despite these criticisms.


\textsuperscript{129} Victorian Auditor General (2015).
\textsuperscript{130} Regional Development Victoria (2018, Clause 4.2).
\textsuperscript{131} Brett (2011).
\textsuperscript{132} D. Wood et al. (2018a, pp. 61–65).
\textsuperscript{133} Daley and Lancy (2011).
Subsidies provided to the regions should be measured and published. As well as answering the popular misconception that governments ignore regional interests, this may provoke a more honest conversation about what level of service governments are prepared to fund in more remote areas, given the costs of servicing them.

### 3.3.3 Infrastructure spending

New transport infrastructure should reflect population and economic growth. Some of this is in regions. But over the past decade, governments spent much more on transport infrastructure in regions than would be expected given the distribution of population and economic growth (Figure 3.4). Brisbane and the Gold Coast populations have grown at 1.7 per cent per year over the past five years, twice as fast as the rest of Queensland – and yet nearly half of new infrastructure spending in the 2017–18 state budget was directed elsewhere. \(^{134}\)

This trend has reversed somewhat in NSW and Victoria, with several recent large transport projects directed towards growing suburban populations of the major cities. \(^{135}\)

### 3.3.4 Redirecting population to the regions

Housing is least affordable in capital cities, \(^{136}\) where populations are growing much faster than in regions (Section 3.1.3 on page 32).

Some have called for rules or incentives for people to move to regional areas, \(^{137}\) or substantial investment in regional rail. \(^{138}\) But such policies should be avoided by state governments: they are unlikely

---

\(^{134}\) Productivity Commission (2017c, p. 25).

\(^{135}\) Pascoe (2018).

\(^{136}\) Daley et al. (2018, p. 18).

\(^{137}\) Carey (2018).

\(^{138}\) Bracks and McNamara (2018).
to encourage many people to relocate who wouldn’t have done so anyway, and such policies could have large economic costs if large numbers did relocate.

Since Federation, state and federal governments have tried to lure people, trade and business away from capital cities. It has mostly been an expensive policy failure. Despite substantial government spending on regional development aimed at promoting decentralisation (Section 3.3.1 on page 35), the trend to city-centred growth has accelerated in the past decade. With the exception of Western Australian and Queensland mining regions, capital city economies over ten years have grown faster than regional economies, primarily because of faster population growth (Section 3.1.3 on page 32).¹³⁹

These are global trends: around the world large cities are typically growing much faster than less densely populated areas. The economic advantages of cities over regions appear to be growing as the economy shifts towards services. Services businesses often benefit more from the presence of other business, more readily found in large cities.

Regional growth programs have a poor record of influencing people to move. The NSW regional relocation home buyers’ grant of $7,000 to people who moved from cities to regions began in 2011. Initial take-up was projected at 10,000 per year; in practice only 4,800 grants were made over three years, and many of these were probably made to people who would have moved anyway – many of them retirees.¹⁴⁰ A parallel scheme, the skilled regional relocation incentive, which provided $10,000 grants to people moving to a regional job, was closed in 2015.¹⁴¹

Policies to encourage more jobs in regional areas also have a poor record: monetary incentives from government are rarely large enough to outweigh the economic advantages for businesses of locating in cities.¹⁴²

In the unlikely event that government policy actually succeeded in encouraging substantially more people and employers to move to regional areas, it would also slow growth in incomes. Cities are important for innovation and economic growth. Cities offer more opportunities to share ideas, which both attracts skilled people and increases their skills once they arrive. Despite the rise of the internet and reduced telecommunication costs, innovation seems to rely on regular face-to-face contact between people in different firms, which therefore tend to aggregate in large cities.¹⁴³ The greater productivity of cities is reflected in higher wages, GDP and rates of innovation per person.¹⁴⁴ Pushing people to regional areas may therefore reduce productivity growth and per capita incomes.

Another strategy is to encourage the growth of regional towns as dormitory suburbs for people working in cities. Obviously this only works for regional towns that are relatively close to capital cities, with good transport links. But it is unclear why regional dormitories are better than building suburbs on the city fringe that involve similar travel times to jobs. And in any case, the transport infrastructure needed to ferry people from homes in regional areas to jobs in the city is typically very expensive relative to the number of people who use it.

¹⁴¹. Revenue NSW (2017). The combined budget for the two regional relocation programs was capped at $10.4 million in 2013–14 after poor take-up in their initial years. (NSW Office of Finance & Services (2014, p. 140)).
¹⁴². There is little evidence that such programs succeed (Productivity Commission (2017c, pp. 176–187)) – partly because they are very rarely evaluated (Productivity Commission (ibid., pp. 148–152)). See also Daley and Lancy (2011).
Nor is housing that much more affordable in regional areas.\textsuperscript{145} While regional house prices are lower, average incomes are lower too.\textsuperscript{146} Regional house prices have risen rapidly in response to falling interest rates. Median house prices in regional NSW have already risen from 4.2 times annual household incomes in those areas in 2001 to 6.6 times now. In many states, regional house-price-to-income ratios are higher than those in capital cities 15 years ago. It is possible that price-to-income ratios in some regional areas have been pushed up due to a growing population of asset-rich, income-poor retirees. If more people move to the regions, this would reduce affordability for those already residing in these regional areas.

Despite both economic theory, and policy experience, in both Australia and other advanced economies, wishful thinking persists that government policy can somehow shift significant populations from capital cities to regions. The fantasy is popular: many people who live in congested cities, or that already own their home there, would much rather that additional population went elsewhere. But it is a dangerous fantasy. It provides an excuse for state governments to avoid making the hard decisions on planning and transport policies that would improve housing affordability (Chapter 5) and how our cities work (Chapter 4).

### 3.3.5 Drought assistance

Climate change is increasing the frequency and severity of drought.\textsuperscript{147} Agricultural businesses should be designed so that they are financially sustainable through periodic droughts. This implies saving through the good times, storing feed and carefully managing stock levels. Well-managed farms should not need government assistance in drought any more than other businesses that periodically face adverse conditions.\textsuperscript{148}

But not all farms are sufficiently prepared. The NSW Government has announced a $500 million package of relief to support farmers through the current drought.\textsuperscript{149} Most of that money is being spent on programs that the Productivity Commission specifically recommended should not be used as drought assistance. Transport subsidies, rate waivers and other rebates prolong the life of businesses that are inefficient, and punish farming businesses that have prepared well for drought.\textsuperscript{150}

Where governments do provide drought subsidies, they should be reserved for extreme events, and targeted towards those who are struggling the most. Subsidies should be directed in a way that encourages farmers to self-insure against future droughts.\textsuperscript{151} Instead of expensive transport and grain subsidies, governments should help individuals through programs such as the Farming Family Income Support program.\textsuperscript{152}

### 3.3.6 Regulatory reform

Excessive regulations can make it harder for businesses to thrive (Section 2.3.5 on page 29), including those in regions. Complex development approval processes and restrictive zoning are damaging regional areas. Restrictions on agricultural development can reduce farm productivity.\textsuperscript{153} Zoning makes it harder to increase business in the tourism and industrial sectors. Simplifying permit application processes would encourage more businesses to create jobs in the regions.

\textsuperscript{145} Daley et al. (2018, figure 2.4).
\textsuperscript{146} Daley et al. (2017, p. 8).
\textsuperscript{147} CSIRO (2016).
\textsuperscript{149} NSW Government (2018b).
\textsuperscript{150} Grigg (2018).
\textsuperscript{151} Hughes and Hatfield-Dodds (2018).
\textsuperscript{152} Productivity Commission (2009, p. XLIX).
\textsuperscript{153} Productivity Commission (2016, p. 79).
The Victorian Government has instituted a program of stamp duty rebates in the La Trobe valley as part of a support package in response to the closure of the Hazelwood power station. Stamp duty is a significant impediment to the movement of people and businesses. It should be abolished everywhere – not just in the Latrobe Valley – and replaced with a broad-based land value tax. (Section 9.3.2 on page 86). But tax zones specific to a particular region are expensive and distort economic activity away from where it is most efficient.

4 Transport and cities

4.1 Where we are

While some people are concerned about the slow pace of growth in many of Australia’s regions, Australia’s total population is growing rapidly. Sydney and Melbourne, in particular, are booming. And population has also grown quickly from the Gold Coast to the Sunshine Coast, and in Geelong and Darwin.

Many people are asking whether recent population growth rates are sustainable. This is to be expected, because rapid population growth has costs as well as benefits.

On the one hand, larger cities have significant economic advantages over smaller centres, and offer people a greater range and diversity of jobs, leisure and cultural activities. The more Australians choose to live in cities, the wealthier the country can expect to be.156 People in larger cities tend to have higher incomes than those living elsewhere, are prepared to pay higher rents, and generate more economic output per person.157 Cities grow because more and more people want to take advantage of these opportunities (Sections 2.2 and 3.1.3 on pages 24 and 32).158

But, on the other hand, fast-growing cities are more crowded, and their roads and public transport can become congested. Understanding how city-dwellers have responded to fast population growth is important if Australia is to continue to manage growth effectively in the years and decades ahead.

Table 4.1: State Scorecard for transport and cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Commute distance</th>
<th>Active transport</th>
<th>Post-completion reviews of major infrastructure projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median distance to work in capital city, 2016 (km)</td>
<td>Change since 2011 (%)</td>
<td>Commutes by walking or cycling in capital city, 2016 (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

To date, Australian commuters have adapted remarkably well to the challenges of rapid population growth (Table 4.1). In Sydney and Melbourne, the total increase in the median commute distance between 2011 and 2016 was just 3 per cent and 2 per cent, respectively.

And in all of Australia’s five largest capital cities, commuting times have been fairly stable from 2004 to 2016. In Sydney and Melbourne, for example, half of workers have commutes that are no longer than 30 minutes, and this proportion has not changed in 12 years.

This remarkable stability of commutes has implications for how state governments think about the relationship between population growth and infrastructure requirements. There is no simple formula for how many lane kilometres of road or track kilometres of rail, or how many trains or buses, are needed per person. But recent Australian experience indicates that people living in bigger cities can make do with less infrastructure per person than those in smaller cities, while still keeping their commutes stable (Figure 4.1).

159. Darwin is an outlier. In general, a given rate of population growth has less impact on how far commuters travel and how long it takes them in large cities than in small ones.

160. Some recent media reporting has cited data showing declining average road travel speeds in capital cities (for example, Galloway and Harris (2018)). Data from the Australian Automobile Association (AAA) has been cited as revealing “traffic chaos” (Rooney (2018)), but this seems difficult to justify. The AAA’s analysis shows that, over the period from 2013–2018, the average travel time for a 5-kilometre trip in Sydney increased by 11 seconds, in Melbourne by 24 seconds, and in Brisbane by 9 seconds. And in all three of these cities, the AAA notes that travel speeds were static between 2013 and 2015, but have since declined (AAA (2018)). The Minister for Urban Infrastructure recently noted that a 30-kilometre trip to work on a freeway takes 11 minutes longer than it did a decade ago. The great majority of people travel much shorter distances to work; the average Melbourne commute distance is 16.2 kilometres, and the median is 11.5 kilometres.

161. Terrill et al. (2018, p. 13), based on HILDA (2016). While there was an increase in commute times at the 75th percentile in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth, this was not the case in Adelaide or Canberra.

162. Terrill et al. (2017); O’Sullivan (2018); Jacks (2018); and Bathersby and Herald (2018).

Of course, even though commute distances and times are barely changing, the level of congestion in cities is still a community concern. There is overcrowding on public transport at certain times in some cities, and commuting times can be unreliable.
But the general stability of commute distances and times highlights that people are not hapless victims of population growth, depending for their well-being on governments building the next freeway or rail extension. City-dwellers have coped even though major infrastructure projects such as WestConnex in Sydney, Melbourne Metro, and Brisbane’s Cross River Rail have not yet been completed. We should be sceptical of “congestion-busting” election pledges. Building new infrastructure is far from the only way to cope with population growth.

Nevertheless, governments have been building a lot of new infrastructure. Over the decade to mid-2018, construction work on new transport projects for the public sector cost more than $180 billion. But much of this money was not well spent. Governments are not accountable to the public for the way they invest in new transport projects, in three ways.

First, governments commit to projects before the analysis needed to support the project has been done. This is a problem because once politicians have announced a project, they and the public treat that announcement as a commitment. They are right to do so: two thirds of announced projects end up being built. And premature project announcements – when a politician promises to build a road or rail line at a particular cost, often in the lead-up to an election, without proper analysis first – are the biggest culprit behind cost overruns in Australian transport projects (Figure 4.2).

Over the 15 years to 2016, Australian governments spent $28 billion more on transport infrastructure than they told taxpayers they would. The cost overruns amounted to nearly a quarter of total project

---

163. Grattan analysis of ABS (2018e). This amount has been converted into real 2018 dollars. It includes expenditure on road, railway, bridge and harbour projects, but does not include the cost of land or maintenance.


165. Terrill et al. (2016b, p. 26).
budgets. Most cost overruns were caused by a small number of projects: 90 per cent of the additional costs were explained by 17 per cent of projects that exceeded their promised cost by more than half.\textsuperscript{166}

The second way that governments are not accountable is that they rarely publish outcomes from completed projects, as shown by the very small number of post-completion reviews published in the past four years (Table 4.1). Since 2005, the Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (BITRE) has conducted two rounds of post-completion evaluations of road investment projects (one in 2005–2007 and the other in 2014–2016).\textsuperscript{167} This is a step in the right direction – but it is a small step. The BITRE analysis covered just 12 state government projects, completed between 1994 and 2013 and costing $2.2 billion in total.\textsuperscript{168} This compares with construction work done for the public sector of nearly $175 billion over the same period.\textsuperscript{169} The findings of BITRE’s post-completion evaluation case studies suggest there is much room for improvement in the quality of cost-benefit analysis.\textsuperscript{170}

The third way that governments are not accountable for transport infrastructure decision-making is when they fail to track policy goals over time. In recent years, all state governments have expressed support for greater levels of travel by walking and cycling, and some state governments have claimed they are seeking to increase the share of travel by walking and cycling.\textsuperscript{171}

Nevertheless, over the past five years, the proportion of commutes by ‘active transport’ – by foot and bicycle – has fallen. It increased fractionally in only one of the five largest capital cities – Melbourne (Table 4.1).\textsuperscript{172}

Even in the relatively densely populated inner-city regions of Sydney and Melbourne, active transport commutes declined as a proportion of all commuting trips over this period.\textsuperscript{173}

\subsection*{4.2 Where we should be}

State governments should tread more lightly on people’s own adaptations to adapt to population growth, and they should be held to account for their transport investment decisions.

Population growth in Australia’s cities is forecast to remain strong in coming years. State governments can do much more to enable people to adapt to growing cities in ways that respect individuals’ values and...
tastes, while constraining the negative impacts on others. There are two ways this can be done.

First, governments should concentrate on policies that minimise the extent to which they lock people out or reduce their choices. In particular, governments should reduce taxes that discourage people from moving home (Chapter 9), and they should change planning regulations that reduce people’s access to preferred housing locations.

Governments provide very generous concessions to people to buy and own a home, but then penalise people severely if they sell up and buy a different home. Stamp duties are imposed on people buying a property, whether residential or commercial. Home buyers in Melbourne and Sydney pay between 4 and 6 per cent of the sale price of the median property.\(^\text{174}\) State governments should replace stamp duties on property with a broad-based land tax (Section 9.3.2 on page 86).

Planning regulation can take the form of zoning, heritage-related restrictions, or the way the relevant building code governs building heights and setbacks and the proportion of a plot of land that may be occupied by a building. State governments should relax planning restrictions (see Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 on pages 54–55).

The second way that governments can do more to enable people to adapt to growing cities is by introducing congestion charges, so that people take into account the full cost of the delays they impose on others when they travel on busy roads at busy times of day.

Each new driver on the road in a busy city contributes to the congestion that others suffer, but they don’t personally suffer from their own contribution – just from everyone else’s. Situations like these are harmful to the community because each person is inclined to drive more than they would if they truly faced the cost of their own small contribution to the delay of others. Congestion charges discourage people from driving if the benefits are less than the costs of delay they impose on others.

Governments are also not sufficiently accountable to the public for transport infrastructure decisions. Many state governments have established infrastructure advisory bodies to increase accountability for infrastructure choices.\(^\text{175}\) But much government spending on roads and rail is announced before these bodies have assessed it. And the assessments need to be much better than they are.

Better assessments of proposed projects require much better evaluations of completed projects so that assumptions about new projects are based on experience, rather than on repeated wishful thinking. Post-completion reviews would improve understanding of the relationship between cost estimates and cost outcomes, and therefore would support better-informed and more realistic decision-making on major infrastructure investments.\(^\text{176}\)

As well as improving the project assessments, a post-completion review provides accountability to the public about whether investments have represented value-for-money. Every project should finish with a post-completion review that publishes the actual cost, traffic and user volumes, and other outcomes, and compares these to the original cost-benefit assessment.

Better project assessment also requires routinely examining key inputs. A critical input is the discount rate – the device for placing project costs

\(^\text{174}\) The effective rate of stamp duty on the median dwelling sale price is 4.0 per cent in Sydney and 5.3 per cent in Melbourne (Grattan analysis of NSW Treasury (2018a) and CoreLogic (2018a)).

\(^\text{175}\) Infrastructure NSW was established in 2011, and Infrastructure Victoria and Building Queensland in 2015. Infrastructure South Australia was a recent election commitment of the South Australian Government, and the West Australian Government has this year sought public feedback on a proposal to establish Infrastructure Western Australia.

\(^\text{176}\) Terrill et al. (2016b, p. 34).
and benefits that occur at different points in time on an equivalent footing. While Australian governments can borrow money more cheaply today than at any time in their history, they have chosen to persist with a discount rate frozen at 7 per cent since at least 1989.177

A discount rate frozen at 7 per cent also fails to differentiate between those projects that are more risky and those that are less risky. The impact of a frozen discount rate is not only that many projects appear less worthwhile than they really are, but also that the ranking of projects is contaminated to the detriment of those where the benefits take longer to eventuate.

Of course, low interest rates should only be used in assessing projects if the other inputs are also rigorous. But overseas evidence suggests that artificially high discount rates contribute to poor-quality and opaque business cases – because in the face of unrealistic discount rates, both proponents and assessors are more likely to accept dubious modelling inputs to make their projects stack up.178

4.3 How to get there

4.3.1 Stop penalising people for moving house

Generous Commonwealth Government tax concessions and welfare subsidies encourage home-ownership,179 but state government stamp duties penalise people severely if they sell up and buy a different home. These stamp duties are a major barrier to people moving home to adapt to population growth (Section 9.3.2 on page 86). Homeowners are moving home less than they were in the early 2000s.180

The consequence of discouraging people from moving home is that people commute longer than they otherwise would,181 may not take up better job opportunities that they might have, or may reduce how much they work so as to keep their commuting times within a tolerable range.182

There is nothing new about the idea of abolishing stamp duty. The ACT is already doing so, replacing it with a broad-based land tax levied via municipal rates, and phased in over 20 years. This should now be the goal of every state and the NT (Section 9.3.4 on page 89).

4.3.2 Stop locking out new residents from their preferred locations

Zoning restrictions play a significant role in restricting residential development in Australia and overseas (Section 5.3.1 on page 54), and the costs typically outweigh the benefits (Section 2.2 on page 24).

State and local governments face a difficult situation in balancing the rights and desires of existing homeowners with the rights and desires of potential future homeowners in the area. Established residents are generally reluctant to see their neighbourhood change. People react negatively to any changes that would put at risk their freedom to park outside their home, or that might encourage a different kind of neighbour to the established population. Any of these could lessen the

177. The South Australian Government’s economic evaluation guidance is an exception – it recommends a discount that varies in line with market conditions: Terrill and Batrouney (2018, p. 13).
179. Most of the subsidies for home-ownership are Commonwealth tax expenditures. While renters must pay rent out of post-tax income, homeowners in effect rent their home to themselves and ‘pay’ that rent out of untaxed income (known as ‘imputed rent’). In addition, home owners do not pay capital gains tax on their home. Owner-occupied housing is also treated more favourably by social security assets tests than other kinds of assets.
181. BITRE (2016).
182. A ‘place of work’ variable is not available as part of the Australian Census Longitudinal Dataset, so analysis of people’s commutes pre- and post- moving home is not possible.
Established homeowners therefore tend to oppose change and development. And current planning and zoning arrangements do not define clearly all of the property rights that homeowners feel are theirs. While one might technically buy just a home, people tend to operate on the assumption that that includes a right to park on-street outside it, and a right to a neighbourhood that is substantially as it was at the time of purchase.

4.3.3 Define on-street parking rights more clearly

Governments should address the most tractable of poorly-defined property rights – on-street parking. If established homeowners had a legal right to the parking space outside their home, for example, they could trade it if they could find a willing buyer. Governments and councils should codify who owns what parking rights, and allow people who value the rights most highly to own them. When a property is sub-divided, this should not affect the number of parking rights available. Governments should encourage trading from those people who don’t value the right to park in a particular spot very highly to those who do.

Such reforms would address directly resident concerns about subdivisions increasing local traffic and pressure on parking spaces.

4.3.4 Stop making motorists pay for congestion through delays and unreliability

State governments should reduce the costs of congestion with a variety of policies.

Building new infrastructure to alleviate congestion works best in under-developed cities or areas, where there simply isn’t enough road space for the task. In most parts of Australian cities, this is not the case. There is plenty of road capacity, which is heavily used for a small proportion of the day but mostly has a relatively free flow of vehicles.

Mid-sized and larger cities can both benefit from strategies to manage congestion. Parking taxes that make it more expensive to park in busy places at busy times of day have been implemented with some success in the CBDs of Sydney and Melbourne. More differentiation of public transport fares depending on the time of day would encourage people who can take their trip outside of peak hour to save money by doing so.

By themselves, each small policy may not go far toward alleviating congestion, but in combination these policies can make considerable impact.183 In Australia’s two biggest cities, Sydney and Melbourne, the case is mounting for a more thorough policy approach, as has been successfully applied in a number of cities overseas. In Sydney and Melbourne, road-user charging now looks like the policy with the greatest potential to reduce congestion at the lowest cost.184

If drivers were confronted with the delay they impose on others in the form of a financial charge, many would still travel, but some would do so at a different time or travel by a different method.

Congestion charges would also encourage a more compact urban footprint.185 Without any meaningful price on congestion, Sydney and Melbourne residents have been encouraged to live in more distant, lower-density locations.

In the long run, allowing a city’s size and shape to adjust in response to both congestion charges and planning reforms has a bigger impact than either scheme would on its own. That’s because while some

---

183. Arnott et al. (2005, p. 10).
people respond to a congestion-pricing scheme by changing their travel habits, others do so by changing where they live.\textsuperscript{186}

To date, congestion charging has been formulated at an abstract level, with little serious thought about how to translate principles into practical policy on the ground.\textsuperscript{187} Overseas experience shows that congestion charging schemes may be viewed with suspicion at first but come to be accepted and supported once implemented.\textsuperscript{188} Substantial design work is needed to create a suitable scheme for each of Sydney and Melbourne, and both NSW and Victorian governments should commission this work as soon as possible.

Ultimately, the NSW and Victorian governments should introduce time-of-day congestion pricing in the most congested areas of each capital city, charging a low rate at peak periods. The cost to drivers should be offset by a discount on vehicle registration, with revenue from the congestion charge earmarked to spending on public transport improvements.\textsuperscript{189}

More immediately, state governments should take other actions to tackle congestion. First, greater differentiation of public transport fares in peak and off-peak periods would help to spread demand on public transport and encourage people to leave the car at home.\textsuperscript{190} And second, the Victorian Government should increase the Melbourne CBD parking space levy from about $1,400 a year to about $2,400, to match Sydney.\textsuperscript{191}

\textbf{4.3.5 Publish performance against ‘active transport’ goals}

State governments say they are committed to increasing walking and cycling (sometimes referred to as ‘active transport’). But in most states the metrics for active transport commuting suggest these aspirations are not being met.

While most state governments publish some measures of cycling numbers,\textsuperscript{192} in many cases existing measures do not report progress against the targets state governments set for themselves. State governments should routinely publish their performance towards their active transport goals, in such a way that provides the goal and the progress towards the goal side-by-side.

\textbf{4.3.6 Improve accountability for transport project assessments}

At present, there is too little accountability for infrastructure decision-making. Other spheres of government spending offer far less scope for discretionary decisions. For example, the Social Security Act 1991 lays out in exhaustive detail the conditions under which a person may qualify for unemployment benefits through Newstart or Youth Allowance, the rate at which they may be paid, and the arrangements for recovering incorrect payments.

Politicians frequently bemoan waste in the welfare system and talk about the need to reduce fraud, improve compliance and get better value for money. They rarely do the same for transport infrastructure.

To increase accountability for appraisals, governments should introduce legislation that prohibits the provision of funding for infrastructure projects unless a full business case has been prepared, and then

\textsuperscript{186}. Langer and Winston (2008); and Arnott et al. (2005).
\textsuperscript{187}. This is a long-standing issue, as noted by Arnott et al. (2005, p. 5).
\textsuperscript{188}. Terrill et al. (2017, p. 42).
\textsuperscript{189}. Ibid. (pp. 39–43).
\textsuperscript{190}. Ibid. (pp. 43–45).
\textsuperscript{191}. Ibid. (pp. 45–46).
\textsuperscript{192}. See VicRoads (2018a) for data from 38 bicycle counters across Melbourne, NSW Roads and Maritime Services (2018) for bicycle counter data for Sydney, Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads (2017) for statistics about cycling in Queensland, and WA Department of Transport (2017b) for Perth.
evaluated by a state infrastructure body, and the business case and evaluation have been tabled in Parliament.  

Further requirements should be placed on large projects. For all projects valued at $50 million or more, state governments should ask a state infrastructure body to publish a reliability rating of the business cases within a month of their publication.

And large, high-risk projects should be more closely scrutinised, and parties promoting them should seek to negotiate bipartisan support. Before they proceed, public infrastructure projects that are anticipated to cost $1 billion or more should require the support of parliament, not just the party in or seeking office.

4.3.7 Better inform cost estimates of future projects by publishing reviews of completed projects

Cost overruns are a significant problem in transport infrastructure. In part, this is because the lessons of past projects are not incorporated into assessments of possible future projects.

State infrastructure bodies should thoroughly review the benefits and costs of each completed project, and provide these reviews to their parliament.

As an interim measure, state governments should support a move by the Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure to publish on data.gov.au the post-completion report already provided as a condition of providing final milestone payments for transport infrastructure projects.

4.3.8 Adopt more realistic assumptions for cost-benefit analysis

Effective project assessments require an appropriate point of comparison, known as a ‘base case’. The base case typically entails doing nothing, or only a minimum. In many cases, however, this assumption is too simplistic. There are two ways to make them more realistic.

First, evaluations should acknowledge that there is a reasonably predictable minimum spend each year. Over the past decade, for example, annual expenditure on new transport infrastructure in NSW was never less than $5.7 billion; in Victoria never less than $2 billion; and in Queensland never less than $2.7 billion.

Consequently, if projects are assessed only against a world in which no more infrastructure is built (or only the “minimum” of projects to which the government is already committed) then they will be compared to an unrealistically low level of future infrastructure capacity. Assuming so little capacity to meet future demand makes the project’s impact appear larger than it actually will be.

The Victorian Government does better on this score. It compares prospective projects against a base case that includes a broader set of future projects, known as the ‘reference case’ set of projects. The reference case is an attempt to set out the list of projects that are expected to be built over the period of the economic evaluation, based on historical infrastructure expenditure levels. Other states should follow Victoria’s lead.

197. Transport and Infrastructure Council (2018, pp. 9–10).
198. Grattan analysis of ABS (2018e). These amounts have been converted into real 2018 dollars. They do not include the cost of land or maintenance. There are, of course, potential scenarios where infrastructure spending might not reflect recent historical trends. This situation can and should be dealt with through sensitivity testing of a business case’s core findings.
The second way that assessments are not realistic is that the impacts of new infrastructure are based on today's projections of where people will live and work in the future. But today's official population forecasts do not consider how future changes to infrastructure capacity might affect population trends.

It is difficult to forecast how people and businesses might change locations as a result of new infrastructure. Cost-benefit analysis for very large infrastructure projects should require analysis of the different scenarios that may unfold as a result of the new infrastructure, rather than a simple comparison of a world with, and without, the prospective project. Before construction of new road capacity, for example, governments should publish economic analysis of the impacts of the project in comparison with non-construction options to achieve the same objective. Non-construction options might include using congestion charges or different public transport fares as a means of managing demand.

4.3.9 Adopt a lower central discount rate and routinely assess it

Australia does not have routine and transparent processes for setting discount rates. Authorities refer to one another in a circular fashion, and rates have been frozen at a 7 per cent central standard for decades.

A new approach is needed. A discount rate that relies on a view about the next-best use of time and effort cannot be frozen in time. The cost of capital is not immune to changes in the economy, and a discount rate that relies on the idea of the cost of capital should change as the economy changes.

Given that there is minimal difference in the cost of money between the Commonwealth and the states and territories, an organisation such as the Parliamentary Budget Office would be best placed to publish annual guidance on the discount rates regime that will apply to transport infrastructure projects for the year ahead in all jurisdictions. But in the short term, state governments should themselves classify most projects as having either ‘very low’ or ‘somewhat low’ systematic risk, and act unilaterally to lower discount rates based on market conditions in 2018.

Projects with very low systematic risk should use a discount rate of 3.5 per cent. Projects with somewhat low systematic risk should use a discount rate of 5 per cent. Sensitivity testing should be made public, using discount rates 2 percentage points above and below the headline discount rate.

203. These may typically include bus, urban road, and urban passenger rail projects.
204. These may typically include ferry and freight rail projects.
5 Housing

5.1 Where we are

Australian housing is becoming increasingly expensive, and public anxiety about housing affordability is rising. House prices have grown much faster than incomes, and rents have also risen, especially for cheaper homes. In part, housing prices and rents have risen because interest rates fell and incomes rose, while tax and welfare settings and rapid migration fed demand. But housing costs would have risen less if there had been more housing.

Australian cities have not built enough housing to meet the needs of Australia's growing population, so there is less housing stock per adult (Table 5.1). All states except ACT had less housing per adult in 2016 than in 2011 (Figure 5.1).

Lower income households are spending more of their income on housing, which increases income inequality. In all states except Queensland and Tasmania, an increasing proportion of low-income earners are in rental stress. The share of low-income earners in rental stress has increased particularly quickly in NSW (up 11 per cent) and WA (up 16 per cent) in the past four years.

Rising housing costs contribute to increased homelessness. About 50 Australians out of every 10,000 were homeless in 2016. Rates of homelessness have increased in the past five years in all states except

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of houses per 100 people aged 20 or over</th>
<th>Change in past 5 years</th>
<th>Number of people in rental stress</th>
<th>Change in past 4 years</th>
<th>State homelessness rate per 10,000 people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-9.4</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.
WA, ACT and the NT. But the NT has the worst homelessness rate, reflecting concentrated disadvantage among Indigenous Australians. Next worst is NSW, probably reflecting high housing prices. Homelessness is lowest in Tasmania, WA and SA.

5.2 Where we should be

Affordability – both to buy and to rent – will only get a lot better if governments ensure more homes are built. This is primarily a problem for state governments: they set the overall framework for land and housing supply, and they govern the local councils that assess most development applications. Building an extra 50,000 homes a year for a decade could leave Australian house prices 5-to-20 per cent lower than what they would have been otherwise, stem rising public anxiety about housing affordability, and increase economic growth (Section 2.2 on page 24).

The NSW, Victorian and Queensland governments have all changed planning rules and processes over the past five years or so, which

210. In the NT, the Commonwealth Remote Housing Strategy has helped reduce severe overcrowding (a form of homelessness). Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (2017).

211. Of the homeless people counted in the NT in the 2011 Census, 90 per cent identified as Aboriginal. NT Department of Housing and Community Development (2017).


213. The NSW Government expanded use of independent panels and its fast-track development process. The Victorian Government made modest improvements to zoning rules, and invested in reducing the time for council decision-making. Brisbane City Council substantially improved planning rules, which led to increased apartment supply on the CBD fringe. Meanwhile Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy recognised the importance of releasing land for residential development, and SA and WA noted in their housing affordability strategies that planning was a key reform area. See Daley et al. (2018, p. 58), WA Department of Housing (2010), SA Department of Human Services (2013) and Tasmanian Department of Health and Human Services (2015).
resulted in new building finally catching up with additional demand. The increase in housing supply has contributed to housing prices and rents flattening off in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane.\footnote{See Daley et al. (2018, pp. 58–59) and Productivity Commission (2017a, p. 127).}

But today’s record level of housing construction is the bare minimum needed to meet record levels of population growth driven by rapid migration (Figure 5.2); and the backlog of under-supply remains.\footnote{The National Housing Supply Council (2012) estimated there was a shortage of 228,000 dwellings in 2011. The NSW Treasury’s Intergenerational Report estimated there was an undersupply of 100,000 dwellings in NSW in 2016, with the bulk of this undersupply in Sydney: NSW Treasury (2016, p. 57).} If the population grows as projected, future rates of construction will need to be even higher than current elevated levels.

And housing policy is showing signs of going backwards. Authorities in NSW and Queensland are now making it harder to increase density, in response to NIMBY political pressures.\footnote{Saulwick (2018) and McCosker (2018).}

State governments can also make good-quality housing more affordable by improving rental conditions. Home-ownership is declining, especially among the young and poor, so many more Australians will be renting for longer. Yet renting is relatively unattractive given current rental markets and policies: it is generally much less secure; many tenants are restrained from making their house into their home; and renters are forced to move far more often than homeowners and are less satisfied with their housing.

Governments also need to provide more support to low-income Australians who rent. The stock of social housing – currently around 400,000 dwellings – has barely grown in 20 years. But boosting social housing will be expensive.\footnote{Daley et al. (2018, p. 71).} Given its costs, social housing should be

\footnote{Ibid. (p. 132).}
reserved for those most in need, and at significant risk of becoming homeless for the long term. Beyond those at risk of homelessness, most extra support for the housing costs for low-income earners should be delivered through the Commonwealth Government boosting Rent Assistance.

5.3 How to get there

If governments are serious about making housing more affordable, they're going to have to make the tough choices rather than continuing to succumb to the temptation to do the politically easy things, such as first home-owners' grants, that have been shown to be ineffective.

5.3.1 Relax planning rules to allow more density in inner and middle-ring suburbs of major cities

Current rules and community opposition make it very difficult to create extra residences in the inner and middle-ring suburbs of the capital cities, and the same forces are at work overseas. State and local governments should change planning laws and practices to make it easier to subdivide in these suburbs.

A new Small Redevelopment Housing Code would protect neighbours, reduce planning uncertainty, and improve the quality of new developments. The Code would include the things that worry neighbours most, such as privacy, height and overshadowing of their outdoor areas, and the appearance of new developments from the street. It would cover all developments that provide two-to-ten new dwellings, depending on the lot size, and are one or two storeys high. And it would apply to all residential areas, unless there are heritage or environmental restrictions.

As an alternative, state governments should consider nominating high-quality designs for medium-density dwellings that would be permitted automatically in middle-ring suburbs. The designs could be selected through an architectural competition. They would be designed to maximise interaction with the street and to respect the concerns of neighbours. A variety of designs might be approved for different lot sizes.

State governments should also ensure that appropriate developments are allowed ‘as of right’ on major transport corridors and around train stations, within specified height limits.

5.3.2 Set housing targets and make sure local councils meet them

To ensure that approval processes work properly, state governments should set housing targets for each council. The targets should be linked to plans for the growth of the city as a whole. Each council should be required to identify how its target will translate into additional housing for each particular area within its jurisdiction. These targets and plans must emerge from a process that engages the community in understanding the rationale for increased housing.

But state governments also need to make sure these targets are met. They need to carry bigger ‘sticks’, to ensure councils don’t ignore future targets as they have past targets. The sticks might include creating

219. ibid. (p. 96).
220. Daley et al. (2018, pp. 56–58), Kendall and Tulip (2018) and Lees (2017). Shoory and Rosewall (2017) note evidence that the complexity of the planning system has made redevelopment in established areas less attractive compared to development on the fringes of major cities.
221. Hilber and Vermeulen (2015) and Glaeser and Gyourko (2018). In a review of the literature, Gyourko and Molloy (2015) conclude that while the benefits of land-use planning rules are difficult to quantify, recent studies suggest that the overall efficiency losses from binding constraints on residential development could be quite large.
powers for the state government to take over authority for a larger share of development approvals if councils fail to back appropriate development.\textsuperscript{224} State governments could also offer ‘carrots’, such as bonus payments for councils that meet or exceed housing targets.\textsuperscript{225}

5.3.3 Empower independent panels to determine more planning applications

Local councils tend to reflect the interests of existing rather than potential residents. Where councils fail to meet planning targets, independent panels should step in. In order to reflect the broader public interest, some states have already shifted responsibility for determining development applications from councils to independent panels. These panels can speed-up approvals, reduce the risk of corruption, and provide greater certainty for developers. For example, the NSW Government recently announced that Independent Hearing and Assessment Panels (IHAPs) will be mandatory across all Sydney and Wollongong councils and will assess applications for developments valued at $5 million to $30 million.\textsuperscript{226} Other states should follow suit.

5.3.4 Increase the supply of greenfield land and make it easier to develop greenfield housing

Limited release of land, slow planning approval processes, excessive infrastructure charges, fragmented ownership, and geographical constraints have increased the price of greenfield land and restricted the supply of greenfield housing developments in Australia’s major cities.\textsuperscript{227}

To reduce the cost of greenfield land, state governments should:

- Introduce housing codes for greenfield developments, to speed-up greenfield developments.
- Maintain a long-term supply of new land for development of around 15–20 years,\textsuperscript{228} ready to meet housing targets set by the states (as suggested in Section 5.3.2).
- Tighten statutory time frames for re-zonings and planning decisions. This would make the regulatory processes more disciplined and give developers a better idea of the time they should allow for each project.\textsuperscript{229}
- Reform infrastructure charges in line with the Productivity Commission’s general principles on infrastructure costs.\textsuperscript{230} This would involve levying charges on developers when local residents will primarily benefit from local public infrastructure such as parks and roads.
- Use state government land organisations as the initial developer in greenfield areas.\textsuperscript{231}

\textsuperscript{224} Ibid. (pp. 115–117).
\textsuperscript{225} For example the NSW Government is providing up to $2.5 million for each priority council to update their Local Environment Plan (LEP), and for incentive payments to other councils that volunteer to update their LEPs. NSW Department of Planning and Environment (2017a).
\textsuperscript{226} NSW Department of Planning and Environment (2017b). The upper threshold was recently increased from $20 million to $30 million. A Sydney Planning Panel operates in each of the five districts in Greater Sydney and these panels will assess development applications with an investment value of more than $30 million. NSW Department of Planning and Environment (2018).
\textsuperscript{227} Daley et al. (2018, pp. 60–62).
\textsuperscript{228} It can take up to ten years after rezoning commences before a subdivision of land is completed, infrastructure is installed and building can commence. If processes outside of planning are included, it can take up to 15 years between site assembly and building construction, Productivity Commission (2011b). Developers complain of a lack of serviced land.
\textsuperscript{229} Ibid. (p. XLIX).
\textsuperscript{230} Ibid. (p. XLVI).
\textsuperscript{231} Productivity Commission (ibid., p. 137). The NSW Government’s housing affordability package suggested that the government-owned developer, Landcom, take an active role to improve housing affordability.
• Require developers to **build a mix of lot sizes and housing types in new developments.**\(^{232}\) Such diversity will increase the flexibility of new suburbs as demographics and preferences change.

### 5.3.5 Make renting more attractive by changing tenancy laws

As well as boosting supply, state governments should make renting more attractive by changing residential tenancy laws to increase the security of renters and help renters make their property feel like their home. Governments should:

- Remove ‘no grounds’ evictions by clearly prescribing grounds for termination.\(^{233}\)
- Extend minimum notice periods that apply when landlords terminate a lease.\(^{234}\)
- Create a different regime for long-term leases, which provide more security of tenure, but shift responsibility for some maintenance and minor repairs to tenants.\(^{235}\)
- Increase tenants’ freedom to make their house their home, by allowing them to own pets and to make minor modifications such as hanging pictures.\(^{236}\)
- Increase the transparency of ‘bad tenants’ lists, so tenants who are on such lists know why, and can seek to clear their name.\(^{237}\)

The Victorian Government recently tipped the balance more towards tenants.\(^{238}\) Such changes in tenancy laws in favour of renters could reduce the supply of rental housing and increase rents, but the effects are likely to be vanishingly small. The evidence of recent years shows there is no lack of investment capital available for housing investment.\(^{239}\)

Changing tenancy laws may also shift the prevailing social attitude that renting is inferior to owning a home.

### 5.3.6 Boost the supply of public housing to reduce homelessness

There is a powerful case for additional public support to help those worst-off to cope with rising housing costs. But not all policies will be equally effective.

Boosting social housing will be expensive: increasing the stock by 100,000 dwellings – broadly sufficient to return the total social housing stock to its historical share of the total housing stock – would require additional ongoing public funding of around $900 million a year, or an upfront capital cost of $10-to-$15 billion.\(^{240}\) Even then social housing would only house one-third of the poorest 20 per cent of Australians – most low-income Australians would remain in the private rental

---

\(^{232}\) NSW Government (2017); and J.-F. Kelly et al. (2012).

\(^{233}\) J.-F. Kelly et al. (2013b).

\(^{234}\) Ibid.

\(^{235}\) Tenancy laws require landlords to ensure rented premises are provided fit for habitation and maintained in a reasonable state of repair, except in Tasmania where the property must be maintained in the condition it was when the lease began, Martin (2017).

\(^{236}\) J.-F. Kelly et al. (2013b); and Victorian Government (2017).

\(^{237}\) Irvine (2017); and National Shelter et al. (2017).

\(^{238}\) The major changes include: abolishing ‘without grounds’ evictions for ongoing leases; allowing tenants to keep pets and make minor modifications to the property unless the landlord has a reasonable reason to refuse; faster bond repayments; and only allowing rent increases every 12 months instead of every six months. See *Residential Tenancies Amendment Act 2018 (Vic).*

\(^{239}\) Economic theory suggests that stronger tenancy rules will reduce the long-term supply of housing. But as noted in Daley et al. (2018, p. 127), with tight constraints on supply of land suitable for urban housing, any impact would be likely to be very small.

\(^{240}\) Coates and Wiltshire (2018).
market. Those in social housing receive a much greater average level of assistance than Rent Assistance provides to private renters.\textsuperscript{241}

There is also little ‘flow’ of social housing available for people whose lives take a big turn for the worse.\textsuperscript{242} Tenants generally take a long time to leave social housing; most have stayed for more than five years.\textsuperscript{243} Existing tenants tend to have ‘squatters rights’, because it is politically difficult to force an existing low-income tenant to leave, even if the aim is to free up a place for someone else who needs the housing even more.

To overcome these issues governments should build more social housing, and tightly target allocations towards those at risk of homelessness. Given its costs, social housing should be reserved for those most in need, and at significant risk of becoming homeless for the long term.\textsuperscript{244}

In the meantime, the existing social housing stock needs to be better managed: it is not well allocated to those that most need it;\textsuperscript{245} it is often not well-suited to their needs;\textsuperscript{246} and it is often of poor quality.

Therefore, governments need to pursue the reforms set out in this chapter that will improve housing affordability more generally. Making housing cheaper overall will help low-income earners. Beyond those at risk of homelessness, most extra support for the housing costs for low-income earners should come via the Commonwealth Government boosting Rent Assistance.\textsuperscript{247}

### 5.3.7 Abolish grants and concessions for first home-buyers

Over recent decades, Commonwealth, state and territory governments have spent billions of dollars on cash incentives and stamp duty concessions for first home-buyers.\textsuperscript{248} These policies have typically resulted in spikes of first home-buyer activity as they bring forward purchases, then there is a lull in activity, and in the end housing affordability is actually worse because additional demand drives up prices.\textsuperscript{249} While first home-buyers’ grants may help some individuals to outbid an investor and buy a house, at an aggregate level most of the benefits flow to existing home-owners, and in the long-run first home-buyers may be worse off.\textsuperscript{250} Economist Saul Eslake has suggested such policies are more accurately described as “second-home vendors’ grants”.

\textsuperscript{241} Productivity Commission (2018b).
\textsuperscript{242} Productivity Commission (2018a, chapter 18).
\textsuperscript{243} AIHW (2017a).
\textsuperscript{244} New allocations of social housing are better targeted to those most in need. Of all social housing allocations in 2017, almost three quarters went to ‘greatest needs’ applicants – that is, low-income households which at the time of allocation were either homeless, had their life or safety at risk in their current accommodation, had housing inappropriate to their needs, or had very high rental housing costs, Productivity Commission (2018a, chapter 18).
\textsuperscript{245} M. Potter (2017); and KPMG (2012).
\textsuperscript{246} Tenants have little choice over the home they are offered; the type of housing available can be incompatible with their needs. For example, the public housing stock is dominated by three-bedroom houses, yet most recipients are singles or couples without children.

\textsuperscript{247} For example, boosting the maximum annual rate of Rent Assistance by 30 per cent, or roughly $1,000 a year for singles, would cost the Budget around $1.1 billion a year.
\textsuperscript{248} Eslake (2013). Daley et al. (2013c, p. 49) estimated that abolishing all subsidies for first home-buyers could save Commonwealth, state and territory budgets a combined $1.3 billion a year. Stamp duty concessions act in a similar way to cash grants for first home-buyers: Davidoff and Leigh (2013).
\textsuperscript{249} The additional stamp duty concessions for first home-buyers in Victoria introduced in 2017 followed this pattern: there was a rush in demand, and prices increased especially quickly in greenfields areas (typically dominated by first home-buyers). Daley et al. (2018, p. 137).
\textsuperscript{250} As discussed in Daley et al. (Ibid., p. 137), if the level of leverage is the binding constraint, the stamp duty concession may well lead to first home-buyers paying 20 per cent more for their housing in net terms.
6 School education

6.1 Where we are

School education in Australia is generally good, but it should be better. There are pockets of great practice, but there is also great variation in teaching practice and in outcomes.

6.1.1 Student progress

Success in education is best judged by how much learning progress (i.e., growth) students make.251 We use Grattan’s ‘equivalent year level’ measure for interpreting student progress in NAPLAN.252

NAPLAN data shows that students learn more in some states than others. On a like-for-like basis (i.e., taking student background into account), differences in student progress among states are larger than differences among school sectors, or among students who live in the city compared to the country.253

Queensland has the highest rate of learning growth in primary school; Queensland students make about 1.4 months more progress in reading and numeracy between Year 3 and Year 5 than the national average.254 Students in the ACT make the least progress.

Table 6.1: State Scorecard for education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Progress, relative to national average, Year 3–5, NAPLAN</th>
<th>High achieving Year 9 students (top two NAPLAN bands)</th>
<th>Low achieving Year 9 students (at or below NAPLAN NMS)</th>
<th>Government funding to state schools as a percentage of target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Months (cohorts 2010–2016)</td>
<td>% (2017)</td>
<td>Change in past 5 years (ppt)</td>
<td>% (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

252. The use of NAPLAN gain scores are avoided given they make it difficult to compare the progress of groups of students who are at different stages of their learning. For an explanation of Grattan’s ‘equivalent year level’ and ‘years of learning progress’ metrics see Goss et al. (2018).
253. Ibid.
254. NT students also make faster than average progress, but the difference is not statistically significant. The metric excludes highly disadvantaged students.
6.1.2 Achievement

Learning progress is the best measure of school effectiveness, but achievement matters too. Students need strong basic skills – including reading, writing and numeracy – to function well in work and life, and to acquire other, more advanced skills.

In 2017, just over one in four Year 9 students in NSW and the ACT achieved in the top two bands of NAPLAN in Year 9, and just less than one in four students in WA and Victoria. This drops to one in five in Queensland, one in six in Tasmania and SA, and less than one in ten in the NT. WA and NSW have made the biggest gains since 2012. The proportion of high-achievers in the ACT has dropped by two percentage points over the same period.

6.1.3 Equity

The NAPLAN national minimum standards (NMS) seek to identify students who may need help to achieve the literacy and numeracy skills they require to satisfactorily progress through school. The standards also represent the basic level of knowledge and understanding needed to function at a given year level.

The minimum standards are important not only for schools, teachers and parents, but for policy makers, who need to know which students require extra support. The Year 9 NMS is especially important because it identifies students at risk of finishing school without the basic skills for life and work.

Across Australia, the percentage of students at or below Year 9 NAPLAN NMS varies a lot, from about one in six in the ACT to nearly half in the NT. In NSW, Victoria, Queensland and WA, roughly one in five students are at or below NMS. In SA and Tasmania, this proportion is more than one in four.

Over the past five years, WA made the most progress in lifting students above the NMS, followed by NSW and Queensland.

Of course states with higher proportions of disadvantaged students, such as NT and Tasmania, have a much tougher job in lifting student achievement; but it still must be a priority for all jurisdictions.

6.1.4 Regional outcomes

Student achievement in regional, rural and remote schools is significantly lower than in metropolitan schools. Non-Indigenous students in regional areas are already three-to-six months behind their metropolitan peers by Year 3. This gap roughly doubles by Year 9 for reading, and triples for numeracy. Remote and very remote Indigenous students can be up to six years behind the national average by Year 9.

The economic impact of this human capital gap in regional, rural and remote schools has recently been estimated at 3.3 per cent of Australia’s GDP, or $56 billion. The poorer education outcomes also harm individual life chances.

257. The Australian NMS are very low by international standards. For example, the minimum standard set by the OECD in its Programme for International Student Assessment (‘PISA’ test) of mathematics for 15-year-olds is about two years above Australia’s numeracy standard for Year 9 students (see Goss and Sonnemann (2016a)). For this reason, we report students below and at the Year 9 NAPLAN NMS here.


Most of the difference in student performance, however, is explained by higher levels of disadvantage in regional, rural and remote areas. This means schools in these country areas are, on the whole, not doing too bad a job given difficult circumstances. Breaking cycles of inter-generational disadvantage in these areas is the priority.

### 6.1.5 Funding

Two aspects to school funding are important. We aim for productive efficiency – delivering the best student outcomes for every dollar spent. And we aim for distributional efficiency – distributing the funding to where it is needed.

It is hard to estimate productive efficiency in schools. Schools deliver a wide range of outcomes, not just good literacy and numeracy, which need to be taken into account. Productive efficiency comparisons should be on a like-for-like basis, given it costs more to educate students whose parents were poorly educated, live in remote areas, or who have special learning needs. This like-for-like data is not readily available by state.

By contrast, Australia has focused a lot more on distributional efficiency. There is bipartisan support that school funding be better aligned to student need. The best available measure of student need is the School Resourcing Standard (SRS). In 2017, government schools in Victoria were the furthest away from their SRS target, at 82 per cent of SRS. ACT schools were funded beyond their SRS target, at 112 per cent of SRS. Most other jurisdictions funded government schools at about 90 per cent of SRS.

### 6.1.6 Early Childhood Education

Investing time, effort and resources in children’s early years – when their brains are developing rapidly – brings lifelong benefits to them and to the whole community.

The Australian Early Development Census (AEDC) collects data on five key areas of early childhood development: physical health and well-being; social competence; emotional maturity; language and cognitive skills; and communication skills and general knowledge.

Nearly one in four children in the NT are developmentally vulnerable in two or more of these domains. This is followed by Queensland (one in seven) and SA (one in eight). Most states reduced the number of children in this high-risk category between 2009 and 2015. WA and Queensland made the most progress.

### 6.2 Where we should be

Australia needs to confront three overarching challenges in school education: improve the teaching of core academic skills and content; change some of what we teach and how we teach it so students are better prepared for life after school; and reduce the gaps between the educational haves and have-nots.
Core academic skills and knowledge still matter, even in the Google era. Mastering content helps underpin more advanced abilities such as the ability to appraise and apply knowledge. The goal is not for all teachers to teach the same material in the same way, but for all teachers to use practices that have been shown to work, and to adapt them to meet the needs of their students.

But we must also go beyond traditional academic skills and content if we are to give all young Australians the capabilities they need for their lives. Skills such as critical thinking, collaboration, resilience and initiative are important. We need to discover how best to teach them.

Finally, we must reduce the impact of socio-economic factors on educational outcomes. In every state, student progress is slowest in the most disadvantaged schools.\(^{266}\) Worse, the impact of socio-economic status tends to grow as students move through school. The students who miss out most are bright children in disadvantaged schools.\(^{267}\) This is a waste of human potential that Australia cannot afford. It is also just not fair.

### 6.3 How to get there

State policy makers should improve the learning progress of all students by focusing on better instructional practice, including at a subject-specific level. Strengthening school leadership pathways will help, as will aligning funding to student need.

State governments should prioritise early childhood education for the most disadvantaged students, but should do so carefully to ensure that increased access does not come at the expense of quality.

#### 6.3.1 Focus more on student learning progress

School education policy should explicitly aim to improve the learning progress (growth) of all students, not just their achievement at a point in time.

To do this, teachers need better data on student progress so they can adapt their teaching to what their students are ready to learn next. And policy makers need better student progress data so they can better monitor school performance and provide the right settings and support.

Australia also needs to do more research on how to help students progress in general capabilities, such as critical thinking and non-cognitive skills.

#### 6.3.2 Improve teaching effectiveness

Too often we talk about teacher quality as though the individual teacher is the point at issue. No teacher is an island; teachers need more support from the system.

**Better spread effective practice where the evidence is clear**

Effective teaching is both a science and a craft. Good teaching decisions draw on the best scientific evidence available, combined with teacher judgment and a solution that meets individual student needs.

In areas where the evidence is strong, governments should ensure the right structures are in place to help teachers embed this evidence into their daily practice.

In areas where the evidence is weak or ambiguous, governments should ensure there is adequate system support for teachers to make sound judgments on the ground. Investments in small-scale trials help find out more about what works best in the classroom, followed by larger trials to figure out how to implement at scale. This is especially
an issue in the teaching of general capabilities, discussed further below.

Create explicit jobs for top teachers with deep subject expertise to spread effective practice

There is increasing evidence on what constitutes effective teaching practice, yet there are few structures that enable its spread across schools. Simply reading about what works is not enough to improve teaching practice; teachers need opportunities to see good practice in action, try new ways of working and get specific feedback.

Research shows that teachers learn well from other teachers. Australia’s best teachers can help lift the effectiveness of the whole workforce, yet they often remain isolated with heavy teaching loads in their own classrooms.

In high-performing systems, such as Shanghai and Singapore, an elite cohort of specialist teachers sets the direction for effective practice and spreads the message via cross-school networks. Importantly, the cohort of elite teachers are subject experts, with an intense focus on what is taught and how to teach it most effectively (an area that has received less emphasis in Australia over past decades).

In many states and territories, the top teachers are expected, on paper, to coach and develop others. But in practice, they rarely get to enact these roles in their schools. They are also not necessarily subject experts, meaning they may only touch the surface of effective classroom practice.

Some states have policies that make more use of top teachers to develop others, but often they have been short-term policies. Coaching programs abound, but they often chop and change, and coaches are not always subject experts. Queensland introduced a ‘Master Teacher’ program to use the best teachers to develop others, but it lasted only a few years and did not have a strong subject focus.

Victoria, NSW and WA have introduced longer-term roles for top teachers to develop others, but they are not subject-specific, and it is unclear if these teachers actually get sufficient time to develop others.

State governments should create more explicit jobs for top teachers – and ensure they happen in practice – to develop the workforce. We suggest new ‘Master Teacher’ and ‘Expert Teacher’ roles which help to identify key challenges in teaching and improve effective practice. Both roles should be subject-specific. And Master Teachers should work across schools, leading subject-specific cross-school networks that provide practical guidance in classrooms.

Give teachers better data on individual student learning progress

State governments must help develop teachers to become more effective in their use of data in the classroom. Teachers need to use classroom data to track the progress of each of their students. This helps them target their teaching to suit what each student is ready to learn next, and adapt their practice for next time around. Unfortunately, this is not the norm in Australian schools, as discussed in Grattan Institute’s 2015 report, Targeted Teaching.

---

270. Discussed in Jensen et al. (2012).
271. Victoria introduced ‘Learning Specialists’, NSW the Highly Accomplished and Lead Teachers (HALT) positions, and Western Australia the Level 3 teachers.
272. The Master and Expert teacher positions have two important differences to Highly Accomplished and Lead Teachers (HALT) in the Australian professional standards: 1) they are both subject-specific, and 2) the Master Teacher role works across schools. Ideally these features should be embedded in the HALT role descriptions in the national standards.
Some states have teacher development programs to build data literacy. For example, the Early Action for Success (EAFS) program in NSW funds instructional leaders to equip early primary teachers with the skills to assess students effectively and target their teaching in response.\textsuperscript{274} In SA, the Institute of Educational Assessors (IEA) delivers targeted professional learning on assessment.\textsuperscript{275} Queensland has a large focus on moderating assessment at senior secondary. But we know too little about which programs are working well. More evaluation is needed.

State governments should also make it easier for teachers to identify high-quality classroom assessment tools and resources. Government should help teachers to evaluate the tools available, for example by introducing a ‘star rating’ system. Too often, schools and teachers build from scratch, or choose tools based on trial and error, anecdote or a Google search.

Some states have started to increase quality assurance. For example, Victoria has increased access to quality assessment tools through its new Insights Platform.\textsuperscript{276} But much more could be done, starting with implementing the online formative assessment tool that was recommended by the 2018 Gonski review.\textsuperscript{277}

Focus professional learning more tightly on improving daily teaching practice

Teachers need feedback on their teaching practice. But teachers simply working together in a group does not ensure quality. Collaboration that involves a simple exchange of lesson plans or discussion of administrative duties is unlikely to be productive. In the US there have been large investments in collaborative professional learning in schools, with little return.\textsuperscript{278}

Professional learning should be more tightly focused on the actual work of teaching and how much students are learning. We need better ways to ensure teacher collaboration involves deep discussions on instruction, interpreting data, and integrating evidence into new ways of working.

The OECD’s Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) (2013) indicates that Australia has one of the highest percentages of teachers participating in professional development, but we still know too little about its quality.\textsuperscript{279} There are few checks and balances at a system-level to know if collaborative groups are focusing on the right things, or if they are adopting the evidence where it is clear.

High-performing education systems such as Shanghai, Singapore and Hong Kong show the way. Their learning communities are tightly focused on student learning, and often guided by subject-expert teachers and school leaders.\textsuperscript{280}

Standardise teaching practice in some areas to improve the allocation of teacher time

Teacher time must be redirected from low-impact to high-impact activities. This means relieving teachers of administrative activities. But it also means more standardisation of some daily teaching practices where it is beneficial and appropriate to do so.\textsuperscript{281}

More use of high-quality, tried-and-tested support materials can enhance student learning and reduce ‘reinvention of the wheel’.

\textsuperscript{274} The lessons of the EAFS program are discussed in Wyatt (2017).
\textsuperscript{275} Institute of Educational Assessors (2018).
\textsuperscript{276} Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (2018).
\textsuperscript{277} Recommendation 11 in Gonski et al. (2018).
\textsuperscript{278} TNTP (2015).
\textsuperscript{279} OECD (2013).
\textsuperscript{280} Discussed in Jensen et al. (2012).
\textsuperscript{281} The first issue is discussed in Jensen et al. (2014) and the second issue in Goss et al. (2015).
Greater standardisation of teaching practice could include more common lesson plans and formative assessments, more guidance on which textbooks to use and how to use them, and careful use of educational technology.

Some states provide packaged, quality assured curriculum resources to schools. For example, Queensland has ‘Curriculum into the Classroom’ resources, and Victoria provides a new pack of literacy resources to schools. These resources should be evaluated for their rigour and impact.

Better support teachers to engage students and create effective classroom learning environments

As many as 40 per cent of students in Australia are unproductive in a given year. Teachers find this very stressful and are calling out for more support.

Students report that many Australian schools have poor classroom discipline. Australia scored significantly lower than the OECD average on this index. Across Australia there is variation among states.

Universities and state governments must provide them with better initial training and in-school support in engaging students and creating effective learning environments. We need to better understand the root causes of the problem, and whether it is related to deeper issues such as specific teaching approaches, or the curriculum and how it is taught.

Strengthen school leadership pathways

School leaders are critical to school improvement, yet Australia doesn’t select or properly train people well for these roles. School principal shortages will become much worse unless the career path is made clearer and more attractive. Singapore is a shining example: it identifies outstanding leaders early, provides them with intensive training (a six-month, full-time program), and follows up with strong peer-network support.

6.3.3 Better understand what is happening in schools and the impact of government actions

Becoming an adaptive education system means learning from what works best. State governments need to monitor and understand the effectiveness of classroom practice, and the impact of their policies and programs on teachers and schools.

Commission research on schools making above-average progress

NAPLAN results enable federal and state governments to track and compare rates of student growth across schools, sectors, regions, states and more. But governments don’t do enough with this information. Pockets of above- and below-average student progress should be more systematically identified and then researched to understand the impact of state and regional policies or programs, and whether they should be adopted or avoided elsewhere.

Grattan Institute’s 2018 report, *Measuring student progress*, compares student progress across states and territories, and identifies areas of above-average and below-average performance that should be explored further. We suggest a number of distinctive features of each system that should be explored as a starting point. For example:

---


Queensland is consistently making more student progress at primary level, in both numeracy and reading. Potential contributing factors that should be explored include: Queensland’s strategy to lift primary literacy and numeracy in 2009; increased public focus on NAPLAN results since 2008; teacher development in assessing student work through ‘moderation’; and any outstanding practices in initial teacher education.

NSW is stretching students at the top, with very high student progress among more-advantaged groups of students, especially in numeracy. By contrast, Victoria is supporting students at the bottom, with higher than expected student progress at less-advantaged schools. The policies affecting high- and low-performing students in these states should be further examined.

The ACT is making consistently low progress at both primary and secondary levels. School leadership and teaching practices should be explored. An ACT Auditor-General’s report in 2017 found teachers were not using student performance data to target what students were ready to learn next.

Across Australia, too little attention is given to evaluating major government policies and programs and their impact on schools. This information is critical so that policy makers can adapt and improve their policies.

Collect better data on teaching effectiveness

State governments collect lots of information about student outcomes, attendance and participation, but little systematic data on teaching effectiveness.

They need to know more about where the challenges lie in teaching, whether system settings and policies are adequately supporting it, and whether programs and structures are having their intended impact on schools, teachers and students.

SA and NSW have taken steps to better use their state-wide student engagement survey to understand teaching practice.

Find out more about what works well in classrooms and how to implement at scale

Australia needs a more sophisticated approach to building and using the evidence on what works in classrooms.

State governments need to lift the standards for scientific evidence, and invest more in randomised controlled trials and quasi-experimental as well as longitudinal studies. Governments should not only invest more in research, but also in the organisations and structures that help synthesise, translate and share research findings.

The analytic capabilities of state-based research bodies needs to be improved, so that they can better inform state department policy and programs.

The NSW Centre for Education Statistics and Evaluation (CESE) is a potential role model. Established in 2012, it informs education funding in that state by determining what works and where investment will have the most impact.

The network of state-based education research institutions should be strengthened. Research could be shared more widely across states, and there should be better national coordination of major research efforts to avoid duplication and gaps.

---

288. PC (2016).
289. For example, see NSW Centre for Education Statistics and Evaluation (2017).
290. Discussed in Goss and Sonnemann (2016b).
Finally, policy makers also need to get better at understanding what it takes to translate evidence into practice. A high-calibre cohort of Master and Expert teachers would help, but is not enough. Education departments need strong staff both in the centre and in the regions, yet regional groups are often the first to go when costs are cut or the political winds change.

**Invest more in how to measure and teach general capabilities**

Australia, like many other countries, lacks a concrete understanding of how to measure, and even teach, general capabilities such as critical thinking, teamwork and resilience. Yet teachers are allocating significant time and resources to teaching these skills.

If governments expect teachers to develop students’ general capabilities, they should ensure it is done efficiently and effectively. States should make more targeted investments in small-scale research trials on how to measure and teach general capabilities.

The Federal Government’s recent commitment to develop new learning progressions in general capabilities is a good first step, but more is needed. Victoria’s investment in a new tool to measure critical and creative thinking is also a good contribution, but again it is not enough. Australia needs to invest more in upfront research on how to measure and teach these skills. These investments should be nationally coordinated to avoid duplication or gaps.

**6.3.4 Better allocate funding to student need under the new Commonwealth model**

It costs more to educate students who are disadvantaged or have complex learning needs.

Each school in Australia has an SRS that takes into account the needs of its students. The SRS base level of funding and loadings need to be reviewed and made more accurate. Nonetheless, the SRS is the best indicator of student need and cost we have.

Under the Commonwealth funding approach legislated in 2018, federal funding is now consistent across states. It’s a ‘80:20’ model: the Commonwealth funds 80 per cent of the SRS target for non-government schools, and 20 per cent for government schools. By implication, states are expected to fund non-government schools to 20 per cent of their SRS targets, and government schools to 80 per cent.

The three largest states – NSW, Victoria and Queensland – are falling well short of the 80 per cent target for government schools, while NSW and Queensland are exceeding the 20 per cent target for non-government schools. States should be free to fund schools or sectors above the SRS target if they want to, but they should be consistent across sectors.

NSW, Victoria and Queensland should re-balance their school funding so they are consistent across sectors and ensure resources flow to where they are most needed and where they can make the most difference. This means reducing state funding to non-government schools and / or increasing funding to government schools.

Within each state, some independent schools are funded well above their targets, but others well below. This inconsistency must be addressed.
corrected. Federal funds make up the bulk of funding to independent schools, but state contributions to specific independent schools should be reviewed too.

These changes will need to be managed carefully, and with appropriate transition time. Extra funding does not guarantee better outcomes, but ensuring that all students and schools get adequate resources is a necessary first step. And greater consistency is needed to help de-politicise funding discussions.

6.3.5  Give higher priority to early childhood education

Child brain development is most sensitive in the early years; sensitivity to language, numeracy, social skills and emotional control peaks before the age of four. Yet Australia’s approach is seriously lagging.

When government does invest in early childhood services, a lot more is spent on ‘care’ services compared to pre-school programs for children aged three to five.

Universal high-quality early-childhood education for three- and four-year-olds is potentially the right long-term goal. And state governments should immediately invest more in early learning for the most disadvantaged students, given that it provides the best return on investment. But they should also be cautious about rapidly expanding access to all three-year-olds until they are confident in the quality of early childhood education.
7 Health

7.1 Where we are

Health spending is the largest single component of state government expenditure in every state, and has been growing rapidly. About two-thirds of state government health spending – net of transfers from the Commonwealth – is on public hospitals. Just over half the population does not have health insurance and so relies on public hospitals for all their care. For people with private insurance, public hospitals are their principal source of emergency care.

The performance of state health systems is highly variable. A key measure, avoidable mortality rates – defined as deaths from conditions that are potentially preventable and/or treatable through existing primary or hospital care – varies significantly between states and within states (Table 7.1).

Service delivery is just as variable: public hospital treatment in the most efficient state (Victoria) is one-third cheaper per admission – after taking into account the complexity of the patient’s condition and treatment – than in the most expensive state (SA). Patients in Victoria wait almost a month (24 days) less for an elective procedure than patients in NSW.

Table 7.1: State Scorecard for health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avoidable mortality rate in capital city areas, 2016</th>
<th>Avoidable mortality rate outside capital city areas, 2016</th>
<th>Average cost per weighted patient treated, 2015–16</th>
<th>Median waiting time, elective procedures, 2016–17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rate/100,000 Change in past 5 years (%)</td>
<td>Rate/100,000 Change in past 5 years (%)</td>
<td>$ Change in past 5 years (%)</td>
<td>Days Change in past 4 years (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>120.5 -11.4</td>
<td>172.1 -1.4</td>
<td>5,060 3.2</td>
<td>54 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>118.5 -8.4</td>
<td>156.6 -8.8</td>
<td>4,707 4.4</td>
<td>30 -17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>138.6 -10.1</td>
<td>155.4 -6.2</td>
<td>5,086 -4.4</td>
<td>32 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>130.6 0.2</td>
<td>191.5 0.3</td>
<td>6,355 27.2</td>
<td>34 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>134.5 -6.3</td>
<td>164.1 -2.8</td>
<td>5,737 18.2</td>
<td>39 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>177.0 12.2</td>
<td>190.8 7.2</td>
<td>5,157 -12.8</td>
<td>45 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>103.7 -11.7</td>
<td>167.8 -4.1</td>
<td>6,347 17.5</td>
<td>46 -27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>202.2 8.7</td>
<td>366.9 -9.4</td>
<td>6,698 18.7</td>
<td>28 -28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>125.9 -8.0</td>
<td>167.8 -4.1</td>
<td>5,199 5.7</td>
<td>38 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

---

296. Daley et al. (2013c).
297. AIHW (2017b).
298. This is a modification of the official Australian definition, see AIHW (2018a). The code set we used is the more recently updated one used in the United Kingdom, see Olatunde et al. (2016).
299. The Northern Territory is even more expensive.
7.2 Where we should be

Australia has a good health system by international standards, but there is clear room for improvement in efficiency, outcomes and care delivery.

Improving the efficiency of public hospitals should be a major goal of state health policy. There are reasons why WA’s hospitals are more expensive than Victoria’s – notably geography. But those reasons do not explain why it costs WA 20 per cent more to treat a patient on average (see Table 7.1) and 50 per cent more to treat a patient in a major metropolitan hospital than in Victoria (see Figure 7.2).

All states could do better to reduce mortality rates, particularly outside the capital cities. The Commonwealth and states share responsibility for prevention and health care delivery. Some of the differences among states and between metropolitan areas and the regions may be the Commonwealth’s responsibility. Medicare expenditure per person, and Medicare expenditure on general practice per person, can vary by up to 10–15 per cent between comparable areas. Nevertheless the Commonwealth’s efforts are mostly equivalent across all states, and so much of the variation is probably the consequence of state government policy and administration.

People’s access to care also varies substantially depending on where they live. Too many patients endure unacceptably long waiting times for elective procedures. Patients in NSW, SA and Tasmania wait much longer (Table 7.1).

7.3 How to get there

7.3.1 Develop community-based prevention programs to address the disparity in avoidable mortality between capital cities and regions

People in regions have ‘avoidable mortality’ (death rates from conditions that prevention and health care can reduce) on average one-third higher than people in metropolitan areas. The gap between regions and big cities has widened over the past five years in NSW and Victoria (see Figure 7.1 on the following page).

Some may think that regional-urban differences in outcomes are intractable, an inevitable result of sparse populations and better health care when it is delivered in high-volume settings. But in recent years, mortality has reduced primarily from cardiovascular disease and this has been due to reductions in risk factors such as obesity, smoking and physical activity. These risks are in turn shaped by the social and economic environment. An Australian review of factors affecting differences between rural and urban outcomes showed that these socio-economic factors – so-called social determinants of health – matter more than geography.

States should work with rural communities to co-design and implement prevention strategies to improve equity in health outcomes, specifically addressing the underlying causes and risk factors contributing to the differences in mortality rates between rural and urban areas.

---

300. Osborn et al. (2017); and Osborn et al. (2016).
301. Other than Northern Territory. See age standardised rates of GP expenditure classified by Primary Health Networks, AIHW (2018b).
302. In 2011 the avoidable mortality rate in regional Australia was 28 per cent higher than in cities; this increased to 33 per cent higher in 2016.
304. Ford and Capewell (2011). This study estimated that changes in risk factors explain approximately 44 to 76 per cent of mortality reduction while better treatments explain the remaining 47 to 23 to 47 per cent.
305. K. B. Smith et al. (2008).
This should include promoting social inclusion, and addressing areas which have reported high rates of potentially preventable hospitalisations over many years. As part of a strategy to reduce cancer-related mortality, cancer screening should be increased in rural areas that are missing out.

States should also reduce workforce shortages in rural areas, especially by promoting workforce reform, and developing new service models, such as integrating primary care, including general practice, more closely with rural hospitals.

Access to services is, of course, important. State governments should work closely with Primary Health Networks to strengthen primary care services in rural areas, including addressing financial barriers to urgent care. Telehealth services should be widely available to provide people outside metropolitan areas with access to specialist services.

7.3.2 Improve public hospital efficiency

State governments should use their funding policies to put more pressure on public hospitals to become more efficient, including by improving the safety of patient care.

It costs $1,000 more to treat a patient in a South Australian public hospital than a Victorian public hospital (Table 7.1). Some argue that differences in geography or population density explain the cost differences. But large cost differences between states persist even

308. Duckett et al. (2016).
309. A recent AIHW report suggests participation in Australia’s screening programs are associated with reduced cancer mortality: AIHW (2018c). Screening rates differ among rural areas, see AIHW (2018d).
311. Wakerman et al. (2006).
312. Elbert et al. (2014); and Lin et al. (2017).
if only major metropolitan hospitals are compared[^313] and the data is standardised for the type of patient (Figure 7.2).[^314]

Figure 7.2 also shows substantial variation in costs among hospitals within states. Some hospitals are one-third more expensive than other similar hospitals in the same state – despite having similar professional cultures and operating under the same state policies and industrial agreements. States could save more than $1 billion a year by reducing intra-state variation in costs.[^315]

State governments need to redouble their efforts to reduce variation, by providing swift feedback to hospitals about how they are performing compared with their peers, and helping hospitals improve.

The Independent Hospital Pricing Authority provides a national benchmarking portal website where hospitals can compare their performance with their peers.[^316] This should be used to identify opportunities for improvement and set realistic goals.

Hospitals can also reduce costs – and improve patients’ lives – by reducing hospital complication rates.[^317] More than $1.5 billion could be saved each year if complication rates in all hospitals were reduced to the complication rates in the best 10 per cent of hospitals.

### 7.3.3 Reduce elective procedure waiting times

State governments should strengthen hospital accountability to reduce combined outpatient and inpatient waiting times. This should include clear consequences and penalties – either governance or financial – for failure to meet targets.

[^313]: The hospitals included are those in the National Health Performance Authority’s Large metropolitan and Major metropolitan hospitals groups.

[^314]: Using the national standard National Weighted Activity Unit measure.

[^315]: Duckett et al. (2014).


Half of all patients across Australia wait more than one month for an elective procedure from the time they were booked (Table 7.1). About 10 per cent wait more than six months (Figure 7.3). In Tasmania, 10 per cent of patients waited more than a year. In NSW, the situation was almost as bad.

Publicly reported data focus on elective procedure or elective surgery waiting times, but there is another important wait: from the time a patient is referred to the hospital to the time they are seen in an outpatient clinic. This is sometimes called the ‘hidden waiting list’.318

For the patient, the wait for an appointment with an outpatient clinic matters – it delays diagnosis and treatment. These waits are not publicly reported in NSW, WA, or the territories. States that do report outpatient clinic wait times do not use consistent measures. All states should publish consistent outpatient waiting time data and improve outcomes.

7.3.4 Boost dental care

The COAG Health Council says current funding for public dental services allows for treatment of only about 20 per cent of the eligible population. The remaining 80 per cent have to wait for long periods, pay themselves for relatively expensive care in the private sector, or go without care entirely.

The times people have to wait for public dental care varies significantly across states (Figure 7.4 on the next page). Even more concerning, in several states, notably Victoria and SA, waiting times have increased in recent years.319

Boosting public dental services will improve people’s health and reduce the strain on hospitals. In 2015–16, there were 67,266 hospital

admissions for potentially preventable dental conditions, more than a fifth of all hospital admissions for potentially preventable acute conditions.320

The first step should be to enhance the data on dental care. State governments have not delivered on a 2012 commitment to monitor waiting times for public dental care through a National Healthcare Agreement performance indicator.321 Despite this agreement, Australia still does not have nationally comparable data on public dental waiting lists.

Inconsistencies between states and territories mean that it is not possible to reliably compare public dental waiting lists across jurisdictions.322 The only comparable data is thus from a sample survey conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics.323

All states should publish consistent public dental waiting time data.

---

320. AIHW (2017c, table 4.23.).  
321. A forthcoming Grattan Institute report will deal more comprehensively with the issue of improving access to dental care.  
322. AIHW (2018e). The inconsistencies include different: definitions of ‘priority populations’, members of which aren’t included in the main waiting list; triaging processes to determine what types of dental care are general care and thus included in the waiting list, or emergency care and thus excluded; eligibility criteria for coverage under the public dental schemes; waiting list management practices and statistical treatment of ‘recall’ patients; and co-payment arrangements, with some states levying co-payments on general public dental services and some states not charging co-payments, which may affect demand for services and thus waiting lists. As a result of these differences across states, the AIHW and the Productivity Commission report the available data from states separately, without directly comparing jurisdictions. The concerns about comparability have led NSW to not provide data on public dental waiting lists at all.

323. ABS (2017a).
7.3.5 Find out more about the adequacy of mental health care

Campaigners say Australia has reached a ‘tipping point’ on access to mental health care.\(^{324}\) Physicians report nearly one-third of patients with an acute mental illness wait more than eight hours in emergency departments.\(^{325}\) Long waits for access to community mental health services can lead to poorer outcomes.\(^{326}\)

Yet there is no information about the adequacy of community mental health services in Australia. Australia’s *Fifth National Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Plan* only tracks the use of services. It fails to measure the adequacy of services such as recording waiting times for access, as are used for physical health services.\(^{327}\) In contrast, Canadian governments\(^{328}\) have agreed that a wide range of mental health and addictions indicators will be collected and reported from 2019.\(^{329}\)

State governments should agree on an improved set of performance indicators to measure the adequacy of public mental health services.

---

324. Allison et al. (2017); and Allison and Bastiampillai (2015).
328. Other than Québec.
8 Energy

8.1 Where we are

Wholesale electricity prices have increased significantly over the past few years – by around 130 per cent in the National Electricity Market since 2015. Household retail prices have increased by less (Table 8.1). Recent increases in wholesale costs have been offset by flat or declining network (‘poles and wires’) costs, after a period of strong growth. Price increases have been greater for commercial and industrial customers because wholesale costs are a larger share of their bill.

The emissions intensity of electricity supply has decreased in all states and territories over the past five years (Table 8.1). While the emissions intensity of Australia’s electricity supply has fallen by around 8 per cent over the past five years and is around 13 per cent lower than 2005 levels, it will need to continue to fall for Australia to meet its emissions reductions targets under the Paris Agreement (assuming electricity demand does not fall significantly from current levels).

Electricity systems have become more reliable in some states and worsened in others (Table 8.1). Customers in Victoria, Queensland, WA and the NT have generally experienced less time without power over the past five years, whereas customers in NSW, SA, Tasmania and the ACT have suffered longer outages. The level of outages nationwide is essentially unchanged.

8.2 Where we should be

Australia’s energy sector needs a stable policy framework to encourage investment that will decarbonise the sector in coming decades, while maintaining reliability and affordability.

Table 8.1: State Scorecard for energy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Average residential retail electricity price c/kWh (2017–18)</th>
<th>Change in past 5 years c/kWh</th>
<th>Emissions intensity of grid-supplied electricity t CO2e/ MWh (2016–17)</th>
<th>Change in past 5 years t CO2e/ MWh</th>
<th>Unplanned outages Average annual minutes per customer over the past 5 years</th>
<th>Change from previous 5 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>-153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) considers that electricity prices for households are likely to fall 20-to-25 per cent in real terms from recent highs over the next three years due to both expected market trends and its proposed policy reforms. Of the ACCC’s estimated reductions, around 10-to-15 per cent appear to be based on expected market trends, while a further 6-to-16 per cent could be achieved with further policy reform (outcomes vary across different states and territories due to the different mix of the ACCC policy recommendations).

Decarbonising the electricity sector is crucial if Australia is to meet its current and future emissions reduction obligations. Australia has committed under the Paris Agreement to reduce economy-wide emissions by 26-to-28 per cent from 2005 levels by 2030. Australia and other nations will need to increase their commitments to meet the Agreement’s overall objective of limiting global warming to less than 2 degrees Celsius. It is likely to be cheaper for Australia to reduce emissions in electricity than many other sectors, such as agriculture. Decarbonising electricity will also reduce emissions in the transport sector, as internal combustion engines in vehicles are replaced by electric power or hydrogen (which may be produced by electrolysis).

Clear, stable policy and ongoing investment is required to ensure sufficient generation to meet peak demand, and to ensure that the high-voltage transmission network operates securely as patterns of generation and consumption change. Low-voltage distribution networks will probably only require smaller investments given substantial investment over recent years. But future investment needs careful supervision to ensure it is both cost-effective and sufficient to maintain reliable supply.

8.3 How to get there

8.3.1 Take action on reliability and emissions

Until August 2018, state and territory governments (other than WA and the NT) were negotiating the National Energy Guarantee (NEG) with the Commonwealth Government through the COAG Energy Council. However, the Commonwealth Government withdrew its support for that policy and the process stalled.

In October 2018 the COAG Energy Council agreed to continue work on the reliability element of the NEG. The states and territories should maintain this support and implement this policy with the Commonwealth Government, and so support the reliability of the National Electricity Market.

The Commonwealth Government is not willing to implement the emissions reduction component of the NEG. This leaves the electricity sector with no credible policy to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

If this policy vacuum remains, the states and territories should work together to implement a nationwide emissions reduction scheme through state-based legislation, independently of the Commonwealth Government. While a national policy led by the Commonwealth Government would be ideal, a state-based policy is far superior to no policy at all. States have led in this area in the past, such as through detailed design of a state-based emissions trading scheme in 2006 and 2007, and the establishment of the Garnaut Climate Change Review in 2007 before the formal participation of the Commonwealth Government.

Ideally this policy should involve an explicit carbon price. This is the lowest-cost way to reduce emissions, and would allow an efficient sharing of emissions reduction efforts between the electricity sector.

331. ACCC (2018a, table A); outcomes vary by state.
332. Grattan analysis based on ACCC (ibid., pp. 366–368); the relative contribution of market trends and policy changes varies across different states, and so the sum of the ranges does not equal the total range of outcomes.
and other emitting sectors. However, the politics of pricing carbon have proven challenging. ‘Next best’ policies, such as an emissions intensity scheme, a clean energy target, or a retailer emissions obligation (similar to the proposed design of the NEG emissions obligation), would be much better than the present policy vacuum.

### 8.3.2 Lift the gas exploration and production bans

Victoria and Tasmania have both imposed moratoria on gas exploration and production until 2020. Victoria's moratorium applies to all types of onshore exploration and production and so is more likely to affect gas supply than Tasmania's, which applies only to hydraulic fracturing ('fracking'). Tasmania has few 'unconventional' gas resources that require fracking.

These bans should be lifted because they will increase prices. Victoria is likely to produce less gas than it consumes from 2022, having historically exported significant volumes of gas to other states. If Victorian production is not enough to meet local demand then the supply restrictions will affect local gas prices, even when those prices are linked to export prices. If Victoria needs to buy gas from interstate, interstate producers will charge the export ‘netback’ price, less the cost of transport to the export terminals in Queensland, plus the cost of transport to the point of consumption in Victoria. This price will be higher than the similarly adjusted netback price for a Victorian producer. The ACCC estimates that increased production in Victoria or other southern states is likely to save domestic gas consumers $2-to-$4 per gigajoule, due to avoided transport costs and increased gas market competition.

Given that wholesale prices are currently in the order of $8-to-$11 per gigajoule, increased Victorian production would offer significant savings on the total delivered cost of gas. Further, any excess local production would allow additional gas exports, increasing national gas sales revenue and royalties.

High gas prices affect gas users directly, but also affect electricity users indirectly. Gas prices are more important to the electricity market than the relatively low share of gas generation would suggest. Coal generators will often bid into the market by ‘shadowing’ the price of competing gas generators, and so higher gas prices reduce competitive constraints on coal generators.

Governments should manage the environmental and other effects of gas exploration and production. For example, gas production in urban areas is not appropriate, and concerns about water quality, noise and land access require consideration, even in rural areas. But blanket bans or moratoria are blunt instruments to address these concerns.

Victoria and Tasmania should move towards case-by-case approval of gas activities, with safeguards that target specific risks. NSW recently lifted its moratorium and moved in this direction. Following a report by the Chief Scientist, NSW introduced an outcomes-focused regulatory regime with targeted regulation, such as bans on the use of particular chemicals in fracking and on activities in urban areas.

The Victorian Government is conducting a geotechnical study to assess potential onshore gas reserves. If it identifies material reserves, the moratorium should be lifted as soon as possible.

---

335. AEMO (2018, figure 1).
337. Ibid. (p. 12).
8.3.3 Write-down electricity network assets to reduce prices

The cost of building and maintaining electricity networks is the largest single component of household electricity bills, and a significant component of commercial and industrial bills. Networks comprised 43 per cent of the average household’s bill in 2016-17.\footnote{ACCC (2018a, p. 5).}

Networks in the eastern states are now regulated by the Australian Energy Regulator, rather than by jurisdictional regulators. But state and territory governments still affect their costs in several ways. For example, states and territories regulate network reliability by imposing penalties on networks when customers suffer outages and, in some cases, by prescribing elements of network design. A higher level of reliability increases costs – sometimes by a lot. For example, the three NSW distribution networks spent more than $1.5 billion between 2005-06 and 2008-09 to meet new reliability standards.\footnote{T. Wood et al. (2018a, figure 4.3).}

States should transfer the power to set reliability standards to a technical body such as the AER, the Australian Energy Market Commission’s Reliability Panel, or the Energy Security Board, as recommended by the ACCC.\footnote{Recommendation 16 in ACCC (2018a).} This would be better than leaving the power with politicians, who have demonstrated excessive sensitivity to media stories about ‘blackouts’.

Past over-investment by state and territory-owned networks has led to excessive prices. In turn this means customers do not make full use of the existing network, despite the very low marginal cost of doing so (other than at peak times). Demand is curtailed due to high price, and consumers have artificially strong incentives to install solar panels, batteries or other forms of distributed generation to reduce their network charges.

Instead, the cost of over-investment should be borne by the state governments that caused it, rather than electricity customers.\footnote{T. Wood et al. (2018a); and ACCC (2018a).} The NSW, Queensland and Tasmanian governments should write down the value of networks they still own, and the NSW Government should provide rebates to customers of networks it has recently (partially) privatised. Write-downs and rebates of up to $20 billion would offset the effects of historic over-expenditure and save a typical customer between $100 and $400 per year (Figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1: Consumers in NSW, Queensland and Tasmania pay a lot more because of past over-investment in the grid
Price impact of excessive investment in the grid, $ per retail (household and business) customer per year

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure8.1.png}
\caption{Consumers in NSW, Queensland and Tasmania pay a lot more because of past over-investment in the grid. Price impact of excessive investment in the grid, $ per retail (household and business) customer per year.}
\end{figure}

Source: T. Wood et al. (2018a, figure 5.1).
Taxpayers will ultimately bear this cost, but it is likely to be a better outcome than continuing to under-utilise the existing network due to artificially high network charges.

### 8.3.4 Move small customers to cost-reflective tariffs

Most households and small businesses pay simple electricity tariffs that do not vary by the time of day or season. But the underlying cost of producing electricity varies significantly over time. This mismatch results in inefficient consumption patterns and higher overall costs of supply.

Tariffs would reflect costs better if they varied with time. But this requires the ability to record electricity consumption in precise time periods using a so-called ‘smart meter’. Victoria has rolled these meters out to all customers, but other jurisdictions have not. Victoria can lead the way in adopting more cost-reflective tariffs.

However, the Victorian Government has specified that customers must opt-in to these tariffs, limiting their uptake. Instead, it should move customers onto cost-reflective network tariffs, perhaps with the ability to opt-out (retailers could still offer their customers a simpler and less cost-reflective tariff). This move should be staged to give retailers time to inform their customers how it will operate and give governments time to assess and address any impacts on distribution. Other state governments should also move customers onto cost-reflective network tariffs (with or without the ability to opt-out) where smart meters are installed (which includes all new meter installations).

### 8.3.5 Retail competition requires reform, but not price caps

Retail margins in the electricity sector are higher than would be expected in a market with many competitors. Large advertised discounts attract customers to deals that are not as good as they seem, and there is often no clear relationship between the ‘headline’ discount a customer is offered and the price they ultimately pay. In addition, high rates of customer switching can perversely increase costs (Figure 8.2), and therefore prices.

![Figure 8.2: Higher rates of customer switching increases costs](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost of competition, $ per customer per year</th>
<th>Switching rate percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-east Queensland</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: ACCC (2018a, figure 10.6).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

347. ACCC (2018a); Thwaites et al. (2017); and T. Wood et al. (2017).
348. ACCC (2018a, p. 261); and ESC (Victoria) (2018, p. 8).
The experience in Victoria, which has had retail competition longer than other states, demonstrates that competition does not naturally lead to good outcomes for consumers, unless it is accompanied by well-designed, targeted regulation.

Given these concerns, the Victorian and federal governments are progressing reforms to retail competition. These reforms respond to the ‘confusopoly’ in electricity retailing, where vigorous competition confuses and disempowers consumers rather than benefiting them through more choice and lower prices. These governments are considering reforms that include:

- requiring retailers to provide information in ways that help consumers compare offers and get on the best deal;
- limiting the value of conditional discounts (such as pay-on-time discounts), to reduce the confusion they cause and the effects they can have on lower-income households;
- ensuring that vulnerable and concession customers are on lower-priced deals; and
- using price caps to reduce the price of ‘standing offers’ that apply to customers who have not actively chosen a retail deal.

Governments in NSW, Queensland, SA and the ACT have agreed, as part of the COAG Energy Council, to continue work on a reform package with many of these elements. These governments should support retail reform, because it is likely to reduce prices. But governments should resist the temptation to use price caps as a quick fix. If a price cap is set too low it could fall below the true cost of supplying electricity, forcing some electricity companies out of business.

This would reduce competition in both the retail market and, because many retailers also operate as generators, in the wholesale market. Any reduction in retail margins might be offset by increased margins in a more concentrated wholesale market.

WA, Tasmania and the NT have not introduced retail competition. These jurisdictions should continue to move in this direction, but should also learn the lessons from experiences elsewhere. These include ensuring that the privatisation process does not create dominant players with substantial market power, and preventing retailers from making confusing offers.

8.3.6 Subsidies for rooftop solar are wasteful and should be removed

Since 2012 state governments have generally reduced or eliminated subsidies for rooftop solar systems. Before then, excessive subsidies spurred rapid uptake of rooftop solar, imposing additional costs of around $14 billion on consumers without solar.

The Victorian Government has recently returned to the bad old days by announcing a substantial new subsidy program. It will pay for half of the upfront cost of eligible solar systems, and allow households to pay for the rest with an interest-free loan. The scheme is intended to support 650,000 system installations over 10 years, at a cost of $1.24 billion.

This program sits alongside a $60 million subsidy for solar hot water and a $40 million subsidy for home batteries as part of the Solar Homes program.

Subsidising solar panels will reduce electricity costs for the benefiting households – but at significant cost to taxpayers at large. Melbourne

---

households can generally pay off a new solar installation in less than six years without the new subsidy. Given the big financial benefit to households that install solar, it is not clear why they require, or deserve, assistance from taxpayers. This is particularly true given the Victorian subsidy comes on top of existing subsidies available through the national Small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme.

The scale of the Victorian scheme could have unintended consequences. 650,000 installations would roughly triple the current level of installations in the state, from 350,000 to around 1 million. In 2016 Victoria had around 1.8 million separate or semi-detached dwellings so, even allowing for growth in the number of dwellings over the next decade, the scheme implies that around 50 per cent of such dwellings will have rooftop solar. Local clustering of solar systems can cause difficulties for the electricity network, principally over-voltage and high loads on transformers on sunny days. System stability problems can also emerge at times of low demand and high production from rooftop solar plant. Before the announcement of the Solar Homes policy, the Australian Energy Market Operator foreshadowed the need to spend money to manage these issues in Victoria, due largely to increasing levels of rooftop solar generation. These problems will emerge earlier in Victoria as a result of this policy, and the remedies are not likely to be cheap.

The Victorian Government should abandon the Solar Homes program. It is unlikely to be an effective use of public money, and is likely to impose costs on electricity networks as they manage greater volumes of rooftop solar generation.

8.3.7 Continue to privatise

Many states and territories have privatised key energy assets, but some continue to lag. Queensland, WA, Tasmania and the NT have particularly high levels of public ownership of electricity assets.

Under appropriate regulatory regimes, private entities can efficiently operate and invest in electricity assets, while avoiding the conflicts of interest and pressure to maintain inefficiently high staff levels that can occur under public ownership. For example, publicly owned networks in NSW, Queensland and Tasmania increased costs and prices much faster than privately owned networks in Victoria and SA. In addition, privatisation can release capital for governments to invest in other public services where privatisation is often not in the public interest, such as roads, schools and hospitals.

Privatisation in the energy sector should be implemented carefully to ensure that appropriate regulations are in place and to support competition as far as practicable. Generation and retail assets should be split into parcels small enough to ensure workable competition after privatisation. By contrast, direct competition is not likely to be feasible for networks, and so some regulation of prices or revenues is necessary. Such regulation is typically applied to both publicly and privately owned networks, and so privatisation would not necessitate material changes to the arrangements already in place.

8.3.8 National approaches are crucial, but the states and territories can still make important changes

The energy sector is primarily governed by state and territory legislation. For jurisdictions that participate in the National Electricity Market (all except WA and the NT), much legislation is harmonised through the COAG Energy Council. This means many elements
of energy policy are not the responsibility of individual states and territories. This is appropriate, because the benefits of coordination and harmonisation are significant.

However, states and territories individually manage important areas of policy, leaving scope for these governments to improve price, emissions and reliability outcomes in their respective jurisdictions.

In addition to the actions that individual states and territories should take (outlined above), collectively they should recommit to pursuing nationally consistent energy policy wherever possible. Such a commitment should be pursued through a renewed and strengthened Australian Energy Market Agreement that includes scrutiny of unilateral state actions, as recommended by the Chief Scientist’s independent review of the energy market.361

361. Recommendation 7.3 in Finkel et al. (2017).
9 Taxes

9.1 Where we are

All taxes drag on economic growth, but some are worse than others. State governments rely too much on taxes that reduce growth more (Table 9.1). Making state taxes more efficient would boost economic growth.

NSW and Victoria rely relatively more on taxes with high economic costs. And rapid increases in property prices over the past five years have inflated their stamp duties, so these inefficient taxes are a growing share of their tax base.

While other state taxes such as payroll tax are theoretically less costly, they are currently levied on narrow bases with most businesses exempted. For example, at least 75 per cent of businesses in each state are not liable for payroll taxes.362 Many states must therefore impose higher tax rates to raise revenues, raising the economic costs of these taxes.

While state governments in NSW, SA, the ACT and the NT have conducted comprehensive state tax reviews in the past decade,363 few states have embarked on major tax reforms. Policy reforms have improved the efficiency of the tax base in Victoria and ACT a little over the past five years. Victoria replaced inefficient insurance taxes with the Fire Services Levy – in effect a broad-based property tax. NSW deferred plans to introduce a similar levy in 2017.

Table 9.1: State Scorecard for taxation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Share of state taxes collected from tax bases with low economic costs</th>
<th>Share of state taxes collected from tax bases with high economic costs</th>
<th>Average welfare loss per dollar of tax raised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Change in past 5 years (%)</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

362. Ralston (2018, p. 9). IPART (2008) estimated that around over 90 per cent of NSW businesses were not subject to payroll tax in 2008.
The ACT started a long-term program to gradually reduce stamp duties and increase property taxes. And SA has abolished transfers on commercial property as of 1 July 2018.\textsuperscript{364}

Other jurisdictions have benefited from growing economies. Over the past five years payroll tax collections in the NT significantly increased, despite a constant threshold and tax rate, reducing the territory’s reliance on inefficient taxes like stamp duty.

\subsection*{9.2 Where we should be}

There is a big prize for state tax reform. Shifting from stamp duties to a broad-based property tax (at $5 to $7 for every $1,000 of unimproved property value) could make Australians up to $17 billion a year better off, while also making housing more affordable.\textsuperscript{365} The gains would be even larger if this broad-based property tax were expanded to fund the replacement of other inefficient taxes such as taxes on insurance and stamp duties on motor vehicle sales.

State governments should also broaden land taxes to include owner-occupied housing, and switch to a progressive land tax assessed on the value of each property owned, rather than the combined value of an owner’s total landholdings. Such a reform would raise $7 billion nationally, make housing modestly cheaper and encourage more institutional investors into the private rental market, thereby improving security of tenure for renters (Chapter 5).\textsuperscript{366} The additional taxes might either pay for escalating costs (particularly in hospitals, as outlined in Chapter 10) or help fund the abolition of more economically costly taxes discussed in this chapter. Alternatively, state governments could encourage institutional investors by abolishing land taxes outright and instead increase the rate of the broad-based property tax by around $2 for every $1,000 of unimproved property value. This alternative reform would not raise additional revenue.

States could also raise additional revenue in an equitable way at low economic cost by introducing explicit ‘betterment taxes’ to capture some of the windfall gains from re-zoning of land, as the ACT already does with its lease variation charge regime.

State payroll taxes should be broadened by abolishing carve-outs for small businesses, and payroll tax rates should be reduced so existing state payroll tax collections don’t increase. The current thresholds lead to workers disproportionately working for businesses exempt from payroll tax, distorting labour away from its highest-value use, and lowering wages for all workers.

\subsection*{9.3 How to get there}

\subsubsection*{9.3.1 Increasing the efficiency of taxation}

Figure 9.1 on the next page shows the estimated loss of economic activity from each dollar increase in a range of taxes.

Taxes on transactions, such as stamp duties, are particularly inefficient. In contrast, taxes on land do not distort decisions about land use, provided they apply in a way that the landowner can’t avoid.\textsuperscript{367}

Inefficient taxes such as stamp duties on property accounted for 31 per cent of states’ own-source tax revenue in 2016, up from 26 per cent in 2011.\textsuperscript{368} The share of revenue collected from these sources has risen over time in all states except WA, ACT and the NT, as property prices have risen, especially in Melbourne and Sydney. The share of stamp

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[364.] Revenue SA (2018).
\item[365.] Daley et al. (2018, p. 122).
\item[366.] Ibid. (p. 125).
\item[367.] Henry et al. (2010b, p. 247).
\item[368.] Taxes with high economic costs are: stamp duties on property and motor vehicles, and insurance company contributions to state fire and emergency services (Figure 9.1).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Figure 9.1: The states rely heavily on economically destructive taxes

Loss of economic activity for each $ increase in tax

Notes: All estimates are from KPMG Econtech (2011) other than on council rates, which come from the KPMG modelling for Treasury. These estimates are broadly consistent with Treasury estimates which evaluated a smaller range of taxes (Cao et al. (2015)). This more recent work suggests that the economic burden of broad-based land taxes may be even lower, with a loss of economic activity of negative 10 cents for each $ increase in tax, since the revenue from foreign owners of land would exceed the economic costs imposed on Australian residents.


Figure 9.2: The ACT has Australia’s most efficient tax system; NSW the least

Average excess burden of taxation, cents per dollar of tax revenue collected, 2006–07 to 2016–17

Notes: The calculation of average excess burden of taxation excludes gambling tax. This is because estimates of the welfare loss from per dollar of gambling tax are likely over-estimates, since they fail to include the benefits from reducing the negative impacts of gambling. Some other excises, levies, and transactional taxes have also been excluded. An average of 90 per cent of taxation revenue is accounted for in the calculation of average excess burden of taxation, and at least 80 per cent in all time periods across all states.

duties in NSW state tax revenues has increased from 23 per cent to 28 per cent over the past decade.

In contrast, states collect just 14 per cent of tax revenues from economically efficient taxes such as recurrent taxes on land and property, despite rising property values over the past decade.

The average economic cost of state taxes has increased in Tasmania and especially NSW over the past decade (Figure 9.2 on the preceding page).

The ACT has Australia’s most efficient tax base – each dollar of revenue raised costs the economy just 22 cents. NSW has the least efficient tax base – each dollar of revenue raised costs the economy 30 cents.

9.3.2 Stamp duties should be replaced with a broad-based property tax

Stamp duties are inefficient taxes; sometimes they discourage people from moving to better jobs (see Section 4.3.1 on page 46). The economic drag of stamp duties has increased over the past two decades. Average rates of stamp duty have risen substantially in all states, from around 2-to-3 per cent on the median-priced house in each capital city in 1995 to around 4 per cent in 2015, because thresholds have not kept pace with rising house prices (Figure 9.3). They now cost the median home-buyer more than $43,000 in Sydney and more than $45,000 in Melbourne.369

Stamp duties are also unfair. One family could pay more tax than another with similar income and assets, simply because it moves house more often. Stamp duties especially penalise young people, who tend to be more mobile.

The effects of stamp duty are material: one study found that a 10 per cent increase in stamp duty can reduce housing turnover by 3 per cent immediately, and 6 per cent in the long run.371 Rising stamp duties are

Figure 9.3: Effective rates of stamp duty have risen sharply in all states and territories in the past two decades

Stamp duty payable on median-priced house in each capital city (per cent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brisbane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canberra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darwin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effective rate of stamp duty, percentage

Notes: Median prices are for a detached house. Darwin median price is for 2000. Assumes that the purchaser is not eligible for a concessional rate of stamp duty.

Source: Daley et al. (2018, figure 7.2).


370. Figures based on median house prices as of December 2017: Grattan analysis of NSW Treasury (ibid.) and CoreLogic (2018a).

371. Davidoff and Leigh (2013); Hilber and Lyytikainen (2017) find a difference in mobility in the UK of 37 per cent between homeowners just above and just below a stamp duty threshold.
probably a material cause of housing turnover nationwide falling from 8 per cent a year in the early-2000s to below 5 per cent today.\footnote{Leal et al. (2017, graph 1). Moving is not as hard for renters. Renters do not get the benefits of subsidies to home-ownership, but neither do they experience the ‘lock in’ effect of stamp duties.}

In contrast, land taxes do not distort decisions about land use, provided they apply in a way that the landowner can’t avoid.\footnote{Henry et al. (2010b, p. 247).} For example, a constant-rate land tax applied to the unimproved value of all land prevents landowners from reducing their liability by changing the way they use their land. The tax on a vacant block of land would not increase even if the block were developed.

Stamp duty revenues are also much more volatile than other taxes (Figure 9.4). They depend on both property prices and turnover. Any slowing of property sales as the market cools – a very real risk with house prices falling in most capital cities\footnote{CoreLogic (2018b).} – could punch a big hole in state budgets. Broad-based property taxes deliver more stable revenues because they are not affected by turnover.\footnote{Daley et al. (2015b, pp. 6–7).}

Property taxes are likely to be a more sustainable revenue base than stamp duties. Unlike capital, property is immobile – it cannot be moved offshore to avoid higher taxes. The risks of multinational tax avoidance, the increasing mobility of capital, and the increasing value of residential property relative to incomes, should make property taxes a priority in any tax reform.

9.3.3 Stamp duties should be replaced by a tax based on council rates rather than state land taxes

Rather than copying existing state land taxes – which exclude more than half of all land by value, especially owner-occupied housing –

\footnote{Daley et al. (2015b, figure 4), updated to 2015–16 using ABS (2017c).}
State Orange Book 2018

Taxes

state governments should fund the abolition of stamp duties through a property levy imposed via the council rates base.

Existing state land taxes generate much less revenue than would a broader-based land tax. States raised $7.2 billion from land taxes in 2015–16. Exempting the family home from land tax excludes about 75 per cent of the value of residential land; it means state governments forgo about $7 billion in revenue.

State land taxes are also levied on a progressive scale, so that people with larger land holdings pay a higher rate per dollar value of land owned. Progressive land taxes levied on total landholdings and generous tax-free thresholds discourage larger landholdings and largely explain the absence of institutional investors from Australia’s rental housing market.

In contrast, municipal rates are applied to all properties within a council area, with very few exemptions. There are no exemptions for owner-occupied housing or agricultural land, and constant rates apply from the first dollar of property value. Most state governments already use the council rates base for state-wide property-based levies to fund fire and emergency services. These levies provide a template for reform.

An annual flat-rate tax of between $5 and $7 for every $1,000 of unimproved land value would be sufficient to fund the abolition of stamp duties on property in all states (Figure 9.5). While local governments in some states levy rates on capital-improved property values, rather than unimproved land values, the economic costs of taxing capital

376. ABS (2017c).
377. Daley et al. (2018, p. 100). Even though owner-occupied housing accounts for 75 per cent of all residential land, imposing land tax on it would raise only $7 billion because it would be taxed at comparatively low rates under the highly progressive rates of land tax currently in force.
378. Ibid. (pp. 76–77).
379. Some councils in Victoria, SA and Tasmania use capital improved land values as the base for levying council rates. See: Daley et al. (2015b, p. 17).

Figure 9.5: A broad-based flat-rate land tax could fund the abolition of stamp duties
Property levy rate to fund the abolition of stamp duties and existing state land taxes, 2015–16

Notes: Flat-rate land tax applied to the unimproved land equivalent of the council rates property base (i.e. including owner-occupied housing and agricultural land). There is no land tax in the NT. Excludes any revenue boost from the 2nd round economic impacts of the tax, or changes in the distribution of GST revenues. Source: Coates (2017).
improved property values, rather than unimproved land values, tend to be relatively small.\textsuperscript{380}

9.3.4 A gradual transition is the best way to manage the politics of reform

Proposals to switch from stamp duty to land tax have stalled because the politics are hard. Recent purchasers would be reluctant to pay an annual property tax so soon after paying stamp duty. A property tax would pose difficulties for people who are asset-rich but income-poor, especially retirees who have limited incomes but own their own home. And property taxes cause more angst among voters than stamp duties because they are more visible: quarterly property tax bills are a far stronger reminder of the tax than stamp duties paid in full upon purchase.

A gradual transition to a broad-based property tax, such as that adopted in the ACT,\textsuperscript{381} is best.\textsuperscript{382} It would provide a stable revenue stream while delaying the full impost on those who recently paid stamp duty. To ensure asset-rich but income-poor households can stay in their homes, governments should allow them to defer paying the levy until they sell their property.\textsuperscript{383} But exempting or providing concessions to asset-rich but cash-poor landowners would be unfair to younger taxpayers.

Of course reforms to replace stamp duty with a broad-based property tax will require political will. No jurisdictions other than the ACT have been willing to make the change to date. However smaller, incremental reforms could be made now, while also being a step in the right direction. For example, states could begin indexing thresholds for stamp duty to property values to ensure that any further rises in property prices don’t lead to higher stamp duties. Similarly, NSW and SA should abolish indexation of land tax thresholds, allowing land taxes to rise in line with increases in land values.\textsuperscript{384} These more modest reforms could have a material impact over time.

9.3.5 State land taxes should be extended to owner-occupied housing and apply on a per-property basis

State governments should broaden land taxes to include owner-occupied housing, and switch to a progressive land tax assessed on the value of each property owned, rather than the combined value of an owner’s total landholdings. Alternatively, state governments could abolish land taxes and instead increase the rate of the broad-based property tax by around $2 for every $1,000 of unimproved property value.

Extending land tax to owner-occupied housing would modestly (but immediately) reduce housing prices, while also boosting state budgets. As noted in Section 9.3.3 on page 87, the principal place of residence is exempt from land tax in all states, which makes owning a home more attractive and further inflates house prices. Even though owner-occupied housing accounts for 75 per cent of all residential land, imposing land tax on it would only raise around $7 billion nationally because it would be taxed at comparatively low rates under the

\textsuperscript{380} Ibid. (p. 14).
\textsuperscript{381} The ACT is six years into a 20-year plan to replace stamp duties with broad-based property taxes. Annual general property rates on a family home on land worth $500,000 increased from roughly $2,200 a year in 2012 to $3,000 four years later, while the stamp duty on a home worth $500,000 fell by more than five times that amount: from $18,050 to $13,460. Daley and Coates (2016).
\textsuperscript{382} Coates (2017).
\textsuperscript{383} Deferral arrangements are already available for seniors and those suffering financial hardship paying council rates in several states and the ACT. Daley et al. (2015b, p. 21).
\textsuperscript{384} In NSW land tax thresholds are indexed annually by the increase in the average unimproved value of NSW land over the previous three years. In SA all land tax thresholds are indexed annually in line with average site value increases as determined by the SA Valuer General.
generous tax-free thresholds and highly progressive rates of land tax currently in force. The additional taxes might either pay for escalating costs (particularly in hospitals) or the abolition of more economically costly taxes such as taxes on insurance. Extending land tax to owner-occupied housing would be expected to reduce land values by between 3 and 6 per cent, and housing prices by roughly 3 per cent.

State government land taxes also disadvantage institutional investors, compared to ‘mum and dad’ landlords who own only one or two properties. In paying progressive land taxes across their entire holdings, institutional investors can lose roughly one quarter of their rental returns to land tax.

A lack of institutional investors may disadvantage renters. Unlike mum-and-dad investors, institutional landlords should be able to use economies of scale to reduce costs and improve the quality of service provided to tenants. Institutional investors are also probably more willing to offer long-term leases to tenants, since they are less likely to face cash-flow problems, and they can pool tenant risk. Consequently, institutional investors would be less likely to be put off by stronger tenancy laws that provide renters with more secure tenure.

The simplest way to reform state land taxes to encourage institutional investors into the rental market would be to shift to a progressive land tax assessed on the value of each property owned, rather than on the combined value of an owner's total landholdings. A new revenue-neutral progressive land tax regime could be designed to most closely match the tax liabilities paid by existing landowners in each state, thereby minimising the windfall gains and losses from any reform. Such a land tax regime would provide incentives to assemble a portfolio of multiple strata-title rental properties, but would still discourage investment in the build-to-rent sector since the entire building would be assessed as a single site and taxed at the top marginal land tax rate.

Alternatively, state governments could abolish land taxes and instead increase the rate of the broad-based property tax by around $2 for every $1,000 of unimproved property value – about one tenth of the rate of land tax that applies to large landholders. Such a reform would remove the land tax hurdles to institutions investing in either strata-title or built-to-rent housing, since both investments would be taxed at the same low rate as smaller investors. This alternative reform would not raise any additional revenue: some property investors would pay less land tax than they do now, while owner-occupiers would pay some land tax.

9.3.6 Property taxes should also replace inefficient taxes on insurance and stamp duties on motor vehicle sales

Taxes on insurance and insurance-based fire and emergency services levies should also be replaced by a broad-based property levy.
Most states charge a flat rate of stamp duty on insurance of between 9 and 11 per cent of the gross premium.\textsuperscript{394} Several states also impose taxes on life, health and third-party motor vehicle insurance policies.\textsuperscript{395} State governments currently raise around $5 billion nationally from these taxes.\textsuperscript{396}

Taxes on insurance deter people and businesses from purchasing an adequate level of insurance, leaving them exposed to risks such as the risk of flood or fire damage to their own home or businesses assets, or motor vehicle theft.\textsuperscript{397} Low-income earners are also the most likely to not purchase insurance, or under-insure themselves.\textsuperscript{398} The burden of these taxes falls on those who prudently take out insurance, while the uninsured who do not contribute often receive public assistance.\textsuperscript{399} Several inquiries have recommended abolishing state taxes on insurance.\textsuperscript{400}

An annual flat-rate tax of around $2 for every $1,000 of unimproved land value would be sufficient to fund the abolition of taxes on insurance and stamp duties on motor vehicles.\textsuperscript{401} Replacing taxes on insurance and motor vehicle registrations with a broad-based property tax in all states could make Australians up to $1.5 billion a year better off.\textsuperscript{402}

NSW and Tasmania are the only states that still fund fire services via a tax on insurance premiums, raising $900 million a year from these levies.\textsuperscript{403} State levies on fire and motor vehicle insurance are commonly considered the second most costly state tax after stamp duty on property.\textsuperscript{404} Replacing existing taxes on insurance with a broad-based property levy – as other states have already done – would leave residents of NSW and Tasmania around $430 million a year better off than they are currently.\textsuperscript{405}

9.3.7 States should introduce ‘betterment taxes’ to capture some of the windfall gains from re-zoning of land

State governments should introduce betterment taxes to capture some of the windfall gains landowners receive from re-zoning, such as permission to build higher-density housing. The ACT’s lease variation charge provides a template for reform.\textsuperscript{406}

Re-zoning of land generates large unearned windfall gains for landowners.\textsuperscript{407} Taxing these windfall gains would be a particularly efficient form of taxation.\textsuperscript{408} A broad-based land tax, like that recommended in this chapter, would capture only a relatively small proportion of the gains.

\textsuperscript{394} ACT Revenue Office (2018).
\textsuperscript{395} WA does not levy duty on life insurance. NSW Treasury (2018a, p. 22).
\textsuperscript{396} ABS (2018d).
\textsuperscript{397} Henry et al. (2010a, p. 469).
\textsuperscript{398} Freebairn (2017, p. 10).
\textsuperscript{399} IPART (2008, p. 95); and SA Government (2015b, p. 22).
\textsuperscript{400} For example, see: IPART (2008), Henry et al. (2010a, p. 469) and ACT Government (2012b, p. 9).
\textsuperscript{401} Grattan analysis of ABS (2017d) and ABS (2018d).
\textsuperscript{402} Grattan analysis of KPMG Econtech (2010), ABS (2018d) and KPMG Econtech (2011).
\textsuperscript{403} In 2017 the NSW Government deferred previously-announced plans to introduce a property-based Fire and Emergency Services Levy. Berejiklian and Perrottet (2017).
\textsuperscript{404} KPMG Econtech (2011, p. 35) estimated that each dollar raised through fire insurance levies had an economic cost of 59 cents. Taxes on fire insurance have a larger economic cost because most fire insurance is claimed by households that are less likely to take out insurance if premiums are higher. See also IPART (2008).
\textsuperscript{405} Grattan analysis of KPMG Econtech (2010), ABS (2018d) and KPMG Econtech (2011).
\textsuperscript{406} Daley et al. (2018, p. 121). The ACT’s lease variation charge (LVC) aims to capture 75 per cent of the increase in value from a change in a lease. The ACT’s unique leasehold land titling system enabled the implementation of this type of quasi-betterment tax. Other Australian jurisdictions should introduce an explicit betterment tax to achieve the same effect as the LVC.
\textsuperscript{407} For examples, see Kendall and Tulip (2018, p. 24).
\textsuperscript{408} ‘Windfall gains’ attaching to planning approvals are monopoly rents arising from land-use planning rules (Spiller et al. (2017)).
share of these windfall gains. Therefore specific betterment taxes that capture most of the value of re-zoning land is warranted.

State governments and instrumentalities such as water authorities currently impose developer charges, which charge some of the costs linked to changes in land use permitted by re-zoning. But such charges are supposed to be a fee for service, and therefore are not supposed to be linked to the increase in land value from re-zoning. Given the value created by individual zoning decisions, this creates significant opportunities for corruption. Where such charges are levied, they should be in line with the Productivity Commission’s general principles on infrastructure costs.

Sometimes states impose value capture taxes for land that benefits particularly from infrastructure projects such as new railway stations. But it is difficult in practice to design taxes that efficiently and fairly capture the benefits of transport projects. Broad-based property taxes, like those recommended in Section 9.3.2 on page 86, are a far simpler way to capture some of the land value uplift generated from these projects.

9.3.8 Payroll taxes should be broadened by abolishing small business exemptions

State payroll taxes should be broadened by abolishing minimum thresholds that exempt smaller firms from paying the tax, and lowering the rate of payroll tax.

Payroll tax is the largest state tax, contributing $23 billion to state budgets in 2016–17. In principle, payroll tax is one of the more efficient taxes available to the states if applied broadly to all labour costs. Although payroll taxes are levied on employers and often labelled as a “tax on jobs”, they are ultimately paid for by employees through lower wages.

Generous tax-free thresholds and exemptions have weakened states’ payroll tax bases, and increased the economic costs of the tax. Minimum thresholds vary from $650,000 in Victoria to $2 million in the ACT. These thresholds exempt most businesses from payroll tax. For example, around 90 per cent of NSW businesses are exempt from payroll tax. States levy payroll tax on just over half of the theoretical payroll tax base.

Businesses will pass some of the burden of payroll tax onto workers, via lower wages, so some workers are likely to leave businesses that remit payroll tax and seek higher wages in businesses that do not. The influx of workers trying to get jobs in payroll-tax exempt firms means that such businesses will not have to pay as much to attract workers. This means that workers in firms exempt from payroll tax also receive lower incomes than they would have otherwise. This implies a decline in average labour productivity, reducing national income. And all workers, not just those in businesses remitting payroll tax, bear some of the tax burden through lower wages.

411. Terrill and Emslie (2017, p. 3).
412. Ibid. (pp. 34–40).
413. ABS (2018d).
417. A comparison by NSW Treasury (2018a, p. 298) of current payroll tax revenues with the amount that would be collected at current rates from its theoretical base – represented by the national accounts measure of compensation of employees – suggested that around 43 per cent of employee compensation was exempt from payroll tax in 2008.
418. The question of who actually pays payroll taxes in Australia remains unresolved. Some Australian studies suggest that consumers pay the tax in the form of higher prices, whereas international evidence suggests workers ultimately pay the tax in the form of lower wages. See ACT Government (2012b, p. 81).
Payroll tax thresholds increase firms’ administrative costs. And payroll tax thresholds raise costs for firms that operate across state borders. For example, where an employee works in more than one state, there are complex rules for determining which state receives the payroll tax.\footnote{420}

Some argue that threshold exemptions are a barrier to business growth, because the compliance and payroll tax costs provide an incentive to remain small.\footnote{421} However one recent Treasury study suggests that the payroll tax exemption threshold does not appear to act as a disincentive to business expansion.\footnote{422}
10 Budgets

10.1 Where we are

State budgets are generally in good short-term health. NSW, Victoria, Queensland and Tasmania all posted modest operating surpluses in 2017–18. WA, SA and the ACT all ran modest deficits (Table 10.1). The NT deficit was more substantial – 2 per cent of Gross State Product (GSP) – and its budget position has substantially deteriorated over the past five years. It attributes this to a decline in its share of the GST pool – which accounts for almost half its revenue – and the impact of falling house prices on stamp duty revenues. WA is the only other jurisdiction where the budget position materially went backwards over the five years.

Governments have used operating surpluses to reduce net debt, which fell as a share of GSP in most states. Some states also used the proceeds from the sale or long-term lease of government assets to pay down debt. NSW netted by far the most from its privatisations, which included two major ports, a desalination plant, electricity generation, and electricity poles and wires. NSW largely used the proceeds to retire debt – it is now debt free – and for new infrastructure spending. But there are concerns that some of the asset sales were structured to maximise sale price by reducing future competition, so the sales may result in higher costs to consumers over time (Chapter 2).

In WA, net debt increased substantially over the five years to 2017–18. This followed several years of deficits after the end of the mining boom.

---

Table 10.1: State Scorecard for budgets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Net operating balance as a share of GSP</th>
<th>Net debt as a share of GSP</th>
<th>Interest and depreciation as a share of GSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>% Change in past 5 years (ppt)</td>
<td>% Change in past 5 years (ppt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: See Appendix A for notes and sources.

---


424. Montoya and Ismay (2017). The 2018–19 result also includes the proceeds from the Snowy Hydro sale.
in 2014. Government revenues took a hit from falling mining royalties and declines in revenue from payroll taxes and land transfer duties as the economy slowed. This was exacerbated by the fall in WA’s share of GST revenues as the Commonwealth Grants Commission process redistributed record state mining royalties which had already been spent by the state government.\textsuperscript{425} The WA Government is forecasting a return to surplus in 2020–21 as the result of significant expenditure restraint.\textsuperscript{426}

Unfunded superannuation liabilities are not reflected in the net debt figures but are sizeable in some states. In Tasmania, ACT and the NT unfunded liabilities as a percentage of GSP are substantially higher than the average across all states.\textsuperscript{427} Interest payments associated with high unfunded liabilities can put pressure on the net operating balance and constrain future borrowing.

The states also have significant capital spending that does not immediately affect net operating balances. The depreciation on this capital spending (and the interest on any borrowings required to fund it) affects net operating balances in future budget years. Interest and depreciation as a share of GSP (including superannuation interest expenses) has been unchanged in most states since 2012–13. Falling interest rates and lower levels of debt have largely offset the effects of stronger capital spending.

\subsection{10.2 Where we should be}

Many state budgets should be in a stronger position given substantial revenue windfalls.

In NSW and Victoria in particular, revenues from land conveyance (stamp) duties and land taxes grew strongly because of the property boom. In its 2018–19 Budget, the NSW Government estimated that it would collect four times more in additional land conveyance tax and three times more additional land tax than if these collections had simply grown in line with the NSW economy since 2012–13 (Figure 10.1). In Victoria, too, revenues from these taxes substantially outpaced GSP.\textsuperscript{428}

\begin{figure}[h!]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure10.1.png}
\caption{Growth in NSW stamp duty revenues outpaced the broader economy}
\end{figure}

\textit{Note:} ‘Other’ category includes all revenue which doesn’t fall into any of the other categories, as well as non-Commonwealth grants.

\textit{Source:} Grattan analysis of 2013–14 to 2018–19 NSW budget papers, ABS National Accounts and CPI.

\textsuperscript{428} In Victoria, estimated revenues from land taxes were $2.7 billion higher and land conveyance duties $4.5 billion higher in 2017–18 than if these had simply grown at GSP since 2015–16: D. Wood (2018).
The property boom also boosted stamp duty and land tax collections in other states. And all states indirectly benefit from the significant boost in tax collections in Victoria and NSW over time as the Commonwealth Grants Commission processes redistribute some of these revenues. Revenues as a share of the economy have increased in all states and territories since 2012–13.

Higher revenues have partly been used to pay down debt, but in many states have also been used to increase spending. Spending as a share of the economy increased in all states and territories except NSW and Queensland in the five years to 2017–18.

There is a risk that some governments – particularly those with higher levels of debt – will not be able to prudently maintain spending at existing levels should revenues take a hit. State budgets are particularly vulnerable to lower property prices and turnover. Recent budget challenges for the WA and Commonwealth Governments highlight the dangers of locking in permanent spending against temporarily high revenues. State government budgets also face substantial longer-term structural challenges. Health spending continues to be biggest contributor to spending growth for state governments. Health spending across the states in 2016–17 was more than $10 billion higher than if it had simply grown in line with the broader economy over the decade (Figure 10.2). Most of the growth was from providing more and better health treatments, including using new technologies.

This strong non-demographic growth in health spending is forecast to continue. And the ageing of the population will also increase spending as the large baby boomer cohort reaches the age brackets when health spending per person is much higher.

State government spending on schools is also likely to rise faster than GDP in years to come. School funding reforms – the so-called Gonski 2.0 funding arrangements – are still being negotiated between the Commonwealth and the states, but will require NSW, Victoria and Queensland to partially match big increases in federal funding for government schools – although they may choose to offset this by reducing funding above the standard to independent schools (Section 6.3.4 on page 66). In addition, the number of school-age children is increasingly rapidly due to the large numbers of young migrants over the past decade.

---

430. Productivity Commission (2013); and Daley et al. (2014).
431. Daley et al. (2014).
Infrastructure spending is another likely source of spending pressure in some states. NSW and Victoria now have a significant pipeline of capital projects over the forward estimates and beyond. And a spate of large announcements in the lead-up to the 2018 Victorian election highlights the significant public pressure to increase spending on infrastructure to cope with increasing population and concerns about congestion – even though other policy responses may be cheaper and more effective (Chapter 4).

If interest rates rise – as they are likely to in the medium-term – the cost of servicing debt will further compound spending pressures in states with higher debt levels.

The states can’t rely on more money from the Commonwealth Government to address these budget challenges. The Commonwealth Government has been running deficits for the past decade and net debt sits at 18.6 per cent of GDP. While the Commonwealth budget position is forecast to improve in the short-term, it too faces longer-term structural budget challenges.

NSW appears to have done better than other states in recognising some of the long-term challenges. It is the only state to publish an Intergenerational Report, which provides long-term projections of the state’s economic and fiscal position, see Section 10.3.3 on page 99. It has also introduced a sovereign wealth fund – the NSW Generations Fund – with $3 billion of its balance sheet reserves. The fund is quarantined so the capital contribution can be used only for debt retirement, although 50 per cent of the return on investment has been earmarked for community projects.

10.3 How to get there

This report makes a range of recommendations that would put state government budgets on a more sustainable long-term footing. Addressing structural challenges will require reforms on both the revenue and the spending side.

Replacing stamp duties with a broad-based property levy, and broadening the base and lowering the rate of payroll tax, would improve the efficiency of the tax mix and reduce the economic drag from state taxes (Section 9.3.1 on page 84). It would also help state budgets, because land taxes are a less volatile revenue base than stamp duties and tend to grow faster than the economy.

Spending pressures could be reduced by improving the efficiency of public hospitals (Section 7.3.2 on page 70), more rigorous assessment of infrastructure spending (Section 4.3.6 on page 48), and less wasteful spending on ineffective regional development programs (Section 3.3.1 on page 35).

Strong budget frameworks and institutions – including legislated fiscal targets, parliamentary budget offices and long-term budget reporting – would also promote fiscal prudence and long-term budget sustainability.

References:

433. In Victoria, capital spending is forecast to average $10.1 billion a year between 2018–19 and 2021–22, compared to $4.9 billion a year in the decade to 2014–15: Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance (2018, p. 5). In NSW, infrastructure spending is forecast to average $21.8 billion a year between 2018–19 and 2021–22, compared to an average of $16.5 billion the previous four years: NSW Budget 2018–19, Infrastructure Statement, NSW Government (2018d, pp. 1–3).


438. NSW Treasury (2018b, pp. 1–2).

10.3.1 Set clear fiscal targets and enshrine them in legislation

Fiscal rules or targets are a useful device for helping governments commit to prudent fiscal policies.\(^{440}\)

All states and territories have some fiscal targets, but they differ in ambition and clarity (Table 10.2 on page 100). For some, it is difficult to assess whether the target has been met – for example, maintaining general government debt as a percentage of gross state product at a sustainable level over the medium term (Victoria). For others, the time period for achieving the target is unclear – for example, balance the budget in the medium-term (ACT).

In most states, the budget papers explicitly report on whether the targets have been achieved. But in Victoria, while it is still possible to deduce performance against the targets from the budget papers, the reporting is not as clear as in other states and territories.

All states should review their fiscal targets to ensure they are simple, easy to monitor (i.e. it is clear whether the target has been met) and aligned with long-term fiscal sustainability.\(^{441}\)

NSW is currently the only state to set out its targets in legislation. The NSW Fiscal Responsibility Act sets out its three fiscal objectives and cannot be changed without Parliamentary approval.\(^{442}\) Outlining fiscal targets in legislation promotes certainty and accountability – a government can’t quietly change a target if it falls short. Other states should legislate their fiscal targets.

\(^{440}\) Pre-commitment can help overcome decision-making bias towards looser fiscal policy, including the political imperatives of election campaigns and short-termism. IMF (2009).

\(^{441}\) Lledo et al. (2018).

\(^{442}\) The Act includes a requirement for a review of the objectives within five years of commencement of the Act. This review is underway.

10.3.2 Establish a parliamentary budget office to give parliamentarians independent policy costings

Independent fiscal institutions – such as parliamentary budget offices – are also useful for promoting sound fiscal policy and sustainable public finances. The number of OECD countries with an independent fiscal body at the national level has tripled since 2008.\(^{443}\)

NSW and Victoria are the only states with a parliamentary budget office (PBO). In Victoria, the PBO provides policy costings and advisory services to all members of parliament. In NSW, the PBO’s operations are limited to pre-election periods. Its task is to cost the election policies of all the parties.

The Commonwealth PBO provides policy costing and advisory services to federal MPs, as well as independent and non-partisan analysis of the budget cycle and fiscal policy.

The three PBOs have all made a positive contribution to informing the policy debate. Costing election policies and providing a summary of the budget impacts of announced policies improves public awareness of fiscal responsibility and promotes fiscal discipline.\(^{444}\)

The Commonwealth PBO will prepare and publish such pre-election costings upon request. The Victorian and Commonwealth PBOs both provide a comprehensive summary of the budget impacts of the policies of the major parties after the election.\(^{445}\)

The broader role of the Victorian and the Commonwealth PBOs in providing confidential costings for parliamentarians outside of the election period has improved the policy-making process. Most notably,

\(^{443}\) Trapp et al. (2016).

\(^{444}\) In NSW, the PBO published pre-election budget impact statements for each leader on the day of the election. NSW Parliament (2018).

\(^{445}\) Office (2018); and PBO (2018).
the process helps the opposition and smaller parties, which don’t have the resources of government, to develop and test policy ideas.\textsuperscript{446}

Ideally, each state would establish an independent fiscal body to provide policy costings both outside of and during election periods. However, the costs of such a permanent body may be prohibitive for smaller jurisdictions. The ACT Government reached this conclusion in 2009 when it reviewed the merit of establishing a parliamentary budget office.\textsuperscript{447}

Lower-cost options, such as the NSW temporary PBO for election campaigns or the ACT approach that allows the ACT Treasury to cost political party commitments for elections at the request of parties,\textsuperscript{448} offer some of the benefits of a permanent PBO.

\subsection*{10.3.3 State governments should work with the Commonwealth to establish a national Intergenerational Report, or periodically produce their own long-term budget projections}


The report provides insights into the long-term (40-year) fiscal implications of an ageing population and highlights the effects of changes in population size, age profile, participation rates and productivity growth on Australia’s future standard of living and public finances.\textsuperscript{449}

A major weakness of the IGR is that it looks only at Commonwealth Government finances.\textsuperscript{450} Given the strong inter-dependencies between Commonwealth and State government budget positions, particularly over the longer-term, the IGR gives at best a partial picture of Australia’s fiscal sustainability, and at worst a misleading one. For example, the 2015 IGR projections assumed that Commonwealth hospital spending would grow in line with inflation and population growth from 2017–18 \textit{(i.e.} real per person spending would be unchanged for four decades).\textsuperscript{451} This was in line with the policy introduced in the 2014 budget (but since amended).\textsuperscript{452} The effect was to make the long-term Commonwealth budget position look more benign. But given the likely trajectory of health spending (Section 10.2 on page 95), the Commonwealth policy implied a rapid increase in state government spending on health and deteriorating state government budget balances – which was not visible in the IGR.

Ideally, state governments would work with the federal government to produce long-term fiscal projections across both levels of government. This would make the IGR a more meaningful assessment of the nation’s fiscal sustainability.

But in the absence of such Commonwealth-state cooperation, state governments should periodically publish their own long-term budget projections. NSW already produces its own intergenerational report every five years. The Victorian Public Accounts and Estimates Committee recently highlighted the benefits of intergenerational reporting for state governments and recommended an inquiry into such reporting for Victoria.\textsuperscript{453}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{446} ANAO (2014).
\bibitem{447} Rattenbury et al. (2009).
\bibitem{449} Hockey (2015).
\bibitem{450} Wells (2015).
\bibitem{451} Hockey (2015, pp. 62–63).
\bibitem{452} Treasury (2014, p. 11).
\bibitem{453} Pearson et al. (2018, p. 62).
\end{thebibliography}
Table 10.2: Fiscal principles or targets by state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Expense growth</th>
<th>Budget balance</th>
<th>Debt levels</th>
<th>Super liabilities</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>Annual expense growth below long-term average revenue growth</td>
<td>A net operating surplus consistent with maintaining general government net debt at a sustainable level over the medium term</td>
<td>Eliminate unfunded superannuation liability by 2030</td>
<td>Maintain AA credit rating</td>
<td>Maintain AA credit rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General government debt as a percentage of GSP to be maintained at a sustainable level over the medium term</td>
<td>Fully fund the superannuation liability by 2035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>Run net operating surpluses so that new general government-sector investment is primarily funded from recurrent revenues</td>
<td></td>
<td>Target a reduction in the general government debt-to-revenue ratio</td>
<td>General government sector own-source revenue at or below 8.5% of GSP. Overall growth in full-time equivalent public servants doesn’t exceed growth in population</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Maintain disciplined general government expense management through: public sector wage outcomes in line with government wage policy; key service delivery agency recurrent expenditure in line with budgeted expense limits</td>
<td>Progress towards a net operating surplus for the general government sector. Progress towards a cash surplus for the public sector</td>
<td>Reduce the proportion of total public sector net debt held by the general government sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Operating expenditure growth limited to trend growth in household incomes</td>
<td>Achieve a net operating surplus every year Maintain net debt-to-revenue ratio at a sustainable level</td>
<td></td>
<td>The defined benefit unfunded superannuation liability will be funded by 2034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Annual growth in general government sector operating expenses will be lower than long-term average growth in revenue</td>
<td>Combined average servicing cost of general government debt and defined benefit superannuation liabilities less than 6 per cent of general government cash receipts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 10.2: Fiscal principles or targets by state (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Expense growth</th>
<th>Budget balance</th>
<th>Debt levels</th>
<th>Super liabilities</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>Improve the operating position over budget cycle by ensuring growth in general government operating expenses is declining in real terms (short-term)</td>
<td>Achieve a general government sector net operating surplus that ensures new capital investment is funded through revenues rather than borrowings (medium-term)</td>
<td>Return non-financial public sector debt as a percentage of revenue to the long term average of 40 per cent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain general government sector infrastructure spending to at least twice the level of depreciation on average until 2020 (short-term)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>When the economy returns to historical trends, maintain general government sector infrastructure spending consistent with depreciation expense (medium-term)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Achieve an improving fiscal balance at the non-financial public sector over the budget cycle (short-term)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Balance the budget over the medium-term</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Institutional reform

## Where we are

Donations and lobbying are vital components of a healthy democracy. But without adequate checks and balances, there’s a risk that mixing money and access with politics can translate into undue influence and poor policy. To protect the public interest, states should ensure wealthy or well-connected groups can’t use these tools to promote their own agendas at the expense of the public interest.\(^{454}\)

Strong institutions are a necessary safeguard to protect political processes. Measures to increase transparency and accountability in policy making are key, as is making sure all political actors operate on a level playing field.

States and territories have made good headway on these fronts over the past five years (Table 11.1), despite policy inertia at the federal level.

### Transparency measures

Progress towards transparency on lobbying in the states and territories is promising. NSW, Queensland and the ACT now publish ministerial diaries, so voters can see who their elected representatives are meeting with, and when. All jurisdictions except the NT have a lobbyists register, and Queensland and SA require lobbyists to publish details on which ministers and shadow ministers they have contacted.

Transparency of political donations is better in most states and territories than at the federal level. NSW, Victoria, Queensland and the ACT require donations of $1,000 or more to be publicly declared. Only

\(^{454}\) See D. Wood et al. (2018b) for a discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transparency measures</th>
<th>Accountability</th>
<th>Limits on campaign finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score (A: best, E: worst)</td>
<td>Change in past 5 years</td>
<td>Score (A: best, E: worst)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>A ↑</td>
<td>A ↑</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>B ↑</td>
<td>B ↑</td>
<td>Donations caps ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>A ↑</td>
<td>A ↑</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>C −</td>
<td>C −</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>B ↑</td>
<td>C ↑</td>
<td>Expenditure caps ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>E −</td>
<td>C ↑</td>
<td>Expenditure caps −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>A ↑</td>
<td>D ↑</td>
<td>Expenditure caps −</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>E −</td>
<td>C ↑</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The ACT strengthened expenditure caps on parties, but weakened caps on third party political campaigners and removed donations caps, resulting in neutral change. Tasmania has expenditure caps in place for Legislative Council elections only. See Appendix A for details.

Sources: Grattan analysis of state electoral acts, ministerial codes of conduct, and other sources. See Appendix A for a full list.
Tasmania has the same threshold as the Commonwealth ($13,800).\textsuperscript{455} Most states and territories require political parties to aggregate small donations from the same donor, and declare them once the sum is more than the disclosure threshold.\textsuperscript{456}

Some states also make their donations data public very quickly. During election campaigns, donations must be declared within seven days in Queensland,\textsuperscript{457} SA\textsuperscript{458} and the ACT,\textsuperscript{459} and within 21 days in NSW\textsuperscript{460} and Victoria.\textsuperscript{461}

Queensland and SA have recently introduced an online disclosure system, which creates easily searchable and relatively clean datasets. Victoria will use a similar online system under the state’s new political donations laws.\textsuperscript{462}

Some states and territories need to do more: Tasmania follows the Commonwealth political donations regime, and scores poorly on transparency as a result.\textsuperscript{463}

\textsuperscript{455} At the time of writing, the disclosure threshold in Victoria was also $13,800. But new legislation will lower the threshold to $1,000, effective from 25 November 2018. Unless stated otherwise, this chapter assesses Victoria’s institutional framework based on the new legislation.

\textsuperscript{456} This is not required in Tasmania or the NT.

\textsuperscript{457} Excluding weekends. Disclosures are made every six months during non-election periods.

\textsuperscript{458} Disclosures are made every six months during non-election periods.

\textsuperscript{459} Disclosures are made every three months during non-election periods.

\textsuperscript{460} And every six months otherwise.

\textsuperscript{461} During an election or otherwise.

\textsuperscript{462} ABC Fact Check (2018a).

\textsuperscript{463} Tasmania is reviewing its Electoral Act 2004. The review is considering state-based disclosure rules and the level of regulation of third parties, as well as other minor amendments. Department of Justice Tasmania (2018). Reform of the Tasmanian donations regime is overdue: a parliamentary inquiry in 2015 found serious gaps in the state’s disclosure laws, but the inquiry’s chair says none of the recommendations were enacted. The lack of transparency on donations attracted significant attention during the 2018 state election campaign, when WA and the NT have low thresholds for disclosure ($2,500 and $1,500 respectively), but disclosures are made public only once a year.\textsuperscript{464}

\section*{Accountability measures}

The states and territories have set clear standards for the ethical behaviour of ministers and members of parliament. All have a ministerial code of conduct. And all have a code of conduct for parliamentarians,\textsuperscript{465} or are close to adopting one.\textsuperscript{466}

But not all codes are created equal. There is independent oversight of the ministerial codes of conduct only in NSW and Queensland.\textsuperscript{467}

The WA and NT codes have been criticised for lacking teeth.\textsuperscript{468} And in all states and territories, the Premier or the Parliament ultimately determine sanctions for misconduct. Like codes between pirates, state and territory codes of conduct are ‘more like guidelines than actual rules’.

\textsuperscript{464} NT Electoral Commission (2016); and WAEC (2018).

\textsuperscript{465} Parliamentarian codes of conduct may not cover members in the Legislative Council, \textit{e.g.} in WA. NSW has a separate code of conduct for members of the Upper House.

\textsuperscript{466} The House of Assembly in Tasmania passed a motion earlier this year to adopt a code of conduct for all MPs. The code is expected to be in force by the end of the year. ABC (2018).

\textsuperscript{467} And independent oversight is only partial in both states. The integrity commissioner in Queensland conducts random checks to assess compliance with the code, but ultimately refers misconduct to the Premier. Queensland Department of the Premier and Cabinet (2016). The ICAC in NSW can investigate serious breaches of the NSW ministerial code, which may constitute corrupt conduct under certain circumstances O’Farrell (2011). But the NSW Premier holds ultimate responsibility for enforcing the code and determining sanctions.

\textsuperscript{468} \textit{e.g.} Hondros (2018) and Parish (2017).
All states and the ACT ban ministers from taking lobbying roles within 12 months of leaving office. The NT does not. Most states and territories have a lobbyists register that covers lobbyists who work on behalf of third-party clients (but not in-house lobbyists who are employed directly as government relations advisors).\(^{469}\)

State and territory electoral commissions are responsible for independently enforcing rules about political donations disclosures. Some clearly take a proactive role. For example, the NT Electoral Commission (NTEC) once referred a matter of serious non-compliance to police, who investigated the case as a potential breach of the law.\(^{470}\)

People or organisations that do the wrong thing face serious sanctions in some states. For instance, the Electoral Act in NSW contains provisions for custodial sentences and substantial fines for breaches of the rules.\(^{471}\) Parties that fail to disclose may have their public funding cut. The amounts withheld can be large: the NSW Electoral Commission withheld $4.4 million for a particularly egregious case of non-compliance in 2016.\(^{472}\) And a person caught intentionally circumventing the law in NSW is liable to ten years in prison.\(^{473}\) Similar provisions are in Victoria’s new legislation on political donations.

But enforcement is weaker in other states and territories. The maximum penalty for breaking the rules is just $7,500 (or six months jail) in the ACT,\(^{474}\) $10,000 in SA,\(^{475}\) and $15,000 in WA.\(^{476}\)

Except for the ACT,\(^{477}\) all states and territories have an anti-corruption or integrity commission. Many of the commissions have investigative powers: for instance, ICAC in NSW has significant powers to conduct investigations into serious and systemic corruption by parliamentarians.\(^{478}\) Others take a more advisory role. The main functions of Queensland’s Integrity Commissioner (QIC) include providing confidential ethics advice, setting ethical standards, and raising public awareness of ethics and integrity matters.\(^{479}\)

Other checks on special interests

Caps on political expenditure during election campaigns are a vital check on the influence of money in politics.\(^{480}\) Many states have implemented this important reform: NSW, SA, Tasmania,\(^{481}\) and

469. Victoria has a register of in-house lobbyists who used to be ministers, or who used to hold important policymaking positions: Victorian Public Sector Commissioner (2018).

470. Wild (2015). A Senate inquiry into this and similar issues of non-compliance suggested that the NTEC and state electoral commissions seemed to be ‘much more proactive’ than the Australian Electoral Commission in pursuing these issues. Senate Finance and Public Administration Committees (2016, p. 25).


472. Robertson and Nicholls (2016). $3.8 million was returned to the party once the issue was rectified.

473. The maximum fine for an individual who breaks the rules is $44,000. Electoral Funding Act 2018 (NSW), No 20.

474. If the offender is a corporation the penalty is higher. Cantwell (2018, p. 30).

475. Electoral Act 1985 (SA) s 130ZZE.

476. Electoral Act 1907 s 175U.

477. Legislation for an anti-corruption commission is under review in the ACT. Hayne (2018).

478. ICAC (2018). Anti-corruption commissions can also conduct investigations into corruption among elected officials in other states, for instance in Victoria (IBAC) and in SA (ICAC).


480. Expenditure caps reduce the reliance of major parties on individual donors. If parties were obliged to spend less, each donor would become individually less important (because they could be replaced by other donors). Caps also level the playing field for political actors, by ensuring small groups won’t be pushed out of the political fray by loud and well-resourced groups. See D. Wood et al. (2018b) for a discussion.

481. Tasmania has expenditure caps in place for candidates running in Legislative Council elections only. Political parties are not allowed to incur expenditure in relation to these elections. Muller (2017).
the ACT have expenditure caps. Unfortunately, others have gone backwards – for instance, the Queensland Government repealed expenditure caps in 2014.

Some states also cap the amount donors can give to parties. In NSW, donations from individual entities are capped at $6,300 per party per year. In Victoria the cap is $4,000 for the term of government. Caps on donations provide a check on special interests’ influence, but come with additional risks.

11.2 Where we should be

All states and territories should match best practice across the nation. To improve transparency, jurisdictions that don’t publish ministerial diaries should do so. As in Queensland and SA, lobbyists should publish their contacts with ministers or shadow ministers. And the public should get more visibility of in-house lobbyists, as is the case in Victoria.

The disclosure threshold for donations should be no higher than $5,000 in all states and territories, and donations should be disclosed in a timely fashion in all jurisdictions (preferably within seven days during election campaigns, but at least within 21 days).

States and territories should release donations disclosures via an online portal that validates the data and releases it in an accessible format, as in SA and Queensland.

Codes of conduct should be independently administered in each state and territory. Meaningful sanctions should apply (reliably) when ministers or MPs do the wrong thing.

The electoral commission in each state and territory should be required to withhold public funding from parties that fail to disclose political donations correctly. Individuals who wilfully breach the disclosure rules should face meaningful sanctions (large fines or jail).

All states and territories should cap political expenditure during election periods. Third-party campaigners should be included in the caps, but care should be taken to ensure they are not unduly burdened by the limits on spending (as some have argued is the case in NSW).

There are also potential issues when the legislation allows third-party campaigners to run joint campaigns without it affecting their caps (as is the case in the ACT).

11.3 How to get there

It’s up to political parties to implement institutional reform. This can make it tricky to get important legislative change through parliament. Sometimes reforms that are in the public interest go directly against a
party’s interest. Reform is often politically polarising; some changes help one party but hinder others.

Despite the challenges, success stories from the states and territories show that acts of political leadership can foster significant progress.

Queensland has substantially increased transparency. In 2013, it became the first jurisdiction in Australia to publicly release ministerial diaries. The 2017 Queensland election was the first election in with ‘real-time’ disclosures of political donations. ‘Transparency and accountability’ in government has become a rallying cry of both the Queensland LNP and Queensland Labor, and this has encouraged healthy competition between the parties.

NSW implemented a suite of important electoral reforms after an independent review in 2014 found significant holes in the state’s political donations regime. The Government accepted in-principle 49 of the 50 recommendations in the report. They have since tightened enforcement of the political donations regime, and shortened the time-frames for disclosing donations.

Sometimes bipartisanship is possible. A code of conduct for all MPs – largely written by independent MP Bob Such – passed the House of Assembly in SA with support from both major parties. Tasmania has a similar story.

When bipartisanship is not possible, minor parties or crossbenchers might provide support. The Victorian Government’s sweeping changes to the state’s political donations regime looked doomed after the Opposition withdrew support earlier this year. Minor parties ultimately carried the Bill over the line.

Parties must have the appetite for what can be a bruising fight for change. Sometimes compromise will be necessary to get important legislation passed. But political leaders who get this right will reap the rewards. It’s clear that the voters want their government – local, state, or federal – to put institutional reform high on the agenda.

Our report A crisis of trust found that major parties are leaking votes to minor parties, who promise to ‘clean up politics’. If the major parties can’t convince voters they are taking this issue seriously, they may find that democratic electorates will rebuild governments without them.

491. The NSW Government commissioned the review. Schott et al. (2014).
495. Grattan Institute’s 2018 report, A crisis of trust, found that minor parties – and their voters – have a strong desire for representative reform.
498. In 2017, leadership and the quality of government ranked as the second-most important problem facing Australia among survey respondents, after the economic issues. Markus (2017).
Appendix A: Metric details

A.1 Economic Development

Real GSI per capita ($1,000)


Most recent data point: 2016–17.

Change metric: Real percentage point change per year over a five year period from 2011–12.

Note: Chain Volume Measure.

Employment rate for 25–64 year-olds (%)


Most recent data point: August 2018.

Change metric: Percentage point change over a five year period from August 2013.

Note: Employment rate is the percentage of all people aged 25–64 who are working. Younger people excluded because young people in education or training would be considered 'not employed'.

Not in Education Employment or Training, 19–24 year-olds (%)


Most recent data point: August 2016.

Change metric: Percentage point change over a five year period from August 2011.

Note: The NEETAWQ rate is the percentage of Australian citizens aged 19 to 24 who are:

- not in employment: labour force status is unemployed or not in the labour force; and
- not in education or training: full-time/part-time student status is not attending; and
- without qualification: non-school qualification level is not applicable.

Overseas visitors and those who did not answer the question are ignored from the total. People who are on leave from employment are considered employed. Prior qualifications include Certificate Level to Postgraduate Degree Level.

A.2 Regional Development

Per capita incomes in regional areas ($1,000)


Most recent data point: 2015–16.

Change metric: Real percentage point change per year over a five year period from 2010–11.

Note: Regional incomes should not be compared to the GSI figure above since they are a measure of income that does not include all government services and business savings.

Deviation in regional incomes from city average (%)

See “Per capita incomes in regional areas”.
Deviation in regional employment rate from city average (%)

See “Employment rate for 25–64 year-olds”.

A.3 Transport

Median distance to work in capital cities (kilometres)


Most recent data point: August 2016.
Change metric: Percentage change over a five-year period from August 2011.

Note: Commute distance is the bee-line distance between origin and destination, where the origin is the centroid of the SA2 where the worker usually resides, and the destination is the centroid of the destination zone that contains their place of work. The Australia-wide figure is the median across workers in all eight greater capital city regions.

Proportion of commutes by walking and cycling in capital city (%)


Most recent data point: August 2016.
Change metric: Percentage point change over a five-year period from August 2011.

Note: Active transport includes trips to work by bicycle or by walking only. The total number of commutes includes those who worked at home but excludes those who did not go to work on Census day and those who did not state how they got to work. The active transport measure does not include cycling commutes that were made in combination with another mode, but adding these trips makes little difference to these metrics. The Australia-wide figure is the median across workers in all eight greater capital city regions. The decline in the share of commutes by active transport cannot be explained by Census-day weather. In most capital cities, the weather was just as or more conducive to people taking active transport in 2016 than in 2011. The exception was Perth, which had 2.4mm more rain on Census day in 2016 than it had on Census day in 2011 (Bureau of Meteorology (2018)).

Number of post-completion reviews published in past 4 years


Most recent data point: October 2018.

Note: This metric identifies project reviews that were published in the past 4 years, regardless of when the project was completed. Metrics were determined through email correspondence with relevant state departments and agencies, and through a desktop review of information available on the websites of the relevant departments and agencies. As such, a post-completion review that was published but is no longer available online may not have been captured. The one review identified for the ACT is the ACT/Sutton Federal Highway duplication, of which around one-half of the project was in NSW. Given that the extent of a post-completion review’s depth and quality can vary, this exercise involves judgement. For all states other than Victoria, projects counted towards this metric are all from BITRE (2018). One of the projects included in BITRE (ibid.) – Victoria’s Goulburn Valley Highway project – was excluded from our metrics, on grounds that the published evaluation was not provided and the published summary of the evaluation was very limited. But even among other case studies included in BITRE (ibid.), the depth and quality of the review varies significantly. For Victoria, six of the seven reviews were very brief (1–2 page) evaluations of relatively small projects published by VicRoads. Strictly speaking, these evaluations are not post-completion evaluations as defined by BITRE (which determine the accuracy or quality of the...
original cost-benefit analysis), nor do they all set out the quantifiable objectives of the project and whether those objectives were met. Nevertheless, given the smaller scale of most of these projects, these less detailed reviews may be appropriate.

A.4 Housing

Housing per 100 people aged 20 or over


Most recent data point: Census 2016
Change metric: Percentage point change over a five year period from August 2011.

Note: The housing stock is calculated as the sum of occupied and unoccupied private dwellings.

Share of bottom 40% of income-earners in rental stress


Most recent data point: 2015–16
Change metric: Percentage point change over a four year period from 2011.

Note: The bottom 40% of income-earners is determined from equivalised household disposable incomes excluding Rent Assistance. The 1st and 2nd percentile are excluded as these households may be under-reporters who exhibit high wealth and expenditure characteristics. Rental stress is defined as spending more than 30% of total income on rents.

State homelessness rate per 10,000 people


Most recent data point: Census 2016
Change metric: Percentage point change over a five year period from August 2011.

Note: The ABS definition of homelessness includes: persons living in improvised dwellings, tents, or sleeping out; persons in supported accommodation for the homeless; persons staying temporarily with other households; persons living in boarding houses; persons in other temporary lodgings; and persons living in ‘severely’ crowded dwellings.

A.5 School education

Progress, Year 3–5 NAPLAN (months)


Most recent data point: 2016.

Note: Months of learning, compared to national average, average of reading and numeracy, 2010–12 to 2014–16 cohorts, adjusted for socio-economic background.

Students in top two NAPLAN bands, Year 9 (%)


Most recent data point: 2017.

Change metric: Percentage point change over a five year period since 2012.

Note: Average of reading and numeracy.
A.6 Health

Avoidable mortality rate, capital city areas (per 100,000)

Most recent data point: 2016.
Change metric: Reduction in five years (%).
Note: Avoidable mortality rate is age-sex standardised.

Avoidable mortality rate, regional areas (per 100,000)

See “Avoidable mortality rate in capital city areas”.

Average cost per weighted patient treated ($1,000)

Most recent data point: 2015–16.
Change metric: Change in the past five years (%).

A.7 Energy

Average residential retail electricity price (cents/kWh)

Most recent data point: 2017–18.
Change metric: Real change since 2012–13.
Note: Includes GST. Expressed in real 2017–18 dollars.

Emissions intensity of grid-purchased electricity (tonnes of CO2e/MWh)

Most recent data point: 2016–17.
Change metric: Change since 2011–12.
Note: Based on full fuel cycle emissions.
Unplanned outages (average annual minutes per customer over the last five years)

**Source:** Grattan analysis based on information in distribution network regulatory information notices published by the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) and network performance reports published by the Western Australian Economic Regulation Authority (ERA).

**Most recent data point:** The period 2012–13 to 2016–17 inclusive for networks in all jurisdictions except Victoria; 2013–2017 calendar years inclusive for Victoria.

**Change metric:** Change from the prior five year period (2007–08 to 2011–12 inclusive for networks in all jurisdictions except Victoria; 2008 to 2013 calendar years inclusive for Victoria).

**Note:** Calculations use metric DQS0101 in AER economic benchmarking regulatory information notices, and non-normalised unplanned distribution outages in ERA performance reports.

A.8 Taxes

Share of state taxes collected from tax bases with high economic costs (%)


**Most recent data point:** Taxation Revenue 2016–17

**Change metric:** Percentage point change over a five year period from 2011–12.

**Note:** Taxes with high economic cost are defined as those taxes with an average excess burden per dollar of taxation greater than or equal to 30 cents. As the more recent source, KPMG (2011) analysis of average excess burdens is used for all taxes except for ‘Stamp duties excluding motor vehicles and real property’, where the analysis is from KPMG (2010). Data source changed for Tasmania following consultation with the Tasmanian government.

A.9 Budgets

Net operating balance as a share of GSP


**Most recent data point:** FY2018.

**Change metric:** Percentage point change over a five year period from FY2013.

**Note:** GSP historical values only go up to FY2017. GSP in FY2018 for each state is calculated by growing FY2017 GSP by the 5 year compound annual growth rate.

Net debt as a share of GSP

See ‘Net operating balance as a share of GSP’
Interest and depreciation as a share of revenue
See ‘Net operating balance as a share of GSP’

A.10 Institutional Reform
We have created an institutional ‘score card’ for each of the states and territories, which measures whether they have policies that promote transparency and accountability on donations, lobbying, and other tools of special interest influence.

Like grades on a school report, we have marked the states and territories with A as best, and F as worst. We looked at five policies that improve transparency and five policies that improve accountability (listed below) to determine the final scores.

Transparency:
- The donations disclosure threshold is $5,000 or lower.
- Donations data is released within a month during election periods, and at most every six months otherwise.
- Donations from the same donor under the threshold must be aggregated and disclosed when they reach the threshold.
- Ministers are required to publish their diaries.
- Lobbyists are required to register on a publicly available record.

Accountability:
- The state or territory has codes of conduct for ministers and all members of parliament.
- Independent oversight of the ministerial code of conduct (e.g. by an integrity commission).
- There is a ban on former ministers taking up a lobbying role for at least 12 months after leaving office (a ‘revolving door ban’).
- Penalties for non-disclosure of donations are salient (e.g. max penalty is at least $25,000, or non-compliant parties may have their public funding cut).
- The state or territory has an anti-corruption or integrity commission.

Table A.1 and Table A.2 on the next page show how the states and territories score against these criteria. States and territories that have implemented all five measures receive an A, and those that have none of them would receive an F (the lowest score received by any state or territory was an E).

In a third metric, we list whether a state has expenditure caps or donations caps (Table 11.1 on page 102).

Change metrics
We categorise positive change (↑ in Table 11.1) as any improvement to any of the items listed above, without any weakening of other measures. Negative change (↓ in Table 11.1) is the inverse. Neutral or no change (– in Table 11.1) is where no change occurred, or conflicting changes occurred (e.g. lowering the donations disclosure threshold but lengthening the due dates for disclosures to be made public).
### Table A.1: Policies to increase transparency in the states and territories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Donations disclosure threshold $5,000 or lower</th>
<th>Aggregation under the threshold</th>
<th>Timely disclosure of donations</th>
<th>Ministers publish diaries</th>
<th>Lobbyists register</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: State and territory Electoral Acts, Lobbying codes of conduct, and DPC websites.

### Table A.2: Policies to increase accountability in the states and territories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Code of conduct for ministers and all MPs</th>
<th>Ministerial code independently administered</th>
<th>Revolving door ban</th>
<th>Salient sanctions for circumventing donations disclosure rules</th>
<th>Independent anti-corruption or integrity commission</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Some parliamentarian codes of conduct do not include members of the Upper House, e.g., in WA. NSW has a separate code of conduct for the Legislative Council.

Sources: State and territory Electoral Acts, ministerial and MP codes of conduct, news sources, lobbying codes of conduct, anti-corruption or integrity commission websites and DPC websites.
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